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The Marketing, of Selected Food Crops in Kenya, Comprising
haize, Bean3, English Potatoes, and Bananas*

The current study on the marketing of selected food crops in Kenya
is port of a wider project on the marketing of staple foods in Africa which
is directed by the Stanford Food Research Institute. Altogether four twoman teams, one based on Sierra Leone, one on Western Nigeria, one on Eastern
Nigeria and one on Kenya are involved in it. A graduate student from
Stanford University is also conducting a similar study in Northern Nigeria.
The aasic research outline v;as thrashed out by all the teams working
together. The idea is that each will be askinj about the same questions
and gathering similar data in its own environment. In .this way it is expected
that some comparability of results c n be achieved and any interesting
contrasts and similarities highlighted*
Agreement was reached on the general criteria to be followed in choosing
the commodities to be studied and the geographical area to be covered. Each
team was to choose a central city as a focal point. Jour or five starchy
staples defined as the most important calorie providers in the local diet
were to be isolated for study. The geographical boundary of the study was to
bo the entire supply hinterland of the central city with respect to the
commodities an question. Within that area the marketing of each commodity
w-,s to be studied, tracing the transfers of e eh one from the producer to the
consumer, /ill intermediaries, whether or not they take title to the commodity
be they transporters, processors, distributors, wholesalers or retailers fall
within the scope of the study.
For Kenya the central sity selected was Nairobi and the commodities
ohoden were maize, beans, English potatoes and bananas, (initially, wheat
and rice had oeen included and bananas excluded). Tile study has not yet
advanced far enough to yield results and deca so for gathe.ed have yet to
been processed and evaluated. The purpose of this paper is therefore not
to present findings or to develop hypotheses: it is simply to define the
scope of the study, our approach to it and what we hope to -,chiove.
Scope
Our first task is to discover for each commodity the main exchange
levels, defined as the principal points where title to the commodity is
transfered from one intermediary to another, We need to know the precise
geographical locations of markets, shops, warehouses or farms where these
transfers take place, the comparative significance of various levels of
transfers, when (before or after harvest) do they occur, in what forr:. is
the commodity transfered, on what terms, etc.
Next, the intermediaries at each stage will be examine! to see if they
exhibit any interesting characteristics which could mark them off as a grcup
from others in the society, Thus v/e are interested for instance in the sex,
religion and ethnic group of each type of intermediary, as well as his
employment history, his type of business organization, and so on.
Having identified the personnel involved in the m.rketini chain for
each product we need to know something about the market facilities used.
For the most part these will je physical facilities bach as markete, shops
and storage depots, but they also include credit facilities and any other
facilities of a non-physical nature which assist market agents in their
trading operations. Whatever the facility, certain key questions will be
asked - eg. where are they located, how accessible are they, who allocates
them and on what criteria, who owns and Liaintains the,.., what is their capacity
are they adequate for needs, is utilization seasonal or continuous, and
similar questions.
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Attention will also be given to the manner in which marketing agents
O induct their operations. For example, how is market information passed on
through the entire chain of intermediaries concerning supply and demand
conditions? How complete or incc...piete is such information, is it accurate
and current, or relatively unreliable and out of date? Is there any kind
of code of behaviour binding m:rket participants? Are there any legal or
social sanctions which could be invoked .gainst market participants whose
conduct was thought to be illegal, unethical or otherwise unacceptable?
The 3tudy will also attempt to appraise the effect of forces
operating on the marketing system and in particular to balance the incentives
against the disincentives to the entry of new firmsP Once again the nature
of incentives as well as barriers to participation in the market is to be
widely explored to cover the range- of official sanctions, social traditions
and the like. Special attention is to be paid to the question of economic
or monetary incentives and the extent to which these are enhanced or retarded
by non-economic forces. The purely physical obstacles to efficient distribution will also be taken into account, eg. inadequacy of transport facilities,
physical inaccessibility due to bad weather, lack of communications, .and bad
topography.
Governmental policies not directly concerned with marketing may nevertheless have an important bearing on market organization and performance with
respect to the commodities under study. It is therefore -intended to pinpoint
official policies in other sectors of the economy which have a major impact
on the marketing of the food staples selected and to see whether such policies,
if enforced, might facilitate or encumber distribution. In this connection
special attention is to be given to the content of the national development
plans, to taxation and fiscal policies which have an indirect effect on
marketing, and to the policy of official price control* The effect of these
measures oa the demand and supply of the commodities in question, on resource
allocation within the marketing sector, on risk and profitability and on
other related matters will be noted.
Approach
In collecting data we have to rely both on secondary sources and on
o&ginal research based on interviews. Vie have been able to get very little
information from published sources.
Even on a commodity like maize which
has attracted so much public attention and is marketed though official
channels, comparatively little is known about the marketing and disposal of
that portion of the crop (which in a normal year may be 90% or more) not
handled by the Maize and Produce Board, a point which is litole realized.
Of this maize some is consumed by the growers directly, some is bartered
in the rural or village markets, some is moved illegally from district to
district within Kenya and some is smuggled out of Kenya and sold for be: ..or
prices across the border. By ,.nd large, what is true of maize is also true
of beans though these are less stringently controlled. In all cases the
relative magnitudes involved, the price structure in markets outside the
controlled channel and the effect of having two parallel price structures
side by side - the official and the unregulated - are questions which well
merit investigation. For those commodities - maize and beans - marketed
through a statutory board reliance has been placed primarily on depth interviews with the intermediaries involved. 1'hese have included the marketing
board officials themselves, millers, transporters, wholesalers nd officials
in relevant ministries. Fairly reliable information can thus be obtained
but this is information concerned largely with tiiat portion of the commodity
which is handled through the official channels.
liass interviews at the retail level, involving shops and retail
markets in both rural and urban areas are beiig carried out on a smaple basis.
For example a 25U sample of bean and potato traders has aire dy been completed
for the Naii'obi retail markets, and it is intended to tackle the village and
barter markets in the same way. One modification will be that because the
latter are so numerous and heterogeneous it may be necessary to cnoose
perhaps a stratified sample of markets in addition to interviewing a sample
of traders in each market. It will be clear that to be able to choose a
meaningful sample, whether of traders or of markets, it is necessary to know
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approximately the number of traders in each market, and for each commodity,
and likewise the total numoer of markets within the area of study. The
task of enumerating individual traders and visiting each market individually
is evidentjy beyond our means but we have found the county council officials
and others very helpful in assisting us to locate markets in the rural areas,
and in classifying them into useful categories.
One big problem is to find capable interviewers who understand both
English and the local vernacular to conduct interviews in the various places
where they are needed. A second problem is to overcome the suspicion of
many traders who, despite every assurance to the contrary, still feel that
there is some sinister motive behind our lpryingr into their business. The
third is the amount of time spent travelling enormous distances in trying
to cover pratically the entire area from Bungoma to Kitui.
Objectives
You may well ask what we do with the data once we have got it. It is
hoped that information obtained in this and similar studies will be used to
evaluate marketing performance with respect to different commodities and
different areas. More specifically, the study singles out some five major
criteria by which the performance of the marketing function should be tested
and evaluated. These are:. ..
_ ... ..
1.

Performance in the eyes oj®^rticipants - how far the market intermediaries at each level ar^satisfied or dissatisfied with the marketing
process as they see it, and the reasons therefore

2«

How far does the market approximate the economist's model of a perfect
market in which price difference? reflect cost differences, where price
signals1 are effectively communicated and the price system determines
the economic allocation of resources!

3.

Are there ways in which the technical efficiency of marketing could be
increased through a re-allooation of existing marketing resources;

4*

Are there ways in which new net investment could contribute
significantly to marketing efficiency; and

5.

Are there extra-economic goals which the marketing syscem is supposed
to meet, how far are those goals in fact being met, and at what cost.

It will be clear that informed opinion on these questions will only be
possible when all aspects of the study as spelt out above have been covered
and the quality of the results will of course depend largely on the quality
of the data.
Apart from these somewhat qualitative judgements it is hoped that the
study, while not yielding- accurate quantitative data, will none the less
provide rough orders of magnitude on the volume of each commodity passing
through each level of intermediary. For example, approximately what
proportion of maize product is marketed and of that marketed approximat oly
what proportion is sold to the agents of the Kaiw
Prince Board and
what proportion outside? How much maize m^al do the shops h^nr]io
to market places - and so forth.
Some price data are also being gathered which may be useful to
future policy. It is well known that even for maize and beans which have
a fixed producer price great quantities are in fact sold in the free and
unregulated markets. These channels are perfectly legal and must not be
confused with illegal black market channels which are also, at times, of
considerable significance. We are collecting weekly wholesale ^sd retail price
data over a period of 12 months or more both in the town and in remote
rural and village markets. It may be that some interesting price behaviour
especially in the so-called 'barter markets' will be observed. ihe fact
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that these markets are situated physically close to places where official
agents buy at fixed prices means that the small maize or bean farmer has the
option of selling either to an official agent at a fixed aid known price or
in the unregulated markets at the competitive price, -he prices ruling in
the Carter markets should therefore offer an interesting comparison with
those fixed by authority and it should be worth pondering whether substantial
discrepancies between these two prices, if they occur, could affect
significantly the volume of produce oi.hered for sale to the official agents
at different times of the year.
Of the four commodities being studied two - maize and beans - are
centrally marketed, the control on maize being far more rigorous than that
on beans; the remaining two, bananas and English potatoes, are not subject
to such control but -are sold wholly under competitive conditions. Here again
one may expect our study to shed some light on the merits and demerits of
controlled marketing or partially controlled marketing on the one hand, and
uncontrolled marketing on the other, subject to the limitation that, results
based on a study of only four products cannot claim general validity.
It is also hoped that it will be possible to test some of the more
popular hypotheses which have gained currency in recent years concerning
marketing behaviour in Africa, They include allegations such as 1,

that a free market is subject to wide season^f fluctuations which could
be reduced by controlled marketing;
™

2,

that the free market has too many intermediaries making inordinate
profits at the expense of the consumer and the producer!

3,

that prices in different markets tend to move erratically, suggesting
ignorance of supply and demand conditions!
that unregulated markets are not sophisticated enough to supply the big
cities and that reliance must therefore be placed on organized marketing!

5,

that many Africans cannot succeed as traders because of the demands of
the extended family; and

6.

that a higher price is not offered for a higher quality of the product
because somehow/ the price system fails to transmit information.

Let us emphasize again that our study is one with the four West
African studies and too much weight must not be attached to any one of
them in isolation.

TABLE I .

AFRICAN

BUSINESS
ANNUAL

PROMOTION

BALANCE

SHEET

LIMITED (£)
A S

L I A B I L I T I E S
1963

196S

1965

1964

Fixed

Share Capital
Authorised: 100 Ordinary Shares of Shs.20/each (1963)

Issued:

2 Ordinary Shares of Shs.20/each fully paid
249,998 Ordinary Shares of
She.20/- aaoh
paid (1964)

2 50,000

250,000

2

2

25,000
25,000

Revenue Reserve
Unappropriated Profits

9,102

45,922

.. If64

1065

548
2,183

2,6X5

Assets:

Motor Vehicles
Furniture and Equipment

100

250,000 Ordinary Shares of 20/each (1964)

S E T S

Associated Companies
Share at Cost
Hogg Robinson & Capel-Cure(U)
Ltd.
Equatorial Agencies Ltd.
Associated Traders(U) Ltd.
Nyanza Textile Industries Ltd.
Uganda Cement Industries Ltd.
Uganda Crane Industries Ltd.
Uganda Consolidated Properties
Ltd.

3, 900

10,000
10,000

3,900
9, O O O
10, O O O
700
650

800
4GO

85,104
Current Assets:

Current Liabilities and Provisions
Holding Company - UDC. Ltd.
Fellow Subsidiary Company
Creditors, Provisions and Accrued
charges
Taxation

1, 639

75
11

10
5, 460

1, 257
23,508

1,179
11,179
6, 034
21,900

Stock of Umbrellas and Hoes at
Cost
1, 601
Debtors, Deposits and Prepayments
Current Account - Fellow
7, 631 27,060
Subsidiary Company
Deposit - Ugadev Bank Ltd.37,040
Fellow Subsidiary Company
Cash at Bank and in hand

8, 446

3, 443

713
71,599
22,

074

8,

925

18,

962

Intangible Assets:
Formation expenses

Total

16,215

95,775

150,598

i! c t al

Guarantees Outstanding on behalf
of customers

Source UDC. Annual Reports

136

16,213 95,775

150, 3 9 0

4,275

74,182

TABLE 2
AEP

PERFORMANCE

RECORD
December

October

1965

1965

1966

14
£10,175

194

324

£74,475
42,325

£126,800

January
CREDIT - GUARANTEES

No. of Credit - Guarantees
Total Value

4, 575

Amount Operative

110

-

Tea Guarantees

Nil

Default on all Guarantees

72,572

710

1,549

831
179

n. a

13

117

n. a

27

525

1, 584

4

11

13

£ 6,000

£11,750

£13,750

2, 284

3, 709

4,752

—

Less recovered from sale of assets
Credit - Guarantee Commission Received
Income to date

CONFIRMING
No. of Confirming approved
Total Value
Amount operative
Commission Received

Nil

551

411

Defaults

Nil

Nil

Nil

DISCOUNTING
No. of Traders Discounting operative
Amount operative
Commission Received
Commission and Interest Received to date

1
£

35

507

£19,581

3

64

29

669

48
£24,839
n. a
2,148

HIRE - PURCHASE SCHEIE
No. of Guarantees on vehicles
Total Value

-

Commission Received

-

Source; Files of A5P

—

_

22

-

£41,898
2,090

G.R. 3osa
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AFRICAN BUSINESS FINANCING- SCHF^g IN UGANDA

This paper is part of a wider study on "Financing
Small-scale Enterprise in Uganda". It does not attempt to
argue the case -for small "businesses or the role they play
in the economic life-especially- of "underdeveloped countries.
Its purpose is more narrowly "based.
For among the many
problems which confront small-scale enterprise in underdeveloped - as Ln developed - countries, few have proved
to he as difficult to solve as those of financing.
And
where African small "businesses are concerned, these
problems are even many, many times fold more intractable.
Until recently, the domination of expatriate "banks has
"been one of the rr^st important features in Uganda as
elsewhere in East A f r i c a .
But these "banks, having close
connections with British Banking interests and deriving much
of their tradition! and attitudes from the British Isles,
have contributed precious little in the promotion especially
of African small businessese
In Uganda, various schemes
have been tried in an attempt to overcome this foundamental
constraint in the promotion of Africans in business and
the purpose of this paper is to review and assess the
successes and failures of some of these schemes.
Establishment of _the Small Industries Development Fund
One of the first experiments in development financing
in Uganda was the establishment of the Uganda Credit and
Savings B ank as was the establishment of the Uganda Development Corporation in the early 1950fs#
The operations,
successes and failures of the Uganda Credit and Savings Bank
have been the subject of an earlier paper in this study.1
While the two institutions were Government owned and were
conceived at about the same time, their objectives were
radically different.
The one was designed to promote small
African enterprise by facilitating loans to African commercial
and industrial-in addition to agricultral- enterprise; the other

was designed to promote large'industrial undertakings in
Uganda usually in partnership with outside finance.
While
the Uganda Credit and Savings Bank was capitalized with an
intial fund of over £•§• million, the Uganda Development
Corporation was capitalized with an initial fund of £5 million
and the latter*s activities now run into several million
pounds worth of business per annum0
In 1955, however, after three and a half years of
successful operation of large undertakings, the Uganda
Development Corporation found it fit not to be associated in
the public's mind solely with the development of large
projects.
This would probably not be good for public
relations.
The Uganda Development Corporation therefore
conceived of a small industries project and in 1955, set up a
"Small Industries Fund" by allocating £2^,000 from its profits
which amounted to £263,049 in that year.

1

See G.R. Bosa, Uganda Credit and Savings Bank, EDRP. No.98
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This special reserve fund was increased "by a farther
appropriation of £50,000 in 1957.
The purpose of the fund
was to provide assistance to individuals or groups of
individuals in setting up new enterprise or in expanding
exisiting enterprise in conditions where normal sources
of industiral finance were not available and entreprenerical
ability was lacking.
It was thus not intended to assist
well developed "businesses which had access to other sources
of finance.
Rather, its object was to assist the small man
with technical knowledge, business experience and capital.
Though in many ways a forerunner of the African
Business Promotion Limited, the Small Industries Scheme was
not geared solely to the promotion of Africans in business.
For instance, "the first £20,000 loan to which no conditions
had been attached, was rather quickly taken up by two loans one to a European firm which might well have found other
sources of funds and which did not need technical knowledge."
The sum of £20,000 could, obviously, have served more people
or firms, or served persons or firms in greater need.
It
was probably because of this that in 1957 conditions such as
"the Corporation should only enter into schemes where
technical knowledge and guidance are essential features"
and that "full publicity should be given by the Corporation
to the existence and purpose of the fund throughout the

2

Territory" were attached by Governor-in-Council. Still the thinking
which led to "the formation of ABP was partly a result of 'the
accumulated experience from the operations of the Small Industries
Development Scheme*

Establishment of African Business Promotion Limited
During the course of administering the Small Industries
Scheme, the Uganda Development Corporation incidentally made
some contribution in teaching African applicants for loans
some of the elementary principles of conducting their businesses.
But by 1962 these training facilities had not been set up in
an organised way though the need for a much greater effort
in this field had been fully recognised.
In addition, the
need to encourage the participation of Africans in the
country's distributive trades was also fully recognised.
The
Uganda Development Corporation therefore proposed the formation
of a new subsidiary to be known as African Business Promotion
Limited, with a broad objective of training .Africans in all
aspects of business at all levels of business employment.
It
would also offer services to small businesses.
The World
Bank had recommended that the Uganda Development Corporation
organisation should have as its main objective the training
and development of entrepreneurs.
It recommended that the
Uganda Development Corporation organisation should work closely
with the various loan funds; expand business training schemes;
help in the interpretation and simplification of business
regulations; and create a business advisory bureau and
commercial services agency. 3 m t h r e g a r d t o t h e latter
function, the A.B.P. would be the means of providing
commercial services to African traders.
The A.B.P. would
achieve this by the employment of supervisory staff to assist
o

C.T. Richardson, Final Report Small Industries Development,
April 1961.
I.B.R.D., The Economic Development of Uganda (Baltimore:
John Hopkins Press, 1962), pp.291 - 292.
~
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individual African businessmen; it would institute a credit
guarantee scheme to guarantee their credit with importers and
manufacturers, or with shippers and merchants overseas; it
would give assistance in assessing the market, in the submission
of indents, on insurance, on freight and clearance, and on
how to organise storage, sales and costing.
These then were
the considerations which led to the formulation of a scheme
which would meet the recommendations of the World Bank, as
well as the primary objective of assisting in the training of
Africans at all levels of business employment.
By 1963, discussion had reached final stages and on
17th July, 1963, African Business Promotion Limited was
incorporated as a new subsidiary company of the Uganda Development Corporation.
Finances of the African Busliness Promotion - The
liabilities and assets distribution of ABP is shown in Table 1.
The ABP v/as originally financed by an initial issue of 2 shares
of £1 each which were fully paid. ^he company did not become
fully operative until 1964 when its authorised share capital
was raised from £100 to £250,000 and fully paid up capital
raised from £2 to £25,002.
However, in the period 17th July
to 31st December 1963, the company still made a trading
profit of £14,562 from which £5,460 taxation v/as deducted
leaving a balance of £9,102 unappropriated profits to be
carried forward.
The ABP was initially operated as a
subsidiary of the Small Industries "nevelopment Fund and had
no personnel and over-heads of its own.
Since the company
was appointed distributing agent of many of the TJPC products,
notably cement,
it was possible for the ABP to make a
substantial profit during this formative period.
Apart from increasing the authorised as well as paid up
share capital in 1964, retained profits have been the biggest
source of funds for the ABP.
The Company made a trading
profit of £62,804 in 1964 and after providing for taxation, a
balance of £39,296 was added to the unappropriated profit of
£9,102 brought forward from 1963, making a total of £48,398.
Of this, £1,476 formation expenses was written off and. 5%
interim dividend-accounting for £1000 - was declared, leaving
an unappropriated profit balance of £45,922 to be carried
forward.
The trading profit for the year 1965 was £67,649
and after taxation of £23,467 and an interim dividend
amounting to £5,000 which v/as declared during the year, left
a consolidated balance of £85,104 to be carried forward.
The assets structure of the Company shows a very high
liquidity ratio.
In 1963 virtually 100- of the company's
funds was in the form of cash and current account with a fellow
subsidiary company.
In 1964 and 1965 liquid assets on
current account or in the form of cash, time deposits and
current debts, accounted for 72^ nnd 81c£, respectively of the
total assets.
These liquid assets were considerably more
than adequate to back up cred.it guarantees of £4,275 and
£74,182 outstanding on behalf of customers in 1964 and 1965.
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OPERATIONS OF TH^ SIDF & A BP
Appraisal of Loan Applications (SIDTO. - In general, any
individual or group "of individuals in industry or who are
wanting to set up business in industry, could apply for
a loan in writing to the SIDF executive setting out the
purpose for which the loan was "being applied.
In addition
to the provisions laid dov/n in 1957 "by Govemor-in-Council
previously mentioned, four other provisions were imposed
"by the TJDC itself in order to safeguard Government's
intentions in allowing the Fund to he set up and for
internal guidance.
These were: "(a) that the application
falls properly within the title of the fund Development of Small Industries;
(b) that the applicant knows what he wants to
do exactly and has a definite scheme which
he is qualified to carry out;
(c) that the applicant has a record of proven
performance in business life;
(d) that the application is not for the development
of retail trade." 5
!t

Small Industries" was defined by the TIDC es "any project
which v/ill operate within a loan limit of "5, ^ 0 ^with the
possibility of a further £2,500 for expansion." 4
i n the
light of experience these conditions were subsequently
amplified in order to ensure, among other things:
(a)

" That there is adequate evidence of
(i)

necessary technical skills, whether by
previous experience or by training.

(ii) sufficient commercial knowledge and
experience to manage and operate the
business and to maintain proper records
and books of account; or alternatively
of the ability to learn, given reasonable
assistance.
(iii) Character and integrity of the applicant.
(b)

That a full investigation is made of each
application, thnt detailed capital and trading
estimates are prepared and that these reflect
reasonable prospects of success.

(c)

That reasonable security is furnished in
addition to a charge on the assets to be
created by the loan." 5

Also, in 1957. the Board of directors agreed to establish
a Small Industries Committee made up of three members of the
Board, in order to ease administrative problems and ensure
speedy processing of applications. As experience was gained
the standard procedure for dealing with applications vhich
finally evolved, involved the follovrin- routine*

Quoted from Henry B. Thomas, O^se St-i^i s on the Uganda
Development Corporation. Febru'-ry 1965, pp. 5 4
5

n

Files of the Development division c f THC.
Ibid.

—
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All new applications are scrutinised by the Senior
Executive in charge of the Small Industries Scheme.
Applications which are clearly inadmissible are rejected
and the applicant accordingly informed.
Applications
which are considered as potentially suitable for Small
Industries Loans are processed by a Small Industries Section.
Each application is investigated by a member of this Sectionfs
staff in accordance with the £>rincir)les laid down in "Guide to
Project Investigation" - the "Bible" as this document is
popularly known J It lays down the detailed procedure to be
followed in making feasibility and viability studies of
a project and assessing -Ghe merit of applications.
On completion of each investigation, a full report
is submitted to the Senior Executive in charge.
It includes
such things as: description of the project, summary of the
investigation with conclusions, amount of loan and specific
purposes for which the loan is required, period of grace
considered necessary, period of loan and method and amount
of repayments, security offered and form of security, method
of advancing the loan, an estimate of follow-up service
considered necessary, recommendation, and appendices giving
factual, financial and costirig data.
If the application is
considered to be unsatisfactory, it is either referred back
for further information or amendment, or is rejected and the
applicant informed. Applications considered satisfactory
and endorsed by tha Senior Executive in charge are forwarded
to the General Manager of the UDC for the necessary investment
authority.
The Chairman of the UDC has authority to approve loans
not exceeding £1,000.
Loans of over £1,000 but not exceeding
^5,000 have to be approved by a committee of three Directors
and loans of over £5,000 are approved by the UDC Board.
The period between submission of application and final
grant of the loan, may vary between one or two months to
several months.
If the amount involved exceeds £5,000
there might be considerable delay pending a full meeting of
the Hoc Board.
Appraisal of Assistance to Traders Applications (ABP) The ABP procedure of assessing the merits of application^ is
essentially similar to the bas: c standard procedure of tne
SIDF except that the ABP's procedure is modified to suit its
special conditions and the kind of facilities it offers. In
the first place, ABP does not give any loans but only offers
facilities outlined below.
In the second place, ABP assists
only going concerns in trade and it does not deal with anyone
wishing to set up in business for the first time.
Hence
application for assistance takes the form of answering a
fairly lengthy and comprehensive, printed questionalre.
It
includes such particulars as name and address of the applicant,
type of business engaged in, type of legal organisation of
the business, detailed present value of the business, purpose
and detailed expected costings and revenues of the proposed
expansion, the security to be offered, the standard of books
of account, experience, ownership composition, size of family,
etc.
As the AB? has four field officers - one in each
Region-plus one field accountant for accounting services,
it is possible for the, ABP to quickly visit the premises of
the applicant for an initial on-the-spot investigation and to
check up on the statements given in the questionaire.
1-uch
of the original sifting of applications is done at this stage.
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Applications which are clearly inadmissible are rejected at
this stage and the applicant informed..
-^ny applications
considered as potentially suitable are forwarded together
with full reports, analyses, conclusions and recommendations,
etc. to the ABP B oard of directors for consideration.
^ery
few applications are rejected at this stage since much of
the basic groundwork will have been done in the field.
However, approval of applications is heavily influenced by
three things namely, the record of past performance and
experience, the presence of security - usually in the form
of stock-in-trade - whose value should be greater than the
requested amount of assistance, and the standard of books
of account.
Facilities Offered by the \BP. - ^he ABP at present
operates five main~schemes and three main services.
The
schemes include credit-guarantees, discounting, confirming,
hire-purchase guarantee and commercial bank loans; the
services include auditing/accounting, wholesaling and
distribution.
The philosophy behind the .ABP Credit-Guarantee Scheme
is that most traders operating efficiently and in good
localities could increase their sales if they carried more
stocks. But many are unable to obtain credit from their
suppliers as the lack of integrity in others has resulted in
a reluctance to develop credit-trading in Fast Africa.
Often the suppliers who do give credit only do so in order
to off-load dead-stock.
However, a good wholsaler will
neither cheat nor refuse to give credit if he has some
assurance that in gaining sales he is not risking bad
debts. Nor will he charge more for his services.
If the ABP therefore finds a good retailer buying
from a good wholesaler, it is prepared to guarantee 30 or
60 days credit supply of stocks against a 1% commission.
This enables the retailer to sell all or most of the goods
before payment, thus promoting his sales and profits. His
normal capital would still be available for low-sale lines the credit-guarantee applying only to his main lines, i.e.
those items which he can buy in wholesale quantities from
one or two selected and bona-fide wholesalers. (A wholesaler/
retailer who competes against his own customers is not
considered to be a bona-fide wholesaler^.
Normally, the ABP does not permit the credit-guarantee
to exceed 25L% of a trader's independent stocks. However, it
can allow the guarantee to operate as often as desired,
providing the total credit outstanding at any time does not
exceed the amount guaranteed. But as sales and stocks
increase, it can increase the ceiling of the guarantee.
The argument for the aBP ! s Discounting Scheme is that
many African traders desire to compete in tendering for
supplies to Hospitals, °chools, Prisons and. other institutions
but, too frequently, they find that the period between supply
and payment is too long for them to lay out their precious
capital. The business therefore passes to the traders with
more capital to spare.
The ABP can pay 90% of any account to those traders
who have successfuly tendered and supplied
goods to their respective buyers, on presentation to the
ABP offices of invoices or delivery notes certified by
whoever is in-charge. The remaining 10% less
commission
is then paid after collecting the payment from the buyer.
This scheme thus brings tendering down to almost "cash"
business.

- 7 There are hardly any conditions for traders who are
interested in utilising this cheme. All they have to do
is to either apply personally or in writing to ABP.
Then
ABP will write to the institutions asking them to pay the
accounts to ABP instead of the trader when due for settlement.
However, the "business men's accounts have to he submitted
to the ABP Executive Committee as in the case of tte CreditGuarantee and Confirming Schemes.
Bigger traders who wish to enjoy direct-imports and
consequently low prices may ask ABP to "confirm" their
indents.
This is mainly in cases where the traders are
unknown to the exporters or where the exporters have no
guarantee of payment.
The order is passed through ABP who
guarantee payment on delivery. ABP releases the goods
to the traders on 60 day credit terms.
This enables the
trader again to sell his goods before payment.
^hc ABP
charges a commission of 2%, plus the bank rate of interest on
the capital employed.
The ABP's argument behind this
scheme is that the trader should naturally gain a considerable increase of profit as an importer unless, of course,
he buys more than he can sell within a reasonable period
thus tying down his own capital.
The ABP therefore advises
in every case where it is consulted whether importing
is preferable to dealing through a local manufacturer's
representative and whether the quantities abroad would
attract a lower price.
The case for the Hi re-"Purchase Guarantee Scheme is
that where an African Company requires a vehicle to undertake essential deliveries or remove expensive hire charges
on collecting goods, the ABP can consider acting as guarantor
in a Hire-Purchase Agreement.
The Finance Company or dealer
will then usually agree to a low rate of interest on the
payment of instalments. However, the buyer must produce at
least 2b% of the vehicle cost in cash or a vehicle in partexchange. Details of various vehicle prices and repayment
schedules are shown in Table 2.
In connection with Commercial B^rik loans, it is only
in extremely exceptional circumstances^that ABP will act as
guarantor on loans made by the Uganda Commercial Bank to
African traders recommended by ABP.
These would be at
a reasonable interest rate but would never be granted where
credit facilities could equally suffice.
In addition to these schemes, the ABP provides the
services of an Auditor/Accountant to African traders who
request him. He is able to advise on methods of book-keeping,
to audit the accounts of private traders and partnerships,
and to prepare for audit the accounts of Limited Liability
Companies.
ABP charges nothing for advisory services but
nominal charges are asked for audits and audit preparations.
ABP is also at present doing every thing possible to
establish and strengthen African ""hole sale Companies especially
in rural areas where African trade cannot satisfactorily develop
whilst Asian retailer/wholesalers are the main sources of
supply.

-
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ASP itself has started inporting for direct sale to African
traders particularly goods which have hitherto gone through many
non-African hands in an extended chain from Mombasa to the rural
villages.
It has inported rice, crokery, cutlery, hardware, and
clothing to the value of £180,000. These goods will go direct to
African Companies at true wholesale trices. ABP is also itself a
main distributor for cement, chillington hoes ana other locally
produced products.
It distributes through African Wholesale
Companies and where not possible through its depots in different
regions.
AEP is also assisting African exporters to get established
in European markets, particularly for fruit and vegetables, and
building up a national Export Conpany operating through the proposed
National Trading Corporation.
ANALYSIS AND APPRAISAL OP OPERATIONS
OF THE SIDF AND AEP
The performance record of the SID? is shown in Table 5. In
all, 64 small industries have been assisted involving a total sum of
£98,051 in loans advanced.
This represents an arithmetical average
of £1,532 per project assisted.
However, the individual amounts
of loans advanced range from as low as £25 to £10,500.
Hie list of
projects which have been assisted ranges from agriculture, forestry
and mining through miscellaneous manufacturing industries to tertiary
services such as transportation and hair dressing.
Of the 84 small
projects assisted, 52 were owned and operated by Africans and the
remaining 12 were owned by Africans and the remaining 12 were owned
and operated by non-Africans. Again, out of these 64 small firms, 46
firms (72$) were individual proprietorships and the remaining 18 firms
(28$) were either co-operatives, partnerships or private companies.
Out of the 64 loans granted, 6 loans (9$) involving a total
amount of £11,775 - accounting for 12$ of the total volume of loans
granted - have been paid in full.
Of these 6 firms, 2 were registered
companies accounting for £11,000 of the £11,775 - the remain:Jig 4
firms being individual proprietorships accounting for £775 of the
total £11,775 fully paid. Twenty eight or 44 of the total projects
have been failures partly as a result of which £16,633 or 17'. of the
total volume of loans granted has been written off. Of these 28
failures, 24 were owned and run by individual proprietors; the
remaining 4 firms were registered companies.
Among the failures,
construction and mining carried the greatest weight by volume accounting
for £7,671 or 46$ of the total amount of loans written off. Tailoring
and carpentry were the biggest culprits by number 8 out of 28 or 29$
of the total failures - accounting for 16$ of the total amount of loans
written off. Thirty six projects (56$) are still in existence and are
partly responsible for the total amount of £43,387 of loans still
outstanding-accountirgfor 44$ of the total volume of loans granted.
There is no doubt that the SID scheme of the UDC has perf_,ri.cd a
positive function in the economy of D jancU . It has played
role in stimulating and assisting African enterprise in the field of
small industries.
It has made it possible to launch a number of
industrial projects with African participation but vrich projects
would never have been successful. It has thus played a valuable
educational function in addition to offering credit facilities to
Africans upon whose enterprise the economic future of the country is
ultimately to depend.
To that extent therefore, the SIDF scheme of
UDC has been an instrument of economic development in Uganda,
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It would seem, however, that there is still considerable room
for improvement. Perhaps the whole concept of small industries needs
to be revised.
There probably have been too many small loans lent
out to individuals who never were full-time industrial businessmen
but who took to small one-man show manufacturing industries as a
sideline to supplement their income from a full-time job elsewhere.
As would be expected, the consequent lack of full-time supervision and
attention would but result in high proportion of failures of those
projects.
Though Biaalu businesses in Uganda are really very small, the
standard of small industries in Uganda will perhaps have to be raised.
The UDC will perhsps have to raise its investment in small industries.
For only then is it possible to acquire some qualified people on
functional base3.
To successfully launch and operate a vegetable
canning project, for instance, one would need to have a chemist, a
marketing and perhaps a research officer.
This kind of project
would of corrse involve bigger laons a cL possibly UDC equity
participation to begin withe
But people who take bigger loans are
perhaps bettor ri:l: a.; ' 1 oy can afford :o hire competent and
responsible assistants.
Assisting thin kind of industrial project
would be in oharp, cortrast to assisting say a carpenter (or a
fisherman) whose only equipment would be one or two saws (or one or two
boats) anc on whom UDC would have no control whatever.
If the UDC
with all its vast exp*. sicnce in big industries, should find a
small industry projec^ viable, a good procedure would be that the
UDC should look around for how much private indigenous equity capital
was likely to be forthcoming, and the UDC should invest the balance
with a view to sellinr. out its share capital to Africans when the
project had been run firmly into the ground, say after five years.
If a. small industrial project shows good signs of promise, then the
UDC should actively participate in it and have active management in
it at least in the projectTs formative years.
Table 4 shows the performance record of ABP. There would seem
to be no doubt that the ABP has started off on the right foot.
For
in the short space of three years of its existance, the ABP has managed
to bring £500,000 of business through its Credit Guarantee Scheme
alone.
This figure is calculated from the commission ABP receives
from suppliers based on the credit sales involved. Though there has* been some
amount of defaults this has clearly been minimal* Only about one third
of the commission income has been lost to ABP on the honouring of their >
guarantees following defaults.
However, Bill Discounting is perhaps ABP's best scheme so far.
For ABP has now paid out £500,000 for supplies to Hospitals, Schools
Prisons and other Government institutions and later recovered the same
amount from Government Departments. Previously this kind of volume
of business was virtually completely closed to Africans as they could
not raise sufficient capital to make several large purchases whilst
awaiting payments.
The scheme is understood to be gathering momentum
rapidly and it is hoped that in the ^ominp year it*)r& tenders will
pass through indigenous hands^
The Confirming Scheme, on the other hand, has had a rather
limited use mainly bejause few African traders are big enough yet to
inport directly. Nevortherless goods worth over £10,000 have been
imported by a few progressive merchants around Kampala.
Through its Hire Purchase Guarantee scheme ABP has assisted some
22 African Companies to acquire lorries in order to enable them
to undertake essential deliveries or to remove expensive hire charges
on collection of goods*
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CONCLUSIONS
In a survey cf finance for small-scale enterprise carried out
recently in Uganda,0 one finding stood out very clearly.
This was
that small business in Uganda - as in other parts of the world depended very heavily on self-finance.
In Uganda, in particular,
this was true both in regard to long-term finance as in short - and
medium-term finance0
The highly successful Asian small businesses
depended very heavily on self-finance - which was also inter-locking
family finance.
In other words, family finance was the largest
source of the highly successful businesses in Uganda.
However, where
African businesses are concerned, this fundamental source of finance
for small businesses would seem to be a closed avenue.
In the
first place, in many African families, there usually are hardly any
funds to start off with.
In the second place, the cultural fabric
of African society does not seem to be conducive to capital
accumulation especially in small distributive trade businesses.
For as soon as a Misoke is seen to be successful in trade, every Tom,
Dick and Mukasa begin to feel that they should demand their social
rights in sharing their relative's prosperity.
Misoke usually can
resist frittering away his precious capital only at the expense of
becoming very unpopular or a social outcast.
Be that as it may, it seems doubtful that family funds are going
to play as fundamental a role in developing African small businesses
as it has played in those of non-Africans.
And if it is desirable
that the great imbalance in industrial and commercial activities
should be redressed, then it seems that, no matter how formidable
the difficulties are, development financing simply has to be made
successful in one form or another.
If a Uganda Credit and Savings Bank, for instance, finds the
costs and default rates of lending to small African businesses very
high, the solution would seem to be not so much in turning into a fully
fledged commercial bank and doing all the things that the expatriate
banks do - and profitably too - as in tackling more vigourously the
fundamental problems of lack of business knowledge, skills, experience,
teachability and financial integrityf
All these things would, of course,
take time, more imagination and money.
But perhaps they would be
well worth trying-, And having started on this course of action, the
SIDF and ABP will perhaps render great contrioution to the cause of
African enterprise, if they redouble their efforts in this direction.

See G-.R.Bosa, "Results of a Survey of Financial Demand by SmallScale Enterprise in Uganda", EDEP.lll.
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AG-?J0JLrUl:L4L EXPORT PRICING- SIR^TEQ-Y E T TANZANIA.
1.

EW)JlTCTION.
It is a commonplace that the East African economy is based primarily

upcn agriculture. About 60fo of gross domestic product is earned in the
agricultural sector, 8Ofo cf total employment is found there, and 801 of
total export earnings originate there. The development plans seek to move
the economies away from this extreme degree of dependence upon agriculture
but, even sc, substantial proportions of their capital programmes are earmarked for agriculture.

At the same time, a large proportion of the reve-

nues drawn from the economy for the use of the government originates in the
agricultural sector.

It is essential for governments, in these circum-

stances, to have a clear, consistent overview of their policies in the
agricultural sector.
The greates emphasis, in this respect, has conventionally been placed
upon the problem of allocating government efforts and expenditure upon agricultural development - as between various approaches, various crops, and
various regions.

The overview has usually taken the form of an attempt to

arrive at an agricultural development plan-, This is an important aspect of
governmental efforts in the field of agriculture - one of which we still
know too little and in which our techniques are still sadly deficient. But
the planning and execution of government agricultural development schemes
and services is not the whole picture. Regardless of whether it is a planned, free, or nixed economy the outcome in the rural sector is also bound
to be greatly effected by the level and structure of agricultural prices.
In most underdeveloped areas, and East Africa is no exception, the government exerts considerable influence upon these prices.
At the very least, agricultural price policy must be consistent with
the rest of the agricultural programme of the government.

Stated more

positively, pricing policy can be a useful instrument in the pursuit of
agricultural policy targets. Evidence continues to accumulate to the effect
that peasant producers in Asia and Africa sire, contrary to the earlier views
normally price-responsive.

In certain circumstances, the responses are

muted as a result of socio-cultural forces, middlemen's operations, transport difficulties, etc. but the responses are there.

One cannot ignore

them in the formulation and implementation of agricultural plans; indeed,
one should seek to emply them.
It is an interesting feature of the East African arrangements that the
three member countries have considerable freedom of action in this sphere.
Expert duties are levied by each government independently. Local authority
casses are established on a national or sub—national basis. Agricultural

- 2 Marketing Boards, with

7? without price-setting powers, are national , not

East African, institutions,

This permits flexibility, experimentation, and

innovation in policy-making on the national level in the sphere of agricultural pricing.

This paper

will examine the recent Tanzanian experience

with agricultural pricing policy.

The discussion will be confined to the

pricing of agricultural exportables, since the problems of domestic fondstuff (particularly maize and rice) price policy involve a variety of extra
issues which I would prefer to avoid.
producer prices for exports

Since the establishment of domestic

essentially a matter of deciding as to the

amount by which they should differ from world prices, this discussion migh-6
equally be described as one of agricultural taxation policy.
The governmental decisions with respect to agricultural prices (or

:

taxes) must be taken at three levels:
1.

The share of total product which the government appropriates for
its own uses - part of which must come from agriculture - must be
established.

2.

The agricultural sectorTs share of the total tax burden on the
economy must be decided.

This may also be phrased as the question

of urban-rural income distribution.
3*

The allocation within the agricultural sector of its contribution
to the aggregate must be decided.

2 0 TEE AGGREGATE TAX BURDEN AND AGRICULTURE'S ROLE THEREIN,
It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss the appropriate
aggregate tax burden to be placed upon the Tanzanian people for the sake of
the current needs of the government and the public development effort.

Thi&

will be taken as given-established at the highest level on the basis of
primarily political criteria.

Some background data placing this issue in

^perspective may, however, be useful.
The Tanzanian government extracts a small proportion of gross domestic
product in the form of taxes and other revenues by the "normal" standards
of other underdeveloped areas.^

Recurrent revenues amount, according to

official data, to roughly 18 per cent of gross domestic product, and 25 per
cent of monetary GDP ( See Table I).

According to a recent study by

1

Hinrichs, a country at Tanzania s stage of development and with its degree
of "open-ness" would be "expected" to have government revenues amounting to

1.

So do the governments of Kenya and Uganda.

raising.

(These proportions and trends are not affected "by the conversion

to constant prices of government and C-DP). There is, of course, nothing
correct or proper about the "normal11 proportion but the fact that Tanzania,
with its heavy emphasis on socialism, should be well under the average
indicates that more attention might profitably be given to raising further
tax revenues.
Implicit in his results is the possibility that Tanzania might fairly
easily make a once-for-all jump (or, alternatively a gradua rise) to a
higher government share of GDP, after which government revenues would, for
the foreseeable future, be expected to increase at the same rate as the
national income (i.e., the normal income-elasticity of government revenues
is unity at Tanzania's level of income, but Tanzania is beginning from a
below-normal base).

In fact, just such a jump has been made during the

1963-65 period, during which constant-price GDP remained unchanged but the
government's share thereof rose from about 15 to 18 per cent.3
The most obvious objective of the government's tax and pricing policy
in the agricultural sector is the raising of the revenue necessary for the
financing of its own activities.

(Viewed in the context of macroeconomics

this constitutes the reduction of the effective demand emanating from the
rural sector in order to free resources for the use of government.

Under-

lying this approach is the assumption that the economy is in a state of
quasi-full employment).

As long as the requirements of government remain

modest and there is no particularly aggre^ sive Public development policy,
there may be no need for special emphasis u P o n taxation of agriculture.
The traditional British colonial fiscal pattern was one heavily based for
central government purposes, upon customs duties - especially import duties.
In a fiscal system employing import dutie^
there is no a priori reason for expecting
urban or rural.

as the

the

Principal tax instrument,

source of the revenues to be

The frequent role of agri e u l t u r e

as the m

^or

forei

Sn

exchange earner and source of cash income ensured that a large share of the
revenues originated from this sector;

but

a rough sense, to its place in the econozf

this
and

share was

proportional, in

involved no inequity and no

special burden.
As soon as the government embarks upc>n a n accelerated development
programme, however, pressures for the incr e a s o d revenue which it requires
3. Official constant price data show Cons?ideral:)le growth in GDP during
this period since they measure volume charges, ^ e n an adjustment is made
for the terms of trade-deflating export v^ I u e ^ import prices rather than
export prices - as is appropirate for this3 consideration of tax reve.iues,
this growth vanishes. The data are as fo^10T7SS
TAgLgJEII
0:)r
Alternative Measures of Jonstant Price
(£ :.alliens-"tit I96O prices)

Official
Revised

1962
169oO
194*6

psl
2(^3-4

12&
210.4
212.8

?L

- ctor
1262
21?* 5
203.4

* 6 Table IY shows indices of money and real wage rates in Tanzania in
recent yea: 3. With independence (1962) there occurred a large sharp increa
increase ef from 30 to 40 P ^ cent.
the real wage rose again.

This time, however, the increases were held down

to slightly more reasonable rates.
rese by 9 t h e

There was then a yearfs pause* before
Between 1964 and 19^5? money wage rates

public sector, and 8.7$ i*1 private commerce.

In real

terms, as far as can be established, these increases were only 3*8

2.9

per cent respectively.
What was transpiring in the rural areas at this time is somewhat more
difficult to establish.

Table V employs the national accounts data to

obtain the relevant measures of real incomes and prices.

One cannot, of

course, place much confidence in these data but it is nevertheless worth
milking them to the maximum to extract their implications.

These price data

based on the national accounts do not take account of the various taxes on
agricultural produce5

these will be introduced later.
TABLE IY

1962-65
1

1965

131

l? 6 4
132

145

100

135

137

149

Agricultural money wage''

100

127

126

145

Wage-earners Retail Price Index,
Dar es Salaam2

100

98

99

105

Public Sector-real wage3

100

134

133

138

Private Commerce-real wage?

100

138

138

142

Agricultural real wage?

100

130

127

138

1?62

w

Public Sector-money wage^

100

Private Commerce-money wage^

^Calculated from Background to the Pudget
p
^Calculated from Monthly Bulletin of Statistics

Original base year was
19^1.

•'Money wage index deflated by wage earners retail price index,
Dar es Salaam.
On average, it seems that the rural peasants, even before taxes, has J"
not fared as well as the wage-earner.

Between 1962. and 1 9 6 5 , assuming

growth in the labour force of only 1.5$ per year,,a conservative guess,
total real per worker smallholder income before taxes rose only

8 E v e n

if the 1964-65 decline is taken as an aberration, it jtill rose at less than
half the rate of real wage rates.

If we could ignore the 1964-65 difficul-

ties and the upward lift to wage 3?ates in 1 9 6 2 - 6 3 , the rates of growth of
real smallholder income and real wage rates are net quite so divergent. The
former, if it had remained in 1965 at its 1964* level, would have grown
since 1962 at an annual rate of 4*5$.
2.6$.

In actual fact it grew at a rate of

Real wage rates, it will be remembered have grown in the last two

years at 2.9 to

per annum.

Cash crop production, ©i course, fared considerably better than total
.

1. -1 -

:

-

TABLE 71

Indices of After-tax Smallholder Agricultural Prices and Incomes, 1962-6^
1960-62 1963

12&

Index of real per worker (smallholder) cash
output -aft ei - • t ax

100

107

120

110

Index of real ror worker (smallholder) total
output-after tax

100

104

no

100

Index of real smallholders1 average cash
crop price-after ta±

100

96

95

81

Index of real smallholders1 average total
price-after tax

100

99

98

93

1
The methods employed in the construction of this table are identica,1 to
those employed in Table V. From net smallholder cash output at current
prices has, however, been substracted rough estimates - they are nothing
more-of total agricultural commodity taxes on smallholder output. These
totalled:
1960-62
1963
1964
1965

-

£650,000
£450,000
£2,000,000
£3,600,000

annually in the 1962-64 period.

(subsidy)

Real wage rates have grown over the

1962-65 period at 11-12% annually;

over the 1962-64 period, at 13-17$.

Clearly, the income distribution policy implicit in Tanzania's wage and
agricultural price policies, has worked to the increasing disadvantage of
the smallholder agricultural sector.

Is this purposeful?

Is it desirable?

In view of the impending foreign exchange problems and the growth of urban
unemployment, one must at least have some doubts.
It is worth highlighting the figures on productivity which are
implicit in the national accounts data.

(See Table V) Total physical pro-

ductivity per man has increased by 8 per cent between 1960-62 and 1965;

if

the bad 1965 year is regarded as abnormal, it increased by 15 per cent.
These productivity figures overstate actual technological progress in that
they include the output effects of increased inputs such ea labour per man*
land, and capital;

if the growth rate of agricultural labour is under-

stated, this also imparts an upward bias to the productivity data.
These biasses are increased in the case of the productivity data on
cash crops by the bias caused by shifts from subsistence to cash crop
farming which distort the productivity data in the latter1s favour.

Still

the measured productivity gains in Tanzania cash croi s have been considerable.

Between 1962 and 196; it rose by 36^ - at an amiual rate of 10.8 per

cent.

Even allcv.-ing for the? various upward biasses this is a substantial

rate of progress in agriciJ.tural productivity.
These trends are illustrative of those whioh can Le expected in the
coming ytars.

The gains in per capixa income which the nation achieves

are likely te be distributed in broadly the sane manner as in the recent

- 9
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past. Urban wage rates will rise steadily with per capita income;

they

must not in future, however, be permitted to rise mere rapidly than per
capita income.

Agricultural producer prices (after taxes) will remain

unchanged or will even continue to

fall.

The farmers will therefore

share in rising per capita income through increases in productivity or not
at all,

It must therefore be part of a national "incomes policy" to

encourage agricultural improvement as much as to regulate agricultural
prices and urban wage rates.

4.

SOLE ASPECTS OF AGRICULTURAL TAX-PRICE STRUCTURE.
Ta*es upon the sales of cash crops have generally not found favour

with the economics profession because of their tendency to encourage movement into leisure, untaxed agricultural (primarily subsistence) production,
urban unemployment, services, petty trade, etc. and their frequent inequity.
Still, because of the difficulty of collecting direct taxes from the rural
sector, and the fear that there are limits to the increases in import duties
which are possible without setting off urban wage pressures and price
inflation, levies on agricultural exports will contirme to be an important
source of government revenues.
Given this fact, it becomes the task of the economist to devise a taxprice system which minimizes the economic costs of tax-induced resource
misallocation.

More positively, his task is to ensure that the incentives

in the structure, as opposed to the level, of the&e taxes are working in
the appropriate direction.

Since elasticities are undoubtedly greater as

between alternative crops than they are between agricultural cash crop production and the other pursuits mentioned above, the structure of taxes and
prices may well be more important than their levels.
The most important considerations in such policies ares^
1.

effects upon national income

2.

effects upon foreign exchange earnings

3.

effects upon: export processing possibilities

4.

equity or neutrality

(i) An Illustrative DigressionsIt may be worth illustrating the fact that differing objectives may
give the policy maker very different pricing policy conclusions with a
simple example drawn from the recent literature on commodity schemes.

In

Harry Johnson's recent study of commodity issues he criticises the siiapliste
approach u© commodity policy which seeks as its objective the maximization
of foreign exchange earnings for its neglect of the- resource costs of the
commodity1s production.7

offers recommend tiona based instead upon the

have consciously fitted ctabilis-.tion as an objective of pricing policy
in this -Tiscussion.
71
Har::y John^o • U.S. ^con, li- Policy Towaris the? Less Developed Countries!
A Surrey oj ,_ajor Issues. ( _r-ckings: 1966).

- 10 objective of income maximization.

It is possible, however, despite his

strictures, for a government quite consciously to pursue the objective of
foreign exchange earnings maximisation.

I have elsewhere suggested the

possibility of a third commodity policy

objective - that of the maximisation

8

of government revenues.

One can easily think of others.

But let us, for

the sake of illustration, stick with only these three.
In diagram I, AR is the world demand curve facing the country which
is to make)commodity (domestic) pricing decision.
based on this world demand is s.iown as MR#
T

The marginal revenue curve

The supply curve which is also

the economy s marginal cost curve, is labelled S (dSIC).

In order to

maximize foreign exchange earnings one would v/ant to produce to that level . ^
at which marginal revenue falls to zero.
bo set at OA (=CD),

Clearly, the producer price should

This involves a subsidy to the producer;

he is paid a

price higher than that which his output will earn on the world market, OB.
(=CE), because of the high value imputed by the government to the foreign
exchange which his produce earns.
If, however, income maximization is the objective, the marginal revenue
must be equated with the marginal cost to the economy, as shown by the
supply curve.

The domestic producer price should then be set at a lower level,

OF («ffiT), The world price earned per unit when this price is paid is 0G(=KH),
This is higher as e::result of the reduced output coupled with the country's
market power.
DIAGRAM I
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Now sv /pose that the policy objective is to maximize government revenues.
Then the marginal revenue to the government («JIR) must be equated with the
marginal cost to the government which no\r r.ctc as a nonapsonict
&g wall ac a monopolist.
The curve labelled MMC is a curve
marginal to the supply curve which shows the marginal
government at each price and output.

cost to the

Tax revenues will be maximized,

through the exertion of maximum monopsony power9 by paying a still lower
price,

OP (=LQ), to the producer.

At this producer price, the nation will

earn a still higher price, Oil(=:LM) ? on the world market.
Thus the pursuit of three different policy objectives, based on the
needs for foreign exchange, income, and tax revenues, clearly results in
three quite different pricing policies.

In our case, the need for tax

revenues is assumed to have alreac^ determined the aggregate- taxL..burden to
be borne by agriculture.

Thus it is foreign exchange and income effects

upon which we should focus in determining tax-price structure.

And

Johnson's case for using the latter rather than the former seems to me
correct for East Africa today.
(ii)

Input Prices and Processing Possibilities.
The effects of agricultural tax and pricing policies upon processing

possibilities may not be so obvious.

Policies which result in lower

domestic prices for agricultural inputs to processing establishments than
would be paid upen world markets for these inputs constitute subsidies to
domestic processing.
industrial

Taxes on rav/ material exports can therefore be

subsidies.9

Thus the development levy which is applied to

Tanzanian sisal exports provides an implicit subsidy to Tanzanian twine
manufacturers since it is not applied to the sisal content of the final
processed product.

The effective protection offered to processing is the

amount of the subsidy divided by the value added in the process.10
example, taking an f.o.b. sisal price of £70 per ton and using
11

added data from the 19&3 Industrial Survey,

i n this

the value

Tanzanian sisal processing

receives effective protection from this development levy to the extent of
9.5$ of value added.

These implicit subsidies may partially offset the

heavy effective protection offered to processing industries in the
industrial nations th-ough the"csc lation" in their tariffs, (i.e., the
increase in rates with higher stages of processing and production).

In

the case of sisal processing. European processors"; receive effective
protection (using their data) at

rate of 32$ of value added.

Table VII

^Taxes on imported or non-expo.ccable inputs to in .astr;-, of course, are
disincentives to industry.
10

See, for example, W.-i, Corden, 'The Structure of a Tariff System and the
Effective Protection Rate," Journal of Political Economy, Yol.LXXIV,
\
Ho.3, June 1966, pp .221-237*
l:L
Which shored that sisal inputs constituted
of the value of gross
©utput of the sisal processing industry ih. Tanzania.

- 12 processors
:roughly estimates the effective protection offered to developed country/
of some of Tanzania's exports, and those levels of export tax

upon

the primary products.which would be required to provide incentives for
Tanzanian processing sufficient exactly to offset the European protection 0 f
processors.

These estimates can be improved but it is clear that fairly- * -

modest taxes on some materials can overcome substantial protective barriers
in the developed nations.

For example, British protection of 80 per cent

for its groundnut crushers cah. be offset by an export tax on groundnuts of
11 per cent.

The same factor which

tends to produce higher effective

protection rates in the developed countries, a high material input component
in the total value of outpu
them.also increases the ease with which raw •
material exporters can offseV
, (It is worth noting that as the prices
of exports rise, in those causes in which progressive export duties are
applied ±o agricultural products, the effective (percentage) protection for
domestic processing also rises.

When ta::es are specific, however, this

percentage effective protection falls with price increases).
TABLE VII.
Export

Duties and Effective Protection for Processing Activities
Value Added in
i
Processing Per Unit
Value of Final Output

wmw+t™ p™
i c c F o n in1
—-— 1 : 1
U.K.

EEC

Export Duty Required
to offset effective
protection in*
EEC

U.K.

%
Rope, cordage, twine

.40

22.5

Processed coffee

.40

Groundnut oil

.12

3
65-80

45
140

Castor oil

,10

80

Soyabean oil

.06

32.5
88

Cottonseed oi}.

.30

34

32

15
2

21

9-11

19

30

9

160

6

10

34

15

15

*The difference between c.i«f. European and f.o.b. East African prices has
been ignored. These figures are therefore slightly understated. The
possibility that the exchange rate of the East African currency is overvalued is also ignored.
Sources s l)
1) Value added data come from different sources.
castor oil are outright guesses.

Processed coffee and

The remainder are derived from

Harry G« JJohnson, U^S. Economic Policy Towards the Less Developed
Countries;

A. Survey of Major Issues (Brookings, 1966),

cordage, twine is cited dir3ctly therein.

Rope,

The remainder are impli-

1

cit in the tariff rates and Johnson s effective protection figures.
2) U.K. and EEC tariffs were applied to the value added data to obtain
t rn(l-v)
effective protection, as follows: t - -—v
Trhoro. f is the European effective protection en processing^ v is
the value added in processing per unit value of final output, t i3
the European tariff on the processed product, and m is the European
tariff on the r^w material irmit.

• 15 3^*. Export Dutyr Required ,d^t^?rere^3btained f n o c t h e ^ X ^nd-EEC"
effective protection and the value added data, as follows:
x « ^X- ; where x is the necessary offsetting export
duty c
(iii) Equity or Neutrality
If the desire is to raise goverrment revenues with a minimum 01 distortion of the incentives which would result in the absence of such taxes
and c minimum of discrimination (inequity)* an attempt should be made to
achieve equi-proporticnate taxes on each crop. What is a neutral tax system
in this sense?

This is by no means self-evidentt

It is best defined I

Tieli'ive, as one in whi^h equal proportions of value ad led by the agricultural
sector are deducted in taxes fiom each.

"Value added" as employed in this

context is the value of output less the value of all intermediate (nonfactor) inputs,-

thif is the same thing as total factor earnings in pro-

duction - whether thoy are wages, interest * rent or profit.
5.

THE STRUCTURE OF AGRICULTURAL PRICES AND TAXES IN TANZANIA.

(i) Tax Rates on Tanzania1 ? II: jor ^iiporl Crops.
Figures on grower prices and grower costs of production are notoriously
hard to come by in most ui cerdeveloped economies.

Tanzania is no exception.

The figures which follow mi^st therefore be treated wirfrh--ext.neme -caution.....It
follows that many of the conclusions concerning relative tax burdens and so
forth must remain quite tentative„
Table VIII presents the rates at which gross producer incomes earned
from the major export crops have been taxed in recent years by the Central
Government? the Marketing Boards and Local authorities combined,

Some of

the gross producer income is required to.cover the costs of various purchased^
inputs.

This "able also, therefore, attempts to take account of these non-

factor inputs by calculating the total tax as a percentage of value added
(i.e., of tota*1. factor-earnings).

The latter data must be less reliable than

the former*
Those familiar with the Tanzanian agricultural scane will realize that
there are also
prices.

private or semi-nffieial bodies which influence agricultural

The most important of these are the cc-operatives which are, to some

extent, subject to the authority of the Ministry of Commerce and Co-operatives.

But co-operatives are, after all, independent organizations - albeit

receiving considerable official support.

It in a nice question as to how

much they should be regarded as or mr.de an arm of the government, rather
than formulating their own independent policies.

The ether private growers

associations - notably those cssecicted with estate production are more
clearly unofficial in that they do not receive governmental assistance in any
Decisions to withhold part cf the price for the 3ake of the growers1

formr

associations work are presumably mr.de by the growers themselves in their own
self interest.

The discussion here will! in any case, confine itself to

government price and tax policy which is not pushed below the le^ 1 of the
Marketing Boards and the local authorities.
Of the major export crops, it is clear that cotton is taxed by far the
least.

Siss1 is also taxed at a relatively low rate, whereas coffee

14(especially rotusta) and cashew nuts pay relatively high taxes.

Some rough

sort -.of "case can he constructed for the relative rates of taxation for every
crop except cotton.

Sisal prices are in a disastrous slump, and wages and

profits earned on the estates are, in any case,taxed
amount shown.

in addition to the

The tax on sisal should therefore "be relatively light.

Coffee production is already far in excess of Tanzania1s quota under the
International Coffee Agreement and its further production should be
discouraged by high taxes;

coffee taxes are relative high. Quality improve-

ment is the sole hope for raising the value of coffee ;rales under the
Agreement so that the heavier tax on robusta is also justified.

(in view

of the rapid increases in yields, the considerable overproduction with
respect to the ICO quota, and the low marginal revenue from further
production which must be sold on non-quota markets, there is indeed a strong
case for raising taxes on coffee (see below)r
reduction last year).

There was actually a tax

The high tax rates on cashew nuts can be defended on

the basis of the government's need for revenues and the fact that prices
apparently remain sufficiently attractive tb stimulate continued rapid
growth in production (supply elasticity appears to be low).
justify the relatively low tax on cotton?

But what can

Production is increasing rapidly,

yields are rising, and the world price prospects are bleak.

There would

seem to be a strong a priori case for increasing the tax on cotton.

TABLE YIII
AEGREGATE TAX RATES (CENTRAL, LOCAL, AMD MARKETING BOARDS) OH GROSS POTENTIAL INCOMES AND MET YALUE ADDED9 MAJOR EXPORT CROPS, TANZANIA, 1964-65 TO
1966-67,
1965-66

L 1964-65
oOn

1966-67

On.

On

On

On

On

Gross

Net

Gross

ITet

Gross

Net

Potential

Value

P&tential

Yalue PbtentiallValue

Added

Income
% ""

Income
70

1°

Added
c/o

Income
fo

Added
%

Sisal1

5.0

n„a.

3.4

8.7

3.4

10.4

Coffee - arabical

n.a.

n.a.

19.1

22.8

14.6

Coffee - ro"ousta2

n.a.

27.1

35.0

20.2

17.4
26.1

Cotton

2.0

3-2

3-4

2.5

4-3

29.6

29.6

17.6

23.3

23.3

Cashew nuts

17.6

^ Taxes on estate profits are additional to this.
2

Arabica and robusta data a.re not strictly comparable since the former are
based on KNCU data, the- latter on BCU data.

Sources s
Data were-obtained frem a variety of official and unofficial sources
and were supplemented, where necessary, by guesses. The vanle added figures
are especially sreak since there exist H Q firm data

costs of production.

The tax rate data on gross potential incomes ar3 fairly reliable except in
the case of cashew nuts, where the size of the Marketing Boards trading
surplus has been guessed.

(iv) DISTRIBUTION OF REVENUE BET7~EEN CENTRAL GOVERNMENT AST) LOCAL AUTHORITIES c
Taxes upon agricultural produce are, of course, only one facet of the
tax relations between the Government of Tanzania and the local governments ^
It is still important to consider the distribution of the revenues earned
from this type of tax as between the centre and the local authorities.

This

is shown in Table IX.
The highest local shares are those for the products in which the total
tax burden is lightest (cotton and sisal).

This suggests that it is the

central government's revenue v/hich is more variable from crop to crep. Local
government produce cesses are fairly stable in their incidence.

The

introduction of sliding scale export duties and the price - setting power of
the Central Marketing Boards emphasize this poin+.
What does the present system imply for the future distribution of
revenues?

If export prices rise, the centr: 1 government's export duties

rise more than proportionately.

If, Of the other hand, as is more likely,

volume increases with prices unchanged or reduced the present proportions
are unchanged - or turned in the local government's favour.

Is this desired?

TAB LI 1 IX
LOCAL TAXES AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL TAX TAKE, MAJOR EXPORT CROPS. TANZANIA.
1^64-65 TO 1966-67
1964-65

%

1965-66

%

1966-67

%

Sisal

22.5

52-8

52.8

Goffee-arabica

n.a.

22.7

6.0

C'off ee-robusta

n.a.

19-1

5*1

100.0

58.8

83.3

12.5

26.0

18.5

Cotton
Cashew Nuts
Q
^purees 1

Same as Table VIII.

(v$ The Special Case af Coffee.
The world demand schedule facing an individual coffee producer like
Tanzania today is a discontinuous one, a sharp break occurring once sales
volume (or production) reaches the country's ICO quota.
revenue curve, shown in diagram II is also discontinuous.

The marginal
The domestic

producer price, shown by pp, is unaffected by this discontinuity.

So, of

course, is the economy's supply curve.
The Tanzanian situation is represented by the
is OB although the quota is only OC.

point A, at which output

Domestic producers are paid OD.

on quota markets earn OF, on nonquota markets OF,

Sales

Clearly-v marginal costs

to the society are equated with marginal revenue at the ICO quota output;
if national income aaxinuLzation is the objective it is not being attained.

-

- 16

If foreign - exchange earnings* are' the objective, .higher than quota sales are
called for.

2L

Can this policy be rationalised?

If the land at present under coffee

has no or limited alternative uses the societyTs marginal cost curve (the •
supply curve) will be much lower 'than the one shown - say S^#

jf the true

supply curve is S 1 OB is .the appropriate level of production.

But then, of

course, the producer price should only be OG, much less than the actual
producer price.

Only if the marginal cost to society shown by S 1 is lower

than the private supply curve of the producer, S, can the present
producer price

policy achieve the pc-lated income maximization. • There

is no reason of which I am aware for believing this to be the case.

Subsidies tooeiicourage total sales

volume greater than the ICO quota

might be justified by the desire to raise (even maximize) foreign exchange
earnings.

But this does not seem to be consistent with the taxes which are

everywhere else 1,nryoon? od. on export production.

Nor can one easily find

alternative .ratioL.^lizations of the present pricing policy.

The producer

price ought to be set at that level which* results in the quota output, OH.
T
his has the added advantage of producing healthy government revenues,
perhaps even of psjc&np.zing them.
It is possible that the distribution of production cutbacks which would
result from a coffee price slash, such as is being suggested, would be
politically

unacceptable in that estate production might suffer tjze least,

smallholders the most.

The possibility of this outcome is unclear without

further investigation.

YJhatever the likely outcome, the distribution of

costs could to some extent be controlled through a quota system of sales for

the estate

actor, limiting their share of Tanzania's coffee quota.

Any

Coffee Board purchases from estates additional to their quotas could be at
prices which\rcoge related to prices earnaole on nc:i-quota wc^rld markets.

If

necessary, some form of adjustment as.iistrrce could be provided for those
forced out of coffee.

Further research is required on the most profitable

alternatives.
(iv) Revenue Impiications of the- Tax Stri .cture •
Apart from the present lev>1 of taxes on the important export crops,
uhat are the revenue .Explications of their structure? The future Central
Cfov.;rnment revenue li.cely to accrue from the various ta.ces on agricultural
exports varies considerably from crop to cr^p.
T
he export tax on coffee is specific.

The bulk of the world price

changes are tnerefore passei directly on :o the producer.
proportional V/o district council cess),

There is

^rice decreases on the world

market will therefore be fuLly felt on the farms and will presumably result
in the desired reduction ir output * Unf ortunately, hov^evei> price increases
(on quota markets) will also bo distributed to the grower, despite the
absence of any change in the marginal reveme (earnable on non-quota markets
which might make ii sec'.. 11£ profitable to produce more coffee or even that
amount already being produced,
rises immediately from OB to 0D

V/hen OF ^is ^s to 0 e \ the producer price
1
?

producing an increase in supply from OB to

OJ. ' This type of t.,x and pricing system is highly unsatisfactory.
The specilic tax must be altered or supplemented so that further
are
incentives to raise production beyond the quota/eliminated or greatly
reduced,

At best, a confiscatory tax for prices beyond OH is called for. A

steeply progressive tax would, however suffice.
Taxes of thir- 'type have been oppor-ed by the industry because of their
possible effect upon the quality &Dmpoiition of output.

Robusta and arabica

are grown, however, in different area;, and do riot real'.y compete so that the
choice between them is unlikely to be affectedt

One c ;uld establish sepa-

rate scales of taxes, or even quotas. for each if this
a serious problem.

were considered

There is little reason to believe :.t would be.

There

may, however, be deleterious quality effects within the arabica sector. The
best compromise is therefore probably to move to a much higher level of tax
with a moderately progressive scaie similar to the export tax at: present
imposed upon other agricultural exjorts.

A specific tax could be incorpo-

rated within the new coffee tax arrangements, if this were considered
desirable.
Taxes on cotton; cashew nuts t od the other oilseeds are ideally structured in the sense that Marketing boards control the rrices and therefore
can establish on a year to yeai baois. the size of the tax burden on each
crop.

The :>nly function of the tax system, then, is to determine the

distribution of the revenues a3 oetween Marketi-.g Board ann government.

- le This conclusion requires, of course, the acceptance of these 3oards as,
among other tbi^rs, (fiscal) agents of the Government; the prices they
establish must be recognised as based on the national rather than the
growers* interest.
If the Marketing Boards cannot be so regarded, or if they need to be
buttressed in this new role, it becomes necessary again to devise a tax
system with the desired price effects.

Broadly speaking, the sliding scale

export duties which apply to sisal, cashew nuts, pyrethrum, copra, groundnuts, caster seeds, simsim and sunflower seeds are of the appropriate sort,
^hese duties incorporate an automatic progressiveness with respect to price
which is desirable.

They suffer from one major defect in that income gains

resulting from increases iir volume rather than in price are not taxed at a
progfessive rate.

Since the price prospects for most of these commodities

are not very favourable while the prospects for productivity gains are
substantial, the present tax seems likely to be income-inelastic in the
f&oes^eabl© future*, This defect could be remedied through the application of
a l^sie* specific duty in addition to the sliding scale.

(Such a duty

rlready exists in the case of sisal in the form of a twenty shilling deveSjopnojifc levy).
CONCLUSIONS.
A variety of thoughts, suggestions, and examples has been strewn
throughout this paper, which has undoubtedly ranged too widely, making it
difficult for me to summarize the whole. The most important points made
were the following?
1)

agricultural pricing policy must be employed positively as a major
instrument of governmental agricultural development policy;

it can be

so employed independently by each East African government.
2)

The Tanzanian government

.revenues-share- of "GDP has- risen, .in^jrecant^.

years but it remains below "normal" for underdeveloped nations of
comparable "open-ness".
3)

the growing need for government revenue produces pressure for greater
revenues specifically from the agricultural sector, both because of
its size and its relatively weak political power.

4)

this pressure and other factors have resulted in a growing disparity
between unskilled urban wage rates and agricultural smallholder prices
g,nd incomes in Tanzania, which, in view of the need for further export
earnings and the presence of "urban unemployment, seems undesirable.

5)

in the future, urban wage rate increases should be held dowr +o the
rate cf growth of aggregate per capita income;

small-holders are

unlikely to share in this growth except through productivity gains.

- 19 once the average agricultural price level (or tax burden) is established,
the chief criteria for intercrop pricing strategy are national income
effects, foreign exchange earning effects, effects upon processing
possibilities, and equity - all of which may offer mutually incompati-:
ble ansY/ers.
the heavy effective protection offered to developed nations11 processing
industries by their "escalated" tariff structures can be offset by
input subsidies which are implicit in taxes upon raw material exports
in the underdeveloped areas.
equity or neutrality in intercrop price (or tax) policy involves the
withholding from the producers of equal proportions of their value
added.
while justifications can be found for the relatively light tax burden
upon sisal and the relatively heavy tax burdens upon coffee and cashew
nuts, there seems

*X) reason for the present relatively low tax rates

upon Tanzanian cot I on.
in view of the low marginal revenue from further coffee production, the
price of coffee should also be considerably reduced;
possible diffcre-.

research upon the

supply effects and measures to modify undesirable

ones is required.
the Central Governments revenue from agricultural taxes is more variable than that of the local authorities, and is more income-elastic
than local revenue only with respect to price changes, which are
unlikely to be favourable.
the Central Government's taxes upon coffee should not only be increased,
but they should also be changed from purely specific to at least
partially ad valorem taxes applied on a progressive basis in a manner
simmilar to that at present employed for the oilseeds.
A specific tax element should be added to the Central Government's
sliding scale export duties upon the oilseeds and pyrethrum to ensure
that these taxes will be suitably income-elastic in cases whore productivity gains are accompanied by world price reductions.
The Marketing Boards which control the prices for cotton, cashew nuts
and the oilseeds should be viewed as serving the national interest
rather than that of the growers;

the difference between the world

price and the producer price should be recognized a3 a tax burden.

G. X. Helleiner
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University College, iar os Salaan.
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Labour relations in colonised Africa revealed very
clearly the economic, political and psychological
relationship between colonies and colonised. Employers
found their workers amongst the indigenous population
by using poll taxes and forced labour where enthusiasm
was not in evidence.

Labour was brought on a temporary

basis to the places where it was needed;
behind.

families stayed

Employers bemoaned the expense of recruitment

and paid phenomenally low wages.

Workers were unwilling

and necessarily regarded work as a temporary expedient and
not a way of life.

Labour was cheap and employers

accepted without optimism the inefficiency and lack, of
enthusiast

of their workers,

t-ieir disadvantage.

economically it was not to

turnover

A large labour

.

•

is not oi

importance when only unskilled labour is being _sod.
Expense of recruitment was offset by low wages and "bachelor"
accommodation and food.

Although there was a constant labour

shortage, it never assumed unmanageable dimensions.
Inefficient use of labour was formalised in the 5>ractice
of ticket contracts whereby a man was expected to complete
30 days work within a b2 day period and even that limit was
not strictly adhered to.
Local legislatures introduced "protective" legislation
under pressure from the colonial office and the ILO and
always opologetic to the employers, SucU

legislation concerned

itself with the necessary calory consumption of employees,
the necessary accommodation(not more than 4 men to a room,)
the repatriation of recruited workers, and other matters
concerning their physical survival.

On the other hand

penal sanctions were used to keep theui at workj

dismissal

was not a threat and so imprisonment was used to deter
breach of contract.

Furthermore, the sentence of

imprisonment served, the workers was still bound by the
contract he had attempted to break."1"
In Tanzania, in the 1940s and 195°s many ofthese penal
sanctions fell into disuse.

In 1953 the legislature went

or far as to introduce minimum wages machinery re assuring
the employers in the meantime

"there is no intention,

if tbis Bill is enacted and becomes law, of follov/ing it
uo by the issue of a spate of orders establishing 'ages
2
ocards and Wages Councils throughout the Territory",

/2

(2)
Independence in 1961 necessitated a complete
rethinking of the social attitudes to work both cf
employer and employee*

Where many years of trade

union pressure were required to attract governments

1

attention to the hardship of the working class in the
colonial countries, in Tanzania this hardship was readily
recognized.

The recent national experience of degradation

increasedaensitivity to the need for dignity in work.
Employment had been one of the closest points of contact
with colonialists and indeed, after independence, many of
t: e employers continued to be either aliens or members of
racial minority

groups.

The awakened international

awareness of workers ' problems provided an ideal setting
for the introduction of legislation to strengthen the
3

worker 's social position and status.

Xt was felt socially

desirable that there should be a permanently urbanised labour
force which had reasonably good living conditions rather
than a mass of semi-urbanised migrant workers.

In August

1^62, the Ministers of Laoour in 3ast Africa met in ::ia^pala
to determine future labour
oontracts;

Policy

They rejected t i c k e ^ ^ u

they considered that "more effort should be

made in the future to provide workers with homes as against
just bed spaces."

They determined that in spite of the

dangers of a contraction in investments and cf unemployment,
East Africa should move towards a high wage economy.

An

3ast Africa.n Conference of employer's representatives,
labour leaders

and government Ministers, hold in November

1962, endorsing the decisions made in Kampala resolved that:
"Unemployment was a constant threat which had to be
taken into account when deciding the paco of movement
towards a high wage economy0

It must not, however, be

used to stop any such movement since it was felt in
.the long run it was better to have a smaller but
satisfied and efficient labour force raf.or t,.an a
large badly paid and frustrated labour forco" .

The

need for social security and old age pensions was
recognised at both meetings;

the later meeting suggested

an aadxtional reference to unemployment relief.
In Tanzania the political philosophy of the government
led to the early introduction of legislation along the
lines envisaged;

minimum wage legislation was not

however the only area which received close attention.
Much thought and administrative energy was spen
creation of laws a job security.
/3

in the

(3)
The need for legislation was made more immediate by t_ie course of
development of trade unions since independence.

The role

of labour organisation in the struggle for independence
gave them a strategic inportance which was disproportionate
to their numericai r ep r esentation•

Between 1962 and 1964

the government brought the T.U. movement within the political
framework

of the one Party state : in 1962, the right to

strike was controlled by legislation,
created.

in 1964, N'JTA was

In the same period the Severance Allowance Act

tli^Seclarity of Employment Act and tli<b^Nation Provident
Fund Act were introduced;

it is these legislative measures,

their effect on the employee and the employer and their
implications as regards work and society which are to be
considered in this paper.
In the United Kingdom the concept of freedom of
contract has dominated the legal aspects of the employment
relationship, to the exclusion of any consideration of the
social implications of that relationship. An example
the
way in which the English courts have dealt with employment
problems as if they were more contractual questions is
revealed as the decision of the judge in the following case:
a colicry was temporarily closed down for safety reasons
and the judge decided the workers ' entitlement to wages om
the following basis, "I am satisfied that employer would
have consented to agree that the workmen should be free to
withhold their work if the nine became dangerous through
no fault as his part and yet should be entitled to be paid
their wages"'
Termination of employment has been subject
to the same reasoning. The employment can be terminated
by the employer within the limits of the contract: either
a period of notice given by the employer or a fundamental
breach of the contract by the employee will suffice. "Where
the employer gives notice, he need produce no justification
or explanation for terminating the employment and the
employee is entitled to no compensation for loss of the job.
"Jhere there is a breach by the employee, the employer has
the power to Qunnari-ly
dismiss him without consultation
1
with a workers committee a T.U, ?or any other industrial or
judicial body. The dismissed worker may have subsequent
recourse to the courts for damages for breach of contract.
Although there is the possibility of redress in cases

A

Qt sur Tary diami'.saal? the procedure on the basis of
breach of4 contract lends a cirtain ineffect aality
to the employee J's "rights" 0

The dismissal has already

become a concrete fact : the man has lost his job and his
wages have ceased.

His redress is to take an action to

the civil courts and there, after the event, claim the
damages he has suffered*

Needier,s to say, the lapse of time

between dismissal and damages will not be short.
Various arguments are put forward in defcnce of the
regulation of 1 he employment relationship by individual
contractual agreementt

One argument is that the employee

himself had the opportunity to agree to or reject the terms
of his employment;

this is in practice specious reasoning

since the individual bargaining strengths of employee and
employer are oo bla ,ani;iy unequa...
the presence of the T 0 U 0

Another argument is that

is sufficient protection; indeed

many unofficial strikes do result from disputes over
individual dismissals but can strike action be considered
the most suitable solution?

The dismissed employee may

have had already to seek new employment by the time terms
are negotiated;

-;ho strikers lose their wages;

loses working days*

the industry

Furthermore not all employees are unionised

and dismissal- is a problem of the non-unionised as Of the
unionised employees.
Kenya f Uganda and Tanganyika inherited this common law
on termination of employment;

c: -ze independence only

Tanzania has introduced legislation to change it,. ' , the
United Kingdom itself some minor changes have been made
7
since 19&3° minimum periods of notice have been laid down
and severance payments must now be made if an employee is
made redundant,

by the closing 'down cf

or Iati^nalisation

cf employment in "the :'nc>sstry
The basic precise underlying these legal previsions
ih the United Kingdom ic that a man 9 s job can be defined
by his relationship with his employer,

The wide social

context of work is not considered, only the individual
relationship between employer and employee.

The lav; then

is quite in keeping with the unawareness of the ('loth and
(l9th of the social significance of employment practices,
but it is now the (20th and 5 while sociologists, economists
and psychologists discuss end analyse the v/orker1 s
relationship with society the lav; remains almost unchanged.
Other capitalist countries.toa accept the basic
concept that employment is an individual relationship and

C5)
not a social right or function

In the French Labour

Code it is laid down that "an engagement made without
limit of time may always be terminated at the will of
9
either party" however legislation in France nas gene
further than that in the U.K. in limiting the arbitration
of the employer's right to terminate.

Whether he gives

notice or net, the employer will be fined if he dismisses
an employee wiji^i^ut consulting the Manpower Service;

he

must consull/workers ' committee where he intends to reduce
staff;

he will be liable to pay damages for "abusive"

dismissal if ho terminates where there are legislature or
collective agreement provisions to the contrary or where
ho has

malice or fails to investigates fully;

dismiss elected works

he cannot

representatives without the consent

of the workers committee or the labour inspector.
The Federal Republic of Germany has gone even further
than France in limiting the employer's right to dismiss.
In 1951^^ laws were passed whereby employees were protected
against "socially unwarranted" dismissal.

A

socially

unwarranted dismissal is "any dismissal not based on reasons
connected with the person or the conduct of the employee
or on pressing operational requirements which preclude his
continued employment in the undertaking".

The employer

must consult with the Works Council before making e.ny dismissal;
if he makes a dismissal which is disputed, the matter can
be brought before a labour court and, if the dismissal
is held to be socially unwarranted, it-will be without effect.
This legislation makes enormous strides forward in protection
of the worker in comparison with provisions in IDngland.
France, U.S.A. •

It nevertheless continues to rest on the

assumption that the employer has the right to dismiss in
general although the exercise of that right may be held
ineffective by a labour court.

The employer himself is

not forced to establish a right to dismiss before he does
soj

works council must be consulted but they have no

power to forestall orr„eyers£ the dismissal.
power
Legislative limits on the employer 's

to dismiss

in the "Western Coi^ntr^^J^-ve been primarily motivated by
humanitarianisin • • /

to trade union pressure.

Full

employment was perhaps instrumental in facilitating the
introduction of these limits.

There

as been some

recognition that loss of a job is not exactly lihe the

00

a
terriination of/commercial contract.

In full employment,

a man may be easily able to find new work but his rhythm
of life may be nevertheless disturbed.

Change of area

of residence, loss of Seniority, loss of accumulated benefits
may result.

The suspension of his weekly wage for even a

short time may have harsh effects : he may be unable to
meet his aommitments(rent, H.P. payments etc.). Future
employment opportunities may be prejudiced by the fact of
is dismissal.

Furthermore the arbitrory breaking off of

works relationships may have demctrali&ing effect both as
the dismissed man and on his work mates.

Other rights of

employment, such as the right to organise or the right to
take maternity leave, become meaningless

if the employer's

right to dismiss is not curtailed in such circumstances.
In socialist political thought as in socialist law a
man has a duty and a corresponding right to work.

This

right to work is not a protective measure based on
humanitarianism;

it is the basic right of a citizen, and

is in^jarable from his right to be a member of the society.
The basic

assumptions are totally

different from those

of capitalist thinking a man's job is not a contractual
relationship betweem himself and his employer, it is his
function in society.

During the St aLiiist period, a "worker

could be summarily dismissed for lesslabcur forces

12«

than would have legitimated his dismissal in Cs ri • times.
"The Socialist industrialisation of the country required
that labour law - —

serve the successful struggle

for the productivity13 of labour and the strengthening of
labour discipline."
These high demands made on the workers are in no way
inconsistent with the right to work guaranteed by the various
socialist constitutions because that right was not guaranteed
in order

to mitigate the hardship of the worker;

it was

a rationale analysis of the meaning of his membership of the
society.
"The Declaration [Declaration cf lights of the Toiling
and Exploited People 191&] speaks of fundamental civil
obligations side by side with fundamental rights of the toiling; and exploited people.

Therein is one cf the

differences between jprolctariarrteclarations and bourgeois
. declarations.

As a rule the bourgeo. sie- avoids

speaking about obligations in declarations, prefering
to speak of then in ordinary laws rather than in the
n

(7)
ostentatious declarations invoked to adorn the facade
of the bourgeois democratic state."
The present Soviet Constitution states that citizens
have the right to guaranteed employment and payment for their
work in accordance with its quantity and quality.

Until

1956 the duty to work was strongly emphasised: if a man left
his job without legal justification he was liable to
criminal penalties.

In 1956 the law was changed and now an

employee may give notice to . quit.

The

easing of the

position of the employee who wishes to terminate his
employment is certainly a move away from a concept o f man's
absolute duty to work as directed in society and a move
towards a more flexible concept of dismissal procedures in
Soviet law are designed in accordance with the right of
the omployee to his job.
dismiss.

The employer has no right to

A min cannot bo dismissed without the prior consent

of the works committee or the local trade union.

Ir, all

ca ses of dismissal, whether occasioned by the misconduct
of the worker or otherwise, this consent must be obtained
before the man loses his job.

The circumstances in which

dismissal may take place are exhaustively defined by the
legislation.
In Gzechoslavakia too the concept of a job as a man's
function in the society necessarily leads to a totally
different analysis of termination of employmentsj

there is

no mystical right vested in employer or employee to
terminate the relationship.
to terminate his labour

"Absolute freedom of an employee

relation at any time would jeopardize

fulfilment, and overfulfilment, of the economic :;.lan, both
oeing prerequisites for the satisfaction of steadily
increasing, needs, both
population.

material and cultural o:^ the

On the other hand, if we give complete freedom

to the employer to give his employee notice at any time,
this kind of termination of a

labour relation would be

contrary to the principle of the constitution ensuring the
right to work,"
Since an approval of the country peoples f committee
is necessary for the termination of employment by either
sidec employer or employee, the reasons for the notice
[notice to terminate]

must be communicated to the county

peoples ' committee or to the

shop committee, as the case

may be, so that one [of these agencies] can examine the

/8

(8)
t_ie seriousness cf the reason." 15

Furthermore proper

termination cf the previous employment is a prerequisite
for new employment; since a job is not an isolatedemployment relationship but rather a continuous

function

in the society, the circumstances of termination of one
job are relevant to the commencement cf another.

(10)
Although T ah sard.: suffers fro:.: inefficiency in employ, cnt .nd a high
labour tumo jr there has been no legislative limitation of the employee! s
right to leave his job with a mininun period of notice. However the loss of
severance allowance means that ihe employee will suffer some disadvantage if
he leaves his employment prematurely, While these laws do not introduce a right
or a duty to work, the procedures and benefits which they provide have a profound
effect not only on employment rolatiorships but necessarily on the society as
a whole. Since more than a third of Tanzania's employees are employed by
government a good part of the cost of severance allowance and provident fund
contributions is paid by the tax payer. The wage earning sector is only 3,3%
of the popul. tion and is already a privily ed group; the question arises whether
this addition .1 expenditure on the.r behalf is in the interests of a just
allocation of resources
In the private sector, additional costs can be
easily borne by the bigger employers and one Federation of Tanzania Employers
does not protest '.gainst them. As for the small employers the sever a. .ce
allowance costs will be harder to bear and accounting costs for the
National Provident Fund may become a problem but as yet employers of less than
ten men are not within the scheme. By improving the lot of ompoyee's, the
government is ...olcing urban employment more attractive and an increased
movement into towns may result. Such a movement would be disastrous when
there is no c:cpan3ion in job opportunities. Those at present employed would
suffer repurcussions from an increase in the underemployed in towns since
i,hey themselves would have difficulties in finding new employ nt opportunities.
Within the wage earning sector itself, the effects of the legislation
are diverse. The decrease in movement of 1 hour between village and town has
led to a greater depcndancy of employees on their wage earnings. In ICenya in
1962, the International Bank presumed "that loss of employ ion t is becoming an
increasing hardship as people gradually divor.ee themselves from the Security
of a traditional rural commuhity". IBIID advised against the introduction of
temporary unemployment relief schemes en the grounds of cost of^j:heir /and
inexfootuality in bringing the employee fully into the wage economy. In
Tanzania, when the Minister for Health and Labour, Mr. Kamaliza, introduced
^hiw pi^j^iilifL v^Ji pi^meitu a/i h ifcvovtxinsb auhowance to the Assembly he said that
"the most important effect is that it enables the discharged worker to bridge
the gap between his previous employment which, has been terminated and the next
one".
In the movement towards a stabilised vork force it is essential that the
loss of one job should hot necessitate either immediate hardships or return
to the eJh'imba. Severance allowance must certainly be considered fully
justified as a means of enabling the dismiss3d .tan to seek reemployment. The
payment of severance allowance might be more effective in promoting a stabilised
work force if further provisions were introduced compelling employers to fill
their work vacancies through employment exchanges. These latter could give
priority to the employment of workers who hri already been in employment uid
had remained in the urban \rea in search of further employm nt. Reemployment
of experienced workmen is likely to encourage efficiency! the laiowlodge that
low priority will be given to now work seekers would discourage the drift to
the towns.
The virtual replacement of severance allowance with provident fund benefits
is in this respect disastrous: old age security may be important for the growth
of a permanently urbanised work force in tliao i: allows complete depend :nce on
wage earnings but the two payments arc entirely different in their effects.
Severance allow nee is even more important tian mi old ige security in enabling
the employee to spend his active years in thm employment sector.
Both severance allowance and provident fund benefits may encourage the
employee to remain far longer periods in his employment since he is accumulating
savings. Severance allowance could hive an Dp ositc effect if the employee,
wishing to liquidate his future gains, could encourage ..is employer to terminate
him, without giving grounds for summary dismissal. If this tendency were
encouraged it could be checked by making severance payments progressively greater
per year of employment 2 3 ^ t^ tightening vork discipline so th ,t any
conduct which would provoke termination wouli also justify7 sugary dismiss-J..
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?inaneialIntermediaries^ and their Role
in East Africa

The purpose of this paper is:

1.

(a)

to examine the role of financial intermediaries
in the development process through their impact
upon savings, investment the "balance of payments,
and the money supply, and

(b)

to see now the most important East African
intermediaries have behaved in recent years,
with particular emphasis on non-bank financial
intermediaries,
*
- •
-.

Financial Intermediaries

The ex-post identity of savings and investment in the
economy as a whole does not necessarily, nor normally, hold
for individuals, institutions and sectors within the economy.
Unless investment is self-financed as is the case with
subsistence investment and re-investment of profits by firmr:,
the acts of saving and investment will be accompanied by th";
creation of financial assets and liabilities. Some spending
units (households, firms, or government) will spend more than
their current receipts in any period while others will spend
less. The units running deficits will finance their excess
of expenditure over receipts by borrowing (not: of any lending^
an identical amount from surplus units. That is, they will
issue net claims against themselves to surplus units to the
extent of their own deficits. Surplus units whose expenditure
is less than their receipts will either hoard or lend the
difference, in the latter event acquiring claims on deficit
unitso Since saving is always equal to investment ex-post,
or since total receipts are always equal to total expenditure
for the economy as a whole, the surpluses of some units will
exactly match the deficits of other units so that total daii- *
issued in any period will always be equal to total claims
acquired.
Allowing for the existence of the foreign sector,
financial surpluses of domestic sectors will be used either to
acquire financial claims on other domestic seccors, or to
purchase foreign financial assets; while deficits oi domesti ;
sectors will be financed by borrowing from (issuing claims to )
other domestic sectors or the foreign sector. Tie sum of th-j
foreign financial transactions will be exactly offset by the
financial surplus or deficit of the external sector represer^ 1
by the balance of current account in the balance of payment;..
In the absence of direct contact between surplus and
deficit units, the satisfaction of their needs will have to
be met by financial intermediaries which issue claims on
themselves to surplus units and acquire the debt of deficit
units. Thus the transmission of financial resources between
a lender and an ultimate borrower now finds expression in the-

contd
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balance sheet of a third party, the intermediary.
In an expanding economy financial intermediaries will
perform a vital role not only in the transmission of savings
into investment channel?, but also in encouraging savings
and dishoarding*! by ofCoring the surplus units subsidiary
facilities and attractions such as safety of funds from theft
and physical damage, a rate of return, an opportunity to gain
the social prestige which often comes with a deposit receipt
or a cheque book, insuvnce for life, property, or crops, and
even the chance to
. funds at some future date.
Initially, the i- ;t:,blishment of inhere diaries will
undoubtedly increase ot-l investment hitherto restricted by
the difficulties o±
f - and direct - financing. By amassing
large numbers of co .tributions, each small relative to the
aggregate,' and by ma-rin^ these funds available in the right
plr-oe and at the
time, bhey allow "entrepreneurs" to
trinfc: in terms of u.. i /e^tment projects much larger in cost than
ezi'her their own fi?ror borrowing by approaching individuals
directly, would pen,-!-,,* A.lso, i.i addition to offering
specialised debt sa.islying a 3 a ^ e number of needs - safety,
incc ie, wealth, pow< r. ireot'je "..o. insurance - intermediaries
air:- £-ipc:ialise in ;,ho oebt they acquire, combining varying
amov , ni d maturities a j various cost, with special advisory
and tec:.: Leal servict..-^
In rhort, fina le i ».l intermediaries are essential to all
but subsistence and primitive cash co: o^.v-s, and their
function is much more than simple 11 ur^ii-S^iic;:i
of .funds.
Che neglect, until recently, of non-boxk fi.:ano;.al
inter*:;-rvaries can be likened to the traditional neglect in
econcMj c theory of domestic trade &.v i commerce, which likewise
stemmed from an ignorance of the true role of "middlemen15.
Commercial and Central Banks have of course always received
adequate attention since, after all, it was obvious to everyone
that they could "create"debts which circulated as moneyt It i)
simply because claims issued by banks and the monetary authority
circulate as the payments medium, whereas those created by
non-bank financial intermediaries do not, that the latter have
been ignored. Both types of intermediary are credit creators
and the increase in credit creation in any period "'depends no',
on the banks role in administering the payments machinery but
instead on the preference of spending units for deposits andr
currency to hold as against other financial assets to hold."^
Since the claims issued by non-bank financial intermediaries
normally carry a rate of return and usually offset a more
specific liability for the public than do demand deposits or
cash, they will tend to replace the latter in the asset portfolio
of the public up to a point where liquidity considerations
become important. Their growth will indicate a diversification
of public's asset holdings, a broadening of the financial
services available in the economy and hence an increasing
sophisticate on of the monetary and financial system as a whole.

contd
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The term 'non-bank financial intermediaries' encompasses
such private institutions as building societies, insurance
companies, hire purchase companies, pension and provident
funds, credit unions and even, on the I,M.F. definition of
money, the time and savings deposit sections of commercial
banks. In the Government sector there v/ill be those institutions
designed to invest directly in securities offered by private
institutions for which there is no market in the private
sector (e.g. development banks) or those designed to offer
services to the public which are not provided by private
institutions, or are provided but not in a manner satisfactory
to Government (Price Assistance Funds, Loan Schemes, Provident
Funds and even savings banks).
Since these non-bank financial intermediaries hold some
assets in the form of demand deposits with commercial banks,
that is, they themselves bank v/ith the commercial banks, their
growth will be important not so much because they reduce the
grov/th of the money supply but because they reduce the proportion
of the publics assets held in the form of money; for transfers
by the public of demand deposits to other institutions will not
reduce the total of these deposits but merely alter their
ownership. At the same time however they will increase the
total volume of claims outstanding against non-bank
intermediaries. It is even possible to show that under certain
conditions, intermediaries can expand liabilities by a
multiple of such an initial increase in their assets, in the
same way as the banking system c a n . 5
Increases in the outstanding claims against intermediaries
can also have a direct depressionary effect on the absolute
growth of money supply, in two cases. Firstly, on the I.M.F.
definition of money supply a shift in asset holding by the
public from demand deposits to time or savings deposits in
commercial banks. Secondly, and much more significant, where
the claims issued by intermediaries are offset by sterling
assets then their grov/th involves a loss of sterling by the
monetary institutions (commercial banks and central bank )
and will therefore reduce the growth in the money supply to
below what is otherwise would have been. If in the latter
case, however, the alternative to acquiring the claims on the
intermediaries, and thus to sending funds abroad indirectly,
was not the acquisition of claims on purely domestic financial
intermediaries, but the direct investment of surplus funds
abroad, then the growth of the intermediaries would not make
any difference to the potential growth of the money supply.
Where export proceeds are the main determinant of incomes
the foreign reserves of some intermediaries will rise with
income e.g. Marketing Boards, insurance companies pension
funds or savings banks, and will therefore constitute
compensatory items in the balance of payments, but apart from
Marketing Boards, falls in reserves will tend to be
autonomously determined. Thus, like the Marketing Boards, the
fther intermediaries may partially prevent secondary monetary
expansion (through the banks) by reducing primary money supply
in times of trade surpluses, but unlike the Boards they will
not necessarily tend to increase primary money supply in
response to export-induced trade deficits, by monetising
foreign reserves.

contd...... /4.

Non-bank financial intermediaries can also have a
significant impact on the overall domand for money by
encouraging the grovth of a speculative motive, by reducing
the need for precautionary balances, or even by reducing the
need for transactions moneyc Even with a given stock of money
the development of • Intermediaries ma:- find expression in the
turnover of demand ieposits cs non-bank financial assets
replace demand deposits in the asset portfolio of the public and
as the intermediaries c ;and creditc Thus, a demand deposit
transferred by the jublic to the account of an intermediary
in exchange for a claim against the iniermediary, will find its
way back into the iands of ^he public is the intermediary
increases its lending* Although the total of demand deposits
will not increase -ihe turnover will-. Thus while intermediaries
which send funds at road will tend to have a depressionary effect
on both local money supply and local incomes, the existence of
those investing locally will enable a given stock of money to
finance an increasing volume of traniactions.

2. The East African Jh netary Institutions 1950-19.65«
It has been concluded elsewhere r that, in a dependent
economy operating under expatriate banks and a Currency Board
System, the money supply will be determined by
(a)

Ths balance of pa.yments> defined as . the balance
of current account" plus or minus autonomous and
compensatory government and private capital flows,
including changes in the foreign assets of nonbank financial intermediariesc
(b) The extent of fiduciary issues and profit
distributions of the currency Boarda
(c) The Pojicy of commercial banks in response
to increases in "primary" money caused by (a)
and (b) and also their ability to act
independently of such ;ha:iges„ These will be
determined by the availability of local lending
opportunities, the si:'3 of the:.r accumulated
sterling reserves, and their ability ~;o maintain
actual cr "implied" - overdrafts on head .office
accounta
The main features of the behaviour of East African
monetary institutions between l c 50 and 1.965 have been the
introduction by the Currency Bo.-.rd, of fiduciary issues
which have been accompanied by falls in the sterling
backing of the currency; and a similar but much more
spectacular substitution of local for foreign assets by the
commercial banks. (see tabic l)*
contd.,..^ /5.
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Borrowing from the currency Board by East African
Governments between 1956 and 1965 amounted to some £20 million
while over the same period the Boards sterling reserves fell
by £13#4 million; the overall increase in sterling between
1950 and 1965 being due to an increase of £30,5 million between
1950 and 1955/6. On balance, therefore, for the first six years
of this period domestic- surpluses, held in the form of cash
assets, were offset b;;- foreign deficits or claims on, or
guraranteed by, the British Government, while in the remaining
years net domestic surplu;as were offset by domestic deficits
or claims againstEast African Governments.
One complicating factor is that since 1951 autonomous
increases in claims against the British Government (broadly,
sterling reserves) arose on account of interest payments on
the original claims. These had no counterpart in the form of
domestic cash assets once 100$ reserve coverage was achieved.
Over the period the Board paid out most of these profits £14.7 million to East African Governments, eqo.al to about fof the actual ajnount they borrowed during these years. Ho local
government asset appealed in the Board's accounts because
these distributions were actually gifts.
Fiduciary issues (and profit distributions) resulted in
increase^3 in local cash liabilities of the Board equal in
amount to that portion of issues (distributions) which did
not 1 eak away, eitrier directly or ^n^irectly, into imports as
a result of the experditur .sr V.iethcr currency Board - financed
Government expenditure resulted in a substitution of local
for foreign assets v: il no increase in the Board's cash liabilities,
or whether it merely increased local assets and local cash
liabilities with no changc in foreign r. ,.,ts, '".e not effect
was to reduce the proportionate coverage of sterling reserves
to loca.1 currency outstanding. In 1350 this coverage, for the
East African countries alone, was 9 9 i n 1965 it was down,
to 76„3$. At this latter date foreign assets were just sufficent
to cover three months imports.
Table 1 also shows the extent to which the commercial
banks have acquired local earning assets at the expense of
foreign reserves. Net sterling balances of £32 million in
December 1952 have been drastically reduced. Table 2 shows
the territorial distribution of the East African totals.
Table 2.
Net Sterling Surpluses or Deficits of_ Banks_ £ M i l ion
31st December
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
30th Junel966

Kenya
8.4
- 6.6
- 1.0
4.0
- 1.2
-15.4
- 0.3
+ 7.7

Tanzania
2.1
0.1
4.8
3.1
2.5
5.9
2.1
3.5

Uganda
1.6
0.4
0.7
-0.8
-4.0
0.8
-6.4
-5.5

conta...... /6#

East Africa
12.1
- 6.0
4.5
6.3
- 2.4
- 8.8
- 4.7
+ 5,6
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In 1950 net sterling reserves were 49$ of total bank
assets; in June 1965 they were only 2# and even this was
a big improvement on the negative balances of the previous
three years.
The direction of causation was, in most years, that
expanding local investment opportunities led to credit
expansion which in turn led to import leakages. The exception
to" this was in 1960 when the outflow of funds from Kenya
prompted the banks to expand credit - to the extent of £4.6
million. Deposits fell by £6.6 million and the remainder of
the £15 million ever!low implied in table 2 is accounted for
by borrowing by Tanganyika and Uganda banks to help offset
their decline in deposits.
Since this time the East African banks have never
deliberately remitted funds to London for investment on the
grounds of insufficient opportunities for lending locally
and all figures of positive net foreign balances represent
ordinary trading balances in which the banks p-ay a passive
part. Not so the negative "balances and the- implied overdrafts
however, which indicate local expansionary policies based
deliberately upon Head Office support.
It is important to note that even where banks have had
positive net foreign balances in the last seven years they have,
with the exception of Kenya in 1959, been highly dependent in
t] e last resort upon Head Office in London. This can be seen
in table 3 which shows that local credit expansion policies in
recent years have been conducted on the basis of "implied"
overdraft facilities at head office: that is actual liquid
assets ./ere much lower than the 30^ of total assets which these
banks tend to maintain on their world-wide oper. 'oions,
The large implied overdrafts of Uganda banks have, with
the exception of 1965 and 1966, been caused as much by constant
indebtedness to Kenya (and to some extent Tanzania) as by
deficiencies of sterling reserves. In 1964 Kenya was actually
borrowing from abroad for on-lending to Uganda banks, and this
accounts for the large negative foreign balance for Kenya in
that year (see table 2). With the introduction of exchange
control with the sterling area and the announcement to establish
separate central Banks Uganda's indebtedness was transferred
from Kenya to London. .Thus, in May 1965 Ugandan banks owed
Kenya banks £15,9 million net; in June Kenyan banks were si °;htly
indebted to Uganda banks while the latter owed London about
£7 million.
Uganda1s indebtedness, either to East African Banks 0 - to
London, has reduced her net liquid assets (though not of co rse
her gross) position tc a negative figure since 1959* But even
with positive net liquid a.ssets both Kenya and Tanzania have
h u -".elicit reliance upon head office and this reliance has
increased to significant proportions in recent years.
The effect of this expansion has been to increase the
ratio of local ea,rning assets to total deposits from about
35$ in 1950 to 921o in June 1966, Allowing for the fact that
government deposits now stand at about one third of total
deposits while loans to government account cor only about one
sixth of the total, the ratio of non Government credit to non
Government deposits reached the staggering figure of 113$
in June 1966,
contd.
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In 1964 the local earning assets ana number of branches
were both five time.-: the 1950 equivalents - the former rising
from £22 million to £122 million, the latter from 64 to 326.^
At the same time there are strong indications that this
expansion will soon come to a halt. Figures below show a very
large fall since 1954 in G.D.P. per office, Deposits per office
and deposits as a /o of G.D.P.
Table 4.
Deposits per office £M0
Deposits as $ G.D.P.
G.D.P. per office £M.

1954
0.8
33,1
2.5

1962

1964

0.35
26,6
1-3

0.37
25.3
1.6

It is on the grounds of the high advances to deposit
ratio, the frequent indebtedness to head office and these
declining ratios, that bankers strongly claim that East
Africa is overbanked. Certainly ths rate of increase of new
bank offices has slowed down very noticeably recently, as
banks become less keen to open unprofitable business.
Before examining the implications of this state of affairs
an outline will be made of some aspects of non-bank financial
intermediation during the period. This is because it is felt
that the present overbanked pisitior in East Africa will place
constraints on the fi ture actions of non-bank intermediaries.
By looking at past behaviour of the three main types an insight
may be gained into how severe these constraints are likely to
be.

5• Non-Bank Financial Intermediaries^
(a) Insurance Companie_s
These are the most important non-bank intermediaries
in East Africa having had 'uninterrupted growth since the end
of the war0 Their investments in local assets (held here or
in London in the case of securities) were £33.3 million in
1964 and were mainly in the form of bonds mortagages equities
and real estate (see table 5). Of these £25.3 million were
held in Kenya and the rest split more or less evenly between
Uganda and Tanzania. This 75$ of total local investment figure
for Kenya should be seen from the point of view of net premiums,
only 55f° of which originate in Kenya. There has, therefore,
been a flow of insurance funds from Uganda and Tanzania to
Kenya, which is to be expected since the local head offices
of most East African companies are in Nairobi, While some of
these may have been on account of reinsurance this cannot
account for the whole and is likely to be insignificant since
most reinsurance is contracted abroad and even this anounts
to only about 10$ of annual net premiums.
For Uganda and Tanzania this outflow is now just the
same as if insurance companies invested in London, and there
is reason to believe that pressures are being put upon
companies, particularly life assurance companies, to invest
funds in the country of origin.
contd
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Apaic from this inter East Africa flow of insurance funds
there is a known outflow from East Africa to London or elswhere.
There have, hov/ever, been no published attempts to date to
obtain a rough order of magnitude of this flow. There is
therefore no estimate of what the total assets of East African
companies are. The pocling of contingency funds end reinsurance
premiums at foreign head offices makes it difficult to allocate
specific assets to branches in specific areas. The very nature
of all but life insurance means that "risk spreading" is essential
and hence from the point of view of East African branches the
matching of local liabilities and local assets is neither desirable
nor possible. This does not mean to say however, that where local
investment opportunities exist they should be ignored in favour
of a customary habit of investing abroad or in a deliberate
attempt, for one reason or another, to avoid local control of
insurance business.
Since 1959 it has been possible to calculate how much
leaves and enters East Africa on account of reinsurance and the
net outflows between 1959 and 1964 amount to some £5.2 million.
Pitting the annual figures for reinsurance into the table of
annual aggregates (table 6) and subtracting gross claims,
management expenses and net reinsurance outflows from gross
premiums and income from assets, one is left with some form of a
"surplus". In the absence of any other data one might then assume
that this surplus was av lilable for investment but as can be
seen from the table, this is not, in most years, invested in East
Africa. The overall discrepancy between the surplus and the
increase in local assets between 1960 and 1964 is in fact £11.7
million.
Too much weight should not be attached to this total as
giving a precise figure of investment outflows. To begin with
the value of East African securities held by the societies is
given at market price so it is impossible to determine which
holdings have increased or decreased during the year; or whether
fluctuations are caused purely by market price alterations.
Secondly societies claim they remit some funds to England to
build up general contingency reserves, as opposed to reinsurance
which is for specific liabilities. Thirdly one would also have
to deduct costs of administration of East African business
incurred by overseas offices before one could calculate the real
surplus of funds remitted. Such costs appear not to be calculated
separately. Finally income from assets is taxed but on a rough
calculation of 7/- in the £ this has never reached £700,000 per
annum.
On the other hand income will be earned on whatever East
African premiums have been invested abroad. No income payments
on this account are received by East African branches. This has
the same effect from the point of view of the East African
balance of payments as the remittance of local investment earnings
to London.
There is another, overall, approach which can be adopted
to determine outflows. A fairly reliable estimate of accumulated
net premium income (gross premiums minus gross claims) received
by East African companies between 1945 and 1964 is £80 million.
Cumulated management expenses amounted to some £36.5 million
(this extremely high figure is supposedly due to high agency
commissions), and about £33 million has been invested locally.
This leaves about £10 million unaccounted for in addition to
the annual local asset income which in aggregate might be some
£10 million net of tax, over the period. The important point
eontd
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is that table 6 suggests that over a half of this £20 milli a or
so was probably remitted in the last four years for which f: ^ures
are available. Since no one knows the true extent of East
African premiums invested in London, these and the income they
earn need never be repatriated and can be assumed to be lost to
to East Africa for ever.
Life insurance accounts for about a half of total annual
premiums and the total amount insured in 1964 ^as £163 million.
The E-at African Statistical Department unf ortunately tends to
give a false impression by dividing annual additions to sums
insured (currently around £30 million) by total population.
The resulting figure is of no consequence whatsoever since only
136,428 policies '/ere outstanding in 1964 - i.e. only 0.5$ of
the total population is involved. Very few of these policies are
held by Africans although the number must now be on the increase.
Under the "Control of Life Assurance Business with Natives
Ordinance" 1945 in Uganda, and the "Control of the Business of
Life Assurance with Africans Ordinance" 1945, in Kenya,, elaborate
prooodurce were instituted which effectively safequarded the
African from the security offered by Life assuranceI Thus in
Kenya those wishing to undertake this business had to be approved
by the Governor in council, the Chief Native Commissioner was to
approve all forms of proposals and policies, and no canvassing
was allowed without the permission of the Provincial Commissioner.
In Uganda four separate licenses were required to enable
canvassing business throughout the whole country.
In the early 1950fs however, insurance companies, lik
commercial banks, saw themselves as providing a service almost
entirely to the expatriate community and had little interest in
the admittedly'more difficult African business. Such probl ms as
identification,age estimation and the drawing up of life tables,
encountered when extending business to Africans are however being
rapidly overcome as the pressure of competition increases, -his
wvuid seem to be a field in which the National Insurance Cori ; ration
snould try to expand. As yet these institutions are insignificantly
small in size being relatively new and their importance lies more
in the fact that they are the deliberate creations of Government
in a field which was dominated by expatriate companies.
(b) Building Societies
In 1959 five societies in Kenya had deposits of £10.4 million
between them. In 1962 this total was only £4*5 million and yet total
mortgage assets at this date were only £0.6 million less than the
1959 total of £9 million. The cause of this was the outflow
of expatriate funds from Kenya and the precise effects can be
seen in Tables 7 and 8 which aire more or less self-explanatory.
Like the commercial banks the building societies lost deposits
but unlike the banks they had no foreign head offices to fall
ba,ck upon. In order to meet withdrawals without prematurely
callix j; in loans the three large societies had to borrow
substantial amounts, mainly from abroad. Since 1960/61 there
has 1been no
new lending
over and above the transfer of existing
n
: -' " 11
^ relatively small amounts
The First Permanent Building Society and the Kenya Building
Society were both reconstituted as limited liability comuaries
(the First Permanent (East Africa) Ltd in 1961, and the K.B.S.
Ltd in 1963) under the 1956 Kenya Banking Ordinance and taken
over by the Commonwealth Development Corporation. This la\ter
has since declared a policy of running them both down.
CONT'D
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The Savings and Loan Society Ltd has very successfully
paid off the C.D.C. and Pearl Assurance Loans as mortgages
have matured. In 1965 it was taken over by Pearl Assurance
who then deposited £140,000 which is, of course, a form of
special assistance, and is now called the Savings and Loan
(Kenya) Ltd. It is in the process of building up a reasonable
liquidity ratio since this was still only 11$ in March 196b
(compared with 19$ in 1958), and is the only large society to
have succeeded in building up deposits over and above the 1959
level.
With the exception of about 15$, all the business of
Savings and Loan was conducted in Kenya and only the First
Permanent operated on any scale in all three territories. The
figures below (table 9) show the distribution of First Permanent1s
business in 1962 and 1963 and illustrate quite clearly that both
Uganda and Tanganyika were affected by the 1960 outflow, since
mortgage loans were in excess of deposits in those years. The
differential between deposits and mortgages would seem to indicate
however, that these outflows were small relative to those
experienced in Kenya.
Table 9.
TERKITORIAL DISTRIBUTION OF BUSINESS. FIRST
EAST AFRICA) LTD. 1962 AND 1963
£
DEPOSITS

1962

196 ^

KENYA
TANGANYIKA
UGANDA
ZANZIBAR

1,381,940

EAST AFRICA

3,485,956

3,641,79 7_

2,960,839
1,901,521
747,185
66,737
5,676,282

2,772,247
1,669,877
631,414
61,381
5,134,919

1,422,646

536,726
144,644

1,335,439
1,572,076
591,963
142,319

MORTGAGE LOANS OUTSTANDINGKENYA
TANGANYIKA
UGANDA
ZANZIBAR
EAST AFRICA

The repayment of foreign assistance over the last four
years also implies a capital outflow and the only difference
between this and the other alternative in 1960 is that it has
allowed mortgage loan holders t o repay as s cheduled and the
capital outflow to be planned.
In November 1965 C.D.C, and the Kenya Government announced
the establishment of the Housing Finance Company of Kenya with
a capital of £50,000, owned 60$ by C.D.C. and 40$ by Kenya
Government, and an initial loan capital of £500,000 from the
former and £150,000 from the latter. As far as C.D.C. is
concerned they believe that the time is now ripe for new building
society lending but not through the First Permanet or K.B.S.,
which will eventually disappear as the Kentanda did in 196 5.
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(c) The Post Office Savings Banks
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-

These banks we're established in K e n y a ; f - U g a n d a
and Tanganyika in 1936, with the object of providing, in the
words of the Savings Bank rules, "a ready means for the
deposit of savings and so to encourage thrift." It is an
outstanding achievement ofthe banks that the number of
depositors has increased every year since 1950, Not so the
value of deposits which has steadily fallen since 1955, even
though it now appears to have levelled off in Tanzania (see
table 10).
The original Savings bank legislation provided for an
investment of not more than l/3rd of total assets in local
Govern rent securities and even though this rule was
subsequently relaxed e.g. to 50$ in the case oi Uganda in
1958, in 1962 80$ of total assets were held in the form of
sterling. Until 1965 this proportion was approximately
maintained owing perhaps to the unwillingness of the banks
to convert the sterling securities when their prices were so
low. For instance market values of securities in 1962 were
some 20$ lower than their cost price. In addition the
predominantly sterling portfolio reflects the inability of
banks to ma,ke even small net investments since 1958 as the
total of deposits steadily declined.
The reasons for the fall in deposits and in deposits per
head would appear to be:~
(a)

The growth in other financial intermediaries post
1955 especially - building societies, offering a
much higher rate of interest than the 2i$ of the
P.O.S.B. - a ra/te which ha,s not altered since
the banks' inception.

(b)

Increased competition from existing intermediaries
especially commercial banks. In February 1956 for
the first time since 1950 commercial banks offered
a higher rate of interest on savings deposits
than did the P.O.S.B,, and since that date there
has always been an interest differential
favourable to commercial bank savings account
holders.

(c) The P.0.S.B*s were also affected by the flight
of expatriate capital during the 1959-61
independence negotiations. Between these years
the following sums were lost by the savings Banks
£

Kenya
2,184,000
Uganda
578,000
Tanganyika
634,. COO
East Africa
3,446,000
It is not likely that much, if any, of this were
attracted to other institutions during these yearo.
Thus to obtain a figure for the real loss of sterling
reserves in 1960 one should nalso include losses in
Savings Bank reserves which re outside those
of the monetary authorities whereas falls in
building society deposits due to the outflow had
a sterling counterpart only in falls in monetary
reserves
eontd
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(d)

1950
1955
1962

Given the excellent branch coverage (633 in 1964)
the P.O.S.B. movement still attracts African
depositors but their deposits are on average
about t thpse of Asians and Europeans* The
average size of new deposits has therefore fallen
in the following manner
Kenya

Uganda

14.1
13.8
5.2

10.8
13.8
5.6

Tanganyika
11.3

10.2
4.5

The inability of the banks to sell sterling securities
without loss and consequently to acquire liquid assets to meet
withdrawals, necessitated Governments coming to their aid. In
accordance with the legislation, Government must meet deficiencies
and at 31st December 19^2 the accumulated deficiencies were
Kenya £1.6 million, Uganda £0.6 million and Tanganyika £0.2 3
million, equivalent to 26.0$ of the total assets of Kenya 1 nks,
35.1 fo of those of Uganda Banks and 16.5$ of those of Tangai./ika
banks.
In addition to these deficiencies on reserve account the
low interest rates on the sterling securities, acquired in
the early 1950's, created problems on the income (expenditure
accoun+s. Up to December 1962 the respective Governments had
financed cumulated deficits of £239,900 in Kenya, £132,000 in
Tanganyika, and £9,200 in Uganda, Tied down by the low interest
on assets the Banks have been unable to offer higher rates of
interest on deposits than their traditional 2i$, and hence have
lost to other intermediaries any "interest elastic" funds that
there might be in East Africa.
As the securities gradually matured the East African
Governments would have regained what they contributed to reserve
deficiencies and the only losses of a permanent nature would be
revenue/expenditure account losses. Although no precise details
are available, it is known that between 1963 and 1966 the
outstanding sterling securities of all Post Office Savings Banks
were converted into East African Government securities. In
the circumstances this conversion of reserves was sensible
since it freed valuable sterling for use elsewhere and loc 1
securities carry a much higher rate of return than did the
P.O.S.B. sterling reserves. While this may allow the banks to
compete more with other intermediaries as regards interest on
deposits, it may also, and this would be much more important,
remove the aura of decay surrounding the movement and give
incentives to the central administration to take advantage
of their extensive branch coverage in promoting the saving
habit. It is, however, highly unlikely that this will be the
case since the decay has been there for too many years now.

contd
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Summary of 1950-1964 Aggregates
It can be seen from table 11 that banks have expanded
credit at a relatively faster rate than the growth in income
between 1954 and 1964, implying that opportunities for
profitable lending also rose much faster than the rise in
income, particularly between the years 1954-1956 and
1962-1964, and of course in the special year of 1960. Given
a fairly constant ratio of cash to G.D.P., the rise in the
velocity of circulation over the period reflects the fact that
expansion of credit induced large import drains. Since bank
credit would respond to changes in local incomes, as would imports,
it is difficult to isolate the effect of bank credit itself
upon imports, ana no attempt has been made to do this. Suffice
it to say that because of import leakages the autonomous
expansion in local earning assets by the banks did not find full
expression in the growth in demand deposits.
Prom the point of view of the demand for money the public
has maintained a fairly constant proportion of cash to income
since 1959, while the growth in money G.D.P. has outstripped
the growth in money supply. Public holdings of deposits as
a proportion of income have therefore fallen. The reasons for
this would appear to be r fall in the demand for money as the
monetary and financial system became more developed. This shows
itself in the doubling of the transactions velocity of demand
deposits between 1950 and 1964. implying that a given stock of
demand deposits was used to finance twice the value of
transactions at the end of the period than at the beginning.
The growth in non-money financial assets is given in table 12.
The main omission from this table is local equity holding.
Unfortunately it is impossible to obtain figures of this for
the years 1950 and 1956, but the 1964 E.A.C.S.O. Statistical
Department "Investment Survey'1 puts this at a minimum of
£52 million. Non-Money financial assets are therefore now more
than 100$ of money supply.
The proportion of cash to total money supply in East
Africa has been stable since 1956 at about 36$. This reflects
the apparent stability of subsistence transactions relative to
money transactions in the economy, and the fact that the remote
rural areas have no substitute for cash. This proportion
compares very favourably with that of other independent African
states e.g. In 1963 the ratio in Ethiopia was 74.0$, Ghana
56.5$, Nigeria 63.0$, Somalia 55.9$, Sudan 53.0$ and U.A.R.(Egypt)
66.9$
The relatively large expatriate money sector probably
explains why it is so low for East Africa as a whole. Using
approximate territorial distributions of currency calculated
on the basis of the 1965 currency issue the territorial ratios
of currency to total money supply for 1964 'would be approximately
as follows:Kenya
Tanganyika
Uganda

27$
38$
47$o

The other African territories mentioned above are in
general less developed financially, having less complete bank
branch coverage than East Africa and never having had the same
degree of expatriate influence that East Africa had from
colonisation. In comparison with more advanced countries however,
where the ratio is about 20$, East Africa's ratio is still quite
high and will remain so until bank expans_on into rural areas
becomes more profitable.
contd...... /14»
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In Jie circumstances little can be hoped for from the
Post Office Savings banks although they can be expected to
continue introducing more and more people to elementary
"banking".
It looks very much therefore as if the existing "large"
institutions, with'the possible exception of insurance
companies if they were tightly controlled, have very little to
offer in the way of contributing to a short-run increase in
velocity. Expansion of the Stock Exchange is a possibility
but in the absence of a significant number of new issues this
expansion may well take the form of an undersirable increase
in the turnover of a given stock of speculative funds which,
while undoubtedly increasing the velocity of demand deposits,
will have little effect on real transactions.
If the scope of participation in Stock Exchange activity
is to increa.se significantly in the near future then small
savings may have to be institutionalised through investment
trusts or unit trusts. In its September/October 1966, issue 'East
African Trade and Industry1' complained that one unit trust had
so far failed in its aim of attracting African investors. The
smallest lot which can be purchased in this trust is 2,000 5/- units; not really a size which testifies to the sincerity of
the trust aim.
The doubling of the share price index between 1962 and
1966 indicates the renewed interest in the Exchange, More
new issues a.re needed to minimise the possibility of spiralling
speculation.
It may be necessary for Uganda to attempt a slight
reversal of the known Uga.nda/Kenya capital outflow by establishing
her own Stock Exchange with the Uganda Development Corporation
acting as jobber and even broker. There is evidence to suggest
that the right types of shares are possessed by U.D.C. and that
if it relaxed its "Uganda citizens only" policy when selling
shares, it might build up a sound local exchange which might even
attract Kenyan investors.
Certainly it can be said .that creation and expansion of
the desired intermediaries will require some degree of official
intervention, to minimise overseas investment by existing
companies, to replace them with government bodies, or to
establish intermediary functions where more exist.
There are already clear signs that official non-bank
financial intermediation will assume importance in the future.
The new Housing Finance Corporations and Development Finance
companies with foreign capital participation are important
examples. They increase velocity but carry no foreign reserve
problems.
Recently all.three Governments appointed experts to
assess the possibilities of providing social security benefits
to employees on a national scale and each was advised that a
National Provident Fund could suitably perform the welfare
functions desired and at the same time provide investable funds
for Government« Each report *8 recommended that approximately
200,000 employees should initially be covered by the Fund for
retirement benefits. It was estimated that combined
contributions of employers and employees would yield £3 million
annually in the case of Kenya, and £1.75 million in Uganda
and Tanganyika.
contd.
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Actual implementation of the 1'ational Funds was delayed
owing to administrative difficulties, especially concerning
arrangements for existing private and public schemes,
These latter mainly invested their funds abroad. Thus
the Pensions and Provident Funds of the E.A.G.S.O. had
total investments of £2,161,000 in 1963 of which £1,656,000
was invested in sterling securities.
The Tanganyika fund is now well off the ground and
is reported to have been an important factor in the placing
of quite large amounts of Tanganyika Government stock
recently. The Kenya Fund started operation a few months
ago but as yet there is no sign of a similar move in Uganda.
Tanganyika has always been progressive in this respect and
as early as 1962/3 it attempted to prevent the local Authorities
Provident Fund from remitting £135,000 for investment in
England. It succeeded in diverting £40,000 to the
1969
stock then on issue. In future central pooling of monthly
contributions from both the public and the private sector
will constitute a regular and calculable source of funds
for Government.
As opposed to the forced saving principles inherent
in a National Provident Fund Scheme Uganda and Tanganyika
have attempted to woo potential small investors by offering
them the chance to win much larger sums than their initial
investment. In Uganda 5/- premium development bonds
repayable after 5 years and eligible each year for
two draws for prizes, have been successfully issued
in the last two years. Tanzania!s approach has
been to attempt to divert the growing volume of funds
annually attracted to England by lotteries and football pools
agencies. In 1964 £465,000 net left East Africa for these
purposes, £105,000 from Tanganyika. A National Lottery has
been initiated which hopes to raise this amount annually.
Kenya and Uganda have so far not emulated this move although
there have been many suggestions to the effect that they should.

The creation of non-bank financial intermediaries is
determined as much by social and political motives as by
economic, and this makes it doubly difficult to predict which
types will develop in the near future. It does however seem
to be fairly obvious that Government is going to have a
much bigger sa.y in which institutions will be created and
how they and the existing ones will be governed. This will
show itself in the asset portfolios of the public and in
the balance sheets of the intermediaries, which in five years
time should look much different from their present form
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Table 1.
SOURCES OF CHANGE IK THE EAST AFRICAN HONEY SUPPLY
1950 - 1965
£ Million.
A.
B.

D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Change in Currency with Public
Change in Demand Deposits

+
+

38.0
36.9

Change in Total Money Supply

+

74.9

Change in Non Honey Bank Deposits
Change in Currency Board*s Sterling Assets
Change in Net Sterling Assets of Banks
Increase in Currency Board Credit
Increase in Bank Credit

+

34.6
17.0

Notes.

+
-

+
+

38.5
20.1
107.8

A.E.F. and G excludes Aden throughout and cover only
Kenya, Tanganyika, Uganda and Zanzibar.
E & F should together be equal to E.A. balance of
payments surplus or deficit. They have not been
so called because of readjustments needed to exclude
Aden, and also sterling securities have been
calculated at cost to exclude increases/decreases
due to sterling security appreciations/deprecations.
C + D wall never be fully offset by E,F, G and H,
as it theoreticalljr should be, owing to accumulated
surpluses of the currency Board and to minor
residual items in the E.A, bank figures such as
inter bank balances which do not fully net out.
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The Future.
The main factors influencing future trends in the monetary
system will be the fact that certain past phenomena are not
capable of repetition - notably the great expansion of local
assets at the expense of foreign reserves by the monetary
institutions.
•X- 7
It has been argued by Walter Newlyn
that the local
earning assets ratio of commercial banks has reached a maximum.
Given the short-run stability of the publics cash to deposits
ratio, and in the absence of any substantial increase in foreign
reserves, he argue:- that any attempt by the public to save in
the form of bank deposits will be frustrated. There will be no
net increases in bank lending over and above relending what is
repaid in any period and such savings attempts will result in
increased hoarding in the banks and a fall in the velocity of
circulation of demand deposits. He concludes that "The
institutiona'x dev lot me rt wnich is necessary to offset the
deflationary effects of such hoarding is the establishment of
non-bank fina icial intermediaries anl money markets which induce
the owners of idle bank deposits to cransfer such deposits,
through the banks, intc activity."
It should be ad< ed that even without any institutional
development, it is theoretically possible to avoid the
deflationary effeots )f such hoarding by by-passing non-bank
financial intermediaries altogether through expanding selffinancing and/or direct financing. Since the introduction of
exchange control self-financing of investment through
undistributed profits which were previo .sly remitted, nay well
have increased in importance. In the absence of a comprehensive
flow of funds account for East Africa it is impossible to tell.
As far as direct financing is concerned, this would have the same
effect as Mr, Newlyn desires i.e. an increase in non-bank
financial assets relative to a given stock of cash and deposits.
More important than this however is the choice of
intermediaries to effect this transfer of idle funds into
activity. If non-bank financial intermediaries are predominantly
the type which invests abroad then further expansion of these
will first cf all increa.se the turnover of a given stock of
demand deposits (as demand deposits are transferred to the
account of the intermediary and then back to the bank), followed
then by a reduction in that stock of deposits as an equal block
of foreign reserves is lost, and this may induce even further
local credit contractions* There would be therefore an
exacerbation of the basic problem of inadequate foreign reserves
and stagnant money supply. This might be the result of
encouraging insurance company activity without proper control over
remittances.. On the other hand closer supervision of insurance
companies together with increased Govern" ervt support of the National
insurance Corporations could haT"e significant eff. cts on the local
money market
Expansion of building society activity is highly unlikely
as increases in the deposits of the two active societies (one
lending one not) are more than offset by the fall in deposits
of the inactive societies whzki still owe quite a lot to overseas
creditors 8

contd
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Table 5.
EAST AFRICAN ASSETS HELD BY INSURANCE
COMPANIES 1964
£'000
Mortgages and Loans
Government and Local Government Securities
Treasury Bills, Development Bonds

9,342
11,448
11

Stocks, Shares, Debentures

3,714

Real Estate

3,311

Cash

1,937

Agents balances, outstanding Premiums

2,289

Other

1,218

TOTAL

33,271

Source:

East African Insurance Statistics 1964.
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TABLE 6
AGGJiEGAi'^

0?

T

Q^

1959-62
Gross
Premiums

Gross
Claims

Management
Expenses

1959

10,903,812

4,024,136

2,591,135

1960

11,814,210

4,964,608

2,913,168

1961

11,772,350

5,901,689

3,152,899

1962

13,111,880

5,965,885

3,553,576

1963

12,451,814

5,775,179

3,424,329

1964

13,195,147

6,794,465

3,725,422

Source:

East Africajn Insurance Statistics 1959, 60, 61,

INSURANCE COMPANIES

Net
Reinsurance
Transfers

Income
from
assets

Surplus

691,463

965,863

4,562,941

n.a.

930,559

1,244,594

4,250,469

5,147,538

700,619

1,426,852

3,443,995

1,407,176

1,232,014

1,516,984

3,827,389

711,896

834,523

1,644,032

4,061,315

725,537

1,899,047

3,812,193

-332,473

759,109

62, 63 & 64.

Increase in
Local
Assets
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SPECIAL

ASSISTANCE

£

FIRST PERMANENT 31.12
BANK

1961
1962
1963
1964

238,700
27,462

KENYA GOVT.

CSCF

420,000

270,000

250,000
250,000
250,000

72,000

TANGANYIKA
G6VT

150,000

NORTHERN
RHODESIA
GOVT
980,635
952,817
925,000

150,000
150,000

.CDC

TOTAL

860,000
1,240,300
728,633
593,300

AID AS FT
MORTGAGE "LOAN
OUTSTANDING

1,788,700
2,648,397
2,081,451

58

46.6

40.5
40.5

1,920,300

KENYA BUILDING SOCIETY 31.12
BANKS
1961

330,000

1962

326,000

NORWICH UNION
3,000

109,000
230,650
1963
350,000
207,150
1964
315,000
SAYINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY LTD, 31.3
CDC

1961

201,666

1962

585,000

PEARL ASSURANCE
427,883
620,000
620,000
250,000

CDC
620,000
650,000

832,124
772,045

TOTAL

AID AS IO MORTGAGE
m m r w s a w

953,000
1,085,000
1,412,664
1,294,195

48

60

90

96.6

AID
AS $ M/LOANS
14.8

500,000
1963
200,000
1964
SOURCES:Reports of the Commonwealth Development Corporation 1961, 1962, 1963.
Registrar General Annual Reports for Kenya 1961, 1962, 1963.
Kenya Appropriation Accounts 1962/3 page lv
* Cereals and Sugar finance corporation Annual Report 1962.
Annual Reports of Societies and Interviews with Society managers.

30.6

30.8

13.7

-
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Table 12
GROWTH III SOME FINANCIAL ASSETS 1950-1964
• 0
1950

1956

1964

Net Insurance Premiums

4.7

15.0

36.7

Bank Savings Accounts

1.8

7.6

21.5

Bank Time Deposits

4.3

9.9

14.9

Building Society Shares/Deposits

c.2.0

c.5o0

6.3

Post Office Savings Bank Deposits

10.3

14.8

7.9

Uganda Credit & Savings Bank Deposits! 0

0.2

1.7

Land Bank Deposits

—

0.4

1.0

Hire Purchase Deposits

-

0.4

-

TOTAL

23.1

52.9

90.4

MONEY SUPPLY

91.1

117.9

137.7

ASSETS SHOWN AS $
MONEY SUPPLY

25.4

44.9

65 o 6

Notes (to table 12)
Net Insurance Premiums are calculated by subtracting gross life
olaims from gross life premiums and cumulating this for all years
for which figures are available i.e. 1947-1964, On top of this,
for each year given in the table, is added gross non-life
premiums for those particular years6 This is justified on
the argument that non-life premiums are yearly so that
while cumulating net totals would be the right thing to
do in looking at Insurance companies assets, it is not when
looking at public*s assets except in ~he case of life
assuranceo For non life even net premiums are not appropriate
since thepolicy does not expire after a claim* It could,
however, be argued that it is not premiums paid which
represent public!s assets but value of policy i.e. amount
insured for0
Source:

1947-1951 - Quarterly Economic and Statistical
Review No.21 September, 1953.
1951-1964 East African Insurance Statistics
1950, 1958, 1960 1964.
Hire Purchase Deposits - Credit Finance
Corporation only,
Money Supply - Excludes Non-East African
countries covered by Currency Board.

-
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3-. It is of course not necessary to create intermediaries
to offset hoarding. Provided the extent can be calculated
within reasonable limits, and the present operation of
currency redemptions may present an ideal opportunity
,
for this, the Government could offset it by printing
money. Dishoarding on any scale at a future date would,
however, create inflationary problems,
2,

J. G. Gurley and E. S. Shaw. "Financial Aspects of
Economic Development." American Economic Review September
1955 page 522. See also their "Money in a Theory of
Finance" The Brookings Institutions,"Washington 1960
pages 191-246.

1 S e e for instance R.S. Thorn. "Non-Bank intermediaries,
'
Credit Expansion and Monetary Policy." IMF Staff Paper J
November, 1958 pages 369-393.
J. Loxley "The Development of the Monetary and Financ:' -1
System of the East African Currency Area 1950 to 1964.1
Ph.D thesis University of Leeds. 1966.
|*5•

Implied overdrafts being defined as:30io of total assets (the actual liquidity ratio maintained
by the expatriate banks on their world wide operations.)
minus the actual net liquid assets of the banks - casl ,
bills, net East African balances and net foreign balances*
This shows the reliance in the last resort of local banks
upon foreign head office after allowing for actual
reserves or overdrafts.

6.

For a fuller account see J. Loxley gliding Society
Instability in Kenya.' Centre for EPonoE°-c ^ e s e a r c h >
Nairobi, Discussion Paper No.9. D e c e i v e r , 1964.

7.

W. T. Newlyn "A Theoretical Basis fo*berFinancial Projection."
E.D.R.P. No.112. Novem > 1966.

h 8.

Report of the Government of Tanganyika on an Exploratory
Society Security Survey with a view
establishing
a National Provident Fund. I.L.O. Geneva, 1965.
'Provision for Old Age1 A Renort by E. Turner Kenya June
1963.
"Report on the Setting uo of a Contributory Social
Security Scheme with Particular Refe r e n c e t o t n e n e e d '
of Persons in their old age"
E. Turner, Uganda. February, 1964.

Is7o. 445.
Donald C. Mead,
U.E.A. Social Science Conference,
December, 1966.
EC 2-3
Uganda 1 s Balance of Payments Prosit ion
Daring the Second Five-Year Plan
I
This paper is an attempt to evaluate the "balance of
payments implications of Work for Progress, Uganda's second
five-year plan. As a first step in this discussion, I have
made rough estimates of the relationship "between imports and
expenditures in major categories over the period 1960-65.
The derivation of the import and expenditure categories are
discussed and presented in greater detail in Appendices I
and II. The following general comments are in order:
1.

Imports:

a. Wherever possible I have allocated intermediate
inputs to the specific category of final use where they were
finally absorbed, thereby reducing to a minimum the size of
the unallocated item "intermediate inputs".
b. Current government imports include only direct
imports by the government, arid hence considerably understate
the true import content of current government spending. There
is an offsetting upward bias to the private consumption import
propensities.
c. The most serious problem with all these figures
concerns the proper markup to be used in evaluating the cost
to Uganda of imported goods; the reported figures give an
•undifferentiated mixture of CIP Mombasa prices and 70% of
Uganda border prices. The compromise estimate we have used
is crude.
2.

Expenditures:
a.

The government expenditure figures are good, I

believe,
b. The capital formation figures are at least
consistent within the series. We know that they are incomplete,
but as long as there are consistent estimates, for the past as
well as the future, this may not be too serious.
c. The consumption figures, being a residual of
everything else, are subject to a wide range of possible
sources of errors. Among the more serious of these are the
following:
i)

They use estimates of the balance of payments,
current account. The problems here include
those in I above, as well as the estimation of
invisibles; these problems arc serious.

1/ The author would like to thank Drs. John Loxley and
Clive Gray for helpful discussion during the writing of this
paper and in the course of the Nairobi conference. Thanks
also go to Mr. M. Kironde for research assistance.
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iii)

Since there are no estimates of inventory
changes, these get included with C in this
presentation.
We have restricted ourselves to money income,
and hence money consumption. This is debatable,
although the inclusion of the subsistences
sector probably would not affect the final
conclusion in a major way.

The figures which result from this exercise are
presented in Table I below. I have computed a regression
equation only in the case of private consumption, where an
upward trend in the average propensity to import is evident,
and where it seems more plausible to project this trend into
the future than in the case of (say) capital formation.
The result is as follows:
Mc

=

-25.0

+

=

0.65C

where "M

=

Consumer" goods-'imports

C

=

Private consumption,

0.982

both in millions of pounds.
Relationship of Imports _t o_ Ex p end i tur
ss,
" 1960. j-_ J55
M/E
Imports
Expenditures
0o)
(£ millions)
Private Consumption
29.9
66.2
1960
19.8
29.3
69.4
1961
20.3
29.1
1962
19.4
66.7
30.2
78.1
1963
23.6
33.7
1964
26.3
78.1
35.0
1965
32.1
91.6
Capital formation (private plus public)
Table Is

1960
8.7
1961
8.6
8.1
1962
1963
11.0
1964
12.9
17.5
1965
Current government expenditures

18.6
18.0
17.7
20.0
24.2
32,3

46.8
4-7.8
45.8
55.0
53.3
54.2

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
All other imports

0.8
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.5
2.4

18.3
20.2
23.1
25.9
29.1
36.2

4.4
5.4
4.8
4.2
5.2
6.6

6.9
7.1
7.3
8.0
9e8
10.8
*

103.1
107.6
107.5
124.1
131.4
160.1
Total absorption

6.7
6.6
6.8
6.4
7.5
6.7

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
Notes and Sources:

.

See Appendices I and II.
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The next step in the analysis is to project the
level of imports which would prevail during the second 5-year
plan, if these import propensities continue unchanged into the
future. The major and serious problem here is that the
national income estimates in the Plan are not consistent with
those for previous years. There are two problems: The
national income figures in the plan are stated at constant
prices of 1964; beyond this, they have been estimated on a
new basis, yielding a result over 10/o higher than earlier
figures. In this situation, applying the older import propensities to revised income totals would not be valid. The
approach which we have used here, which is explained in detail
in Appendix III, is to devise expenditure estimates for 1966
v/hich are comparable to the earlier series; we then apply
indices to these figures, the indices reflecting the percentage increases which the plan sots for each of the expenditure
categories. To these expenditure figures we can apply the
import propensities derived for earlier years, to give us an
estimate of the commodity import bill for 1971, assuming that
the propensities are unchanged. Once again, the detailed work
is left to the appendix; the figure which comes out of these
manipulations is an estimate of 1971 imports of £110.0 million,
compared to an estimate in the plan itself of £91.8 million.
This means that the planners are hoping to change the import
propensities through import substitution in such a way as to
be able to reduce the annual import bill by approximately
£18 million by 1971.
Ill
Let us comment briefly on the other components of the
balance of payments. With regard to commodity exports, one of
my colleagues has made a more detailed study than I am able to
undertake, and has concluded that the export targets may be
somewhat on the high side.l For the moment, I shall accept
the plan figures as given. In the case of invisible exports,
the major explanation for the rapid increase is in the
categories transport and travel. The targets here do look
feasible, although not without some effort. On the payments
side, expenditures for travel and (particularly) transport
are implausibly low. Nearly half the transport item consists
of foreign purchases of East African shipping companies and
airlines; we might ey>:pect t^is component to rise at the same
rate as overseas earnings of these organizations. Since the
1966 estimate of transport payments seems high compared to
other information available, however, the 1971 figure may be
reasonably accurate.
Before commenting on the item of international investment income, I should like to turn to the projected developments
in the capital account and in transfer payments. There are two
tables in the Plan which are relevant here, and which purport
to be consistent (see para. 2.79). The first of these, Table
14, tells the target level of foreign aid and loans in relation
to the financing of domestic capital formation. This table
tells us that the central government and parastatal organizations are anticipated to receive £70 million in grants and
loans during the five years of the plan, while private

1/ See Y. ivyesimira, forthcoming article in East. African
Econoniic_ Review.

_ 4 borrowing abroad will amount to £15 million.x Both these
figures, presumably, are net of repayments; the latter figure
consists almost entirely of reinvested earnings of foreign
companies.^ Turning to Table 15, the corresponding items in
the balance of payments match reasonably well; using trend
figures, ^ross receipts of official transfers (foreign aid)
plus net official capital inflow should amount to £63 million,
while the net private capital inflow would aggregate to
£14 million. How realistic are these figures?
Everyone knows that it is extremely difficult to
predict official receipts from foreign loans and grants.
Uganda starts off from the relatively strong position of
having unexpended foreign aid commitments of £14 a 5 million at
the outset of the plan.*3 It is also true, however, that the
figures in the balance of payments are net figures; repayments of long-term loans by the central government and
government enterprises had reached nearly £1 million in 1964,
and have been rising since then. One incomplete estimate of
total official repayments due during the plan period came to
£18.8 million. 4 This implies that, in order to attain a net
official capital inflow of £65 million, the gross inflow
would have to be over £80 million. On the whole, it seems
clear that the aid targets are very - one might almost say,
wildly - optimistic. Incidentally, of the £63 million target
for official f u n d 3 , £14 million is listed as inward transfers
(grants), the rest as capital flows (loans).
When we come to the private capital flows, a further
weak spot appears in the plan projections. It is common
knowledge that the large negative item of net errors and
omissions in the balance of payments reflects almost solely
unrecorded private capital outflow. Beyond this, it is
extremely difficult in practice to distinguish between shortterm and long-term private capital flows. For the moment, let
us add together these three categories, private long-term
capital flows, short-term capital (private only, if this is

1/ I have lumped together the central government and
parastatal organizations since, in the balance of payments,
both are presumably included as official capital.
2/ See Green, EDRP Paper No. 103, p. 8. Mr. Newlyn has
pointed out to me in conversation that If all reinvested
profits of foreign companies are counted under foreign sources
of financing, then the (private) local component of £75 million
looks far too high. Perhaps we might also point out in
passing that the "local financing" column in Table 14 does not
measure aggregate domestic savings required during the planning
period, since some additional savings will be necessary to
match gross official and net private transfer payments abroad.
On the basis of aggregation of trend figures, these two amount
to £7.5 million and £6.5 million respectively, over the five
years of the plan. If domestic savings out of GDP was
in
1966 (see para. 2.20) and we must generate £169 million of
domestic savings during the five fiscal years of the plan,
MPS must be 27?o, not 25fb as specified in para. 2.19 of the plan
3/ See Baokagound to the Budget, 1966-67, p. 54.
4/ This figures includes "the £9 million USB loan, due for
repayment in 1969. The UEB has been building up a sinking
fund to cover this commitment, amounting to approximately
£2 million as of June 30, 1965, but as far as"can be judged
from published statistics, these funds are invested in Uganda
government securities, thereby shifting the burden of finding
foreign exchange onto the government's shoulders.

- 5 separately specified), and net errors and omissions, to give a
measure of the total private net capital flows, whether
recorded or unrecorded. The plan figures for this total are
as follows:
(£ millions)
1964
-6.1

1966
+1.8

1971
+5.8

The planners seem to have felt that, with the
institution of exchange control, short-term capital movements
as well as unrecorded capital flows could "be eliminated,
although in 1964 their figures show an outflow in these two
items of £7.6 million. Even this figure is surely a
considerable underestimate, which is as low as it is in the
plan estimates only because of the insertion of a £9.1 million
"coverage adjustment." According to other estimates of the
balance of payments, the total private outflow for 1964 was
not £6.1 million, as referred to above, but £17.5 million.
This is an abnormally high figure, reflecting capital flight
to Britain as a result of discussion of the institution of a
national Central Bank (among other things). The average
annual private capital outflow 1961-64, measured in the same
way, was £15.0 million. This figure dropped to £5.7 million
in 1965, as exchange control was instituted half way through
the year; still the idea of stopping the capital flight
entirely, and in fact converting an overall negative figure
of £5.7 million in 1965 to a net inflow of £1.8 million in
1966, growing to £5.8 million in 1971 and cumulating to £14
million over the five years of the plan, seems quite
unrealistic,
Alternative projections of the efficacy of exchange
control are bound to be extremely rough. The assumptions, vie
shall make are that the reinvestment figures in the plan are
accurate, and constitute the largest part of the net recorded
private capital inflowj beyond this, unrecorded private
capital outflows - private short-term capital plus net errors
and omissions - are not reduced immediately to zero, as the
plan suggests, but fall only to £2 million in 1966, declining
to £1 million in 1971.
We are now in a position to go back to the remaining
current account item, international investment income. An
unrecorded capital outflow should in principle bring some
offsetting benefits to the balance of payments, in the form of
receipts of interest and profits. It is clear, thought, that
this is not relevant to Uganda's situation; the profits are
received primarily by people who are only temporarily
resident in Uganda, so that these funds will (for the most
part) never be brought to Uganda, The figures in the plan
which we have discussed above indicate that the target figure
for recorded private capital inflow is £14 million, while the
net increa se in official indebtedness is £40 million (exclusive
of grants). If the average rate of return on these capital
flows is 5y0, then the annual interest costs will rise by some
£3.1 million over the plan period, which agrees well with the
plan targets; compared to later estimates, however, it seems
that the base year estimates in the plan (1966) may be £1.5 2.0 million too low, suggesting that stated current investment
payments may be too low by that amount every year throughout the
plan period.
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Before we "bring together these various comments on
the balance of payments estimates, perhaps we should say a few
words on the need for overall balance. Dr. C-reen has pointed
out that the plan projections move from an overall deficit of
£4 million in 1966 to overall balance in 1971. Since these
are trend figures, the implication is that the external
reserves of the monetary authorities would fall by some £12
million during the five years of the plan. 1 I am not in a
position to make any estimate of the size of Uganda's net
external reserves; it does seem highly probable, though, that
they are currently very close to the statutory minimum, and
that, far from being in a position to finance a deficit, the
overwhelming need will be to increase the level of official
reserves during the plan period. Basically, this means that
a trend improvement which eliminates a £4 million deficit
over six years is not good enough. The need will be to reduce
the overall deficit to virtually zero in 1967, with a growing
si^jolus thereafter, to provide a base for credit creation. A
conservative target might be the attainment of a £1 million
overall surplus by 1971.2
V
We can summarize our discussion to this point as
follows. Assuming that the full burden of adjustment in the
balance of payments is made to fall on commodity imports, what
degree of import substitution will be required? The implication
of our preceding discussion is that, by 1971, the "capacity to
import" will be at most some £3.5 million 3 below that posited
in the plan, i.e. (for commodity imports as a whole), approximately £88.3 million rather than the total of £91.8 million
shown there. This might be compared with an import figure
derived by projecting past import propensities of £110.0
million. These adjustments appear considerably more impressive

1/ SeeR.H. Green, EDRP Paper No. 103, p. 22 of Appendix.
2/ Kr. Walter Newlyn has kindly made some rough calculations
for me of the order of magnitude of the necessary increase in
monetary reserves, as follows:
target N GDP (monetary) = £82.0 million
1
if ' My ..GDP = 4
J then required . M = £20.5 million;

if

c

/

•M

1
3 J then required

C

=

£7 million;

C
= 4•0/ 0 , then required
R =
£2.8 million.
V
(M = money supply, C = current liabilities of the Central

if

Bank, R = external reserves of the Central Bank.)
These figures suggest that, over the five years of the plan,
external reserves would have to rise by £2.8 million,
implying an aggregate overall surplus of that amount. Since
in the best case the 1967 position might be one of overall
balance, this requirement is fully consistent with the 1971
target specified in the text above.
3/ This figure is made up of the following components:
unrecorded private capital flows, £1 million;
understatement of interest and profit payments,
£1.5 million;
overall surplus required for accumulation of
external reserves, £1 million.

- 7 if we measure their importance not during the final year of
the plan alone, but aggregated over the five years of the plan.
On this basis, our adjusted figures suggest that aggregate
imports would have to-,be below those implied in the plan by
at least £27 million.
Clearly this is bound to put very
heavy strains on the economy.
The figures in Appendix III suggest that, in absolute
terms, the largest part of the increase in imports with unchanged propensities would be in consumer goods, the same area
where the plan has greatest hopes for import substitution. To
put the full burden of adjustment on this sector alone would
require an absolute decline in consumer goods imports of £3
million, at the same time tliat total consumption spending was
rising by approximately one-third. ^This seems to have been
roughly the planners' expectations.
Let us look at the broad
outlines of the production figures in the plan, to see if they
are consistent with this degree of import substitution in the
area of consumer goods. Starting with food, the plan tells us
that, "in order to meet the food requirements of a growing
population, an increasing portion of which will be living in
urban areas, food crop production must increase by 20 per cent
during the five years." (para. 4.101). It is not clear
whether this refers to total food production, or only cash
crops; a comparison with Table 21 (p. 76) suggests, however,
that it probably refers to total food production, including
subsistence. If on top of this we add an estimate of the
target production of meat and dairy products (p. 76) along with
value added in the manufacturing of food products (p. 91), we
can estimate in a very rough way the total food supply (cash

1/ This incorporates the following componentsi
a. -unrecorded private capital flows, on trend basis,
from £2 million in 1966 to £1 million in 1971,
- £7.5 million
b.
c.

understatement of interest and profit payments,
£1.5 million per year for five years
- £7.5 million
difference between implied overall deficit
(£12 million) and "required" overall surplus
(£2.8 million)
- £14.8 million

d.

offsetting item: overstatement of transport
expenses in early years
+ £2.5 million

Total
£27.3 million
2/ In Green, 0£. cit., p. 22 (appendix), we find the
following indices' of imports, by categories:
1966
1971
Food
100
80
Consumer manufactures
100
100
Raw materials
100
170
Fuel
100
150
Construction materials
100
140
Capital goods
100
175
I have not been able to trace these figures, although they are
consistent with discussion of import substitution needs in the
Plan itself (e.g. para. 2.45) as well as in the ext above.

- 8 plus subsistence) from domestic production, as follows:

Crop production^

(£ millions)
1971
1966
77.4
64.4

Heat and dairy products^3

55.6

42.4

102.0

126.5

Value added, food processing
Total food production
Notes:

a.

b.

c,

Groundnuts and other crops (p.76),
Sugar has been excluded since most of
the increase will be for export.
Subtotal, animal industry, excluding
hides and skins, and animal by-products
(p.76).
p. 91.

In addition, we must make some adjustments for food imports.
These may have amounted to £7 million in 1966; if the
figures in footnote 2 (p. 7) are accurate, then achievement
of the overall import substitution targets imply a 20jo decrease
in this figure by 1971. This in turn would imply the
following picture for total domestic food consumption. along
with total private consumption (cash plus subsistence;:
(£ millions)
Total apparent food consumption
Total cash consumption

1966
109.0
123.9

1971
132.1
165.4

Total subsistence consumption
75.8
_ 65._1
Total consumption
187.0
239.2
These figures imply an income elasticity of demand for food,
including subsistence income and output, of 0.75. This appears
to me to be unreasonably low, although some recent crosssection data for selected areas in Kenya imply an even lower
level.
One would like to go through a similar exercise for
other consumer goods. Unfortunately the production data in
the plan simply are not adequate to do this. Perhaps for
illustrative purposes we can push the figures given above one
step further, taking the difference between food consumption
and total consumption, and relating this to non-food consumer
goods imports, as follows:

Apparent non-food consumption
Non-food consumer imports
Difference: domestic
production for home use of
non-food consumer goods

(£ millions)
1966
1971
78.0
107.1
25.0
25.0

53.0

82.1

1/ B.F. Lias sell, Expenditure Patterns in the Central Province
of Kenya: A Pre.hip.Inaix Ane^sjj;Institute for Deve'lo* ~:ient~
Studies Discussion Taper No. 29, Sept. 1966, p. 11.

The annual growth rate which these figures imply is just over
9 per cent, surely, not a priori an impossible target; in
fact the stated target growth rate for gross output of
miscellaneous (i.e. non-food) manufacturing is considerably
above this figure (see pages 91 and 93 of the plan),
VI
On the whole, the plan comes out rather well from .
this exercise, at least from the point of view of internal
consistency. The question remains as to whether the targets
set out in the plan are feasible. The two weakest spots
here appear to be the production targets in import substituting
industries, and the projected inflow of official capital from
overseas. Beyond this, one might ask if the growth path which
was chosen is the most efficient one; it might have been
preferable, for example, to pay more attention to export
promotion and less to import substitution. These are important
questions, which we have not been able to go into here. The
analysis does suggest, however, that in spite of balance of
payments problems which at the moment appear to be serious,
Work for Progress does present a consistent set of targets for
which to strive. ' Their feasibility is much more questionable.
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Notes ana S_our_ce_s
The classification scheme followed here is "based on that
undertaken "by EACSO, by stage of production and end use;
adjustments have "been made primarily in their Heads 2 and
4, as follows:
Sub-head 21: parts to Aa, Ad, and C
22, 25 and 26, complete, to C
23 parts to Ab, Ad, and C
24 to Be
Sub-head 41 parts to Ac and Bd
42, complete, to C.
We have reclassified interterritorial trade on the same
basis.
Interterritorial imports are presumably valued at the Uganda
border. In the case of imports from outside East Africa,
however, this is not the case. There are two major categories
of imports from outside East Africa: A. direct imports
(consigned to an importer in Uganda) and B. indirect imports
(originally consigned to one of the other two countries and
later transferred to Uganda). This second category is in turn
made up of two parts: Bl. transfers in their original
packing, and B2. those which are broken bulk. For A and Bl,
imports are valued CIF Mombasa (or wherever they enter East
Africa); this means that, to give a measure of the cost at
the Uganda border, we must raise them by a) docking and
harbor charges, b) transport costs to the Uganda border, and
c) for Bl, any commission charged by the original consignee.
For imports in category B2, they are reported to the customs
department at a value called "selling price," which is
probably close to the cost at the Uganda border; but the
figure in the Annual Trade Report is not this value, but 70
per cent of it (on the assumption that the CIP Mombasa price,
on which duty was jjaid and hence the basis for allocating
tariff receipts, is 70 per cent of the "selling price"). To
make matters worse, the Trade Reports do not differentiate
between Bl and B2; they only present A and total imports, so
that even the total B is not presented directly, but must be
obtained residually.
Our approach has been to ignore B2 as a separate category.
This does not mean that the imports are ignored, but that
from a mark-up point of view, they are treated just like the
other categories. The justification for this is that we
have been informed that the category is "small" relative to
total B. How small we have not been able to determine.
For direct imports (category A), we have estimated docking
and harbor charges at 2% of the value of imports. For
transport charges, there are large variations, depending on
the bulk/value ratios; for some goods with a very high
ratio, transport costs might add 50 per cent or more to the
Mombasa prices; at the opposite extreme are commodities
with a very low ratio, where transport might only add 1-2
per cent to Mombasa prices. Overall averages will not be
very meaningful. The compromise we have adopted is to
assume that transport costs add 5 per cent to the prices of
capital goods, and 15 per cent for all other imports.

12

For category Bl,'harbor and transport charges will be the
same, but on top ex' this there will be a trade margin for
the original im~orter. This has been estimated by EACSO
at 12.4$.
This suggests the following pattern of percentage mark-ups:
Machinery
All others
A
Bl

Direct imports
Indirect,'not broken bulk

7
20

17
30

In our detailed reclassification we have not separated A
from Bl; this means that, in the end, we have been forced
to use a weighted averaged of A and Bl, with the weighting
dependent on tt.e relative importance of these two components
in total imports; this results in a mark-up for capital
goods of 12%; for all other imports, 22%.
We have subtracted reexports fro a the resulting figures,
using values given in the Annual Trade Reports, and
reclassif:.ed in the same "way*
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Allocatioja._of jOut^ut
(£ millions)

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

110.8

111,2

107.9

128.6

140.8

150.8

8.3

9.0

10.7

12.4

14.6

17.4

9.3

7.5

6.2

6.5

5.9

4.6

4. Equals: GDP (monetary) at market
price

109.8

112.7

112.4

134.5

149.5

163.6

5. Plus net factor
income from abroad

-0.8

-0.6

-3.0

-2.5

-5.0

-5.2

6. Equals: GNP (monetary) at market
price

109.0

112.1

109.4

132.0

144.5

158.4

7. Plus net imports of
goods and services

-5.9

-4.5

-1.9

-7.9

-13.1

1.7

103.1

107.6

107.5

124.1

131.4

160.1

18.3

20.2

23.1

25.9

29.1

36.2

10. Total capital
formation

18.6

18.0

17.7

20.1

24.2

32.3

11. Residual: private
consumption"

66.2

69.4

66.7

78.1

78.1

91.6

1. GDP (monetary at
factor cost
2.

Plus indirect taxes

3. Minus subsidies

8. Equals: Total
absorption
9. Current government
expenditures

P
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Source_s
1.

GDP (monetary) at factor cost 1960-61: Uganda Government,
1964 Statistical Abstract, p. 81. 1962-65: Uganda
Government, Background "to the Budget, 1966-67, p. 6.

2.

Includes only import duties end excise taxes. 1965
figures use approved estimates for 1965/66. Calendar
figures in every case are averages of fiscal year
figures. Source: Uganda Government, Statistics
Division, Ministry of Planning and Economic Development,
The Government Accounts of Uganda, 1959/60 - 1964/65
(Sept. 1966J".

3.

These figures are from the same source as row 2, The
1965/66 figure used in deriving the calendar 1965
estimate is assumed to be equal to 1964/65.

5.

1961-65: EACSO estimates, 1960 is estimated on
assumption that change 1960-61 for Uganda is in same
percent as this item for all East Africa.

7.

1961-65: EACSO estimates. 1960 estimated as follows:
Starting with 1961 balance of payments figures, the
merchandise category is adjusted in proportion to the
size of the surplus in reported trade statistics; for
investment income, see item 5 above; for all other items
in the current account, 1960 is assumed to be the same
as 1961.

9.

Figures refer to wages, salaries, and other current
purchases of goods and services, and include central
and regional.governments, urban and local authorities.
Where accounts are presented on a July-June fiscal
year basis, we have taken a simple average for calendar
years. Figures for 1960 and 1965 involve some estimation;
in particular, in 1965, we have proceeded as follows:
for the central government, we have used the approved
estimates, as actual expenditures are not available; for
other governmental units, we have assumed that 1965
expenditures were the same as 1964. Source is as for
row 2.

10.

1960-63: vYork for Progress, p. 24.
to the Budget, 1966-67, p. 7.

1964-65:

Background
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2

3

(£ millions)
4
5

Back- Implied Implied Implied
nr i ground Imports Expendi- Imports
Ior
li.
to the
tures
progress
Budget
1966
1971 1971/1966 1966
1966
1971
1971
1. GDP (monetary)
at factor cost

154.9

2. Plus indirect
Taxes

19.4

3. GDP (monetary)
at market
price
197.7

279.7

174.3

-5.1

-8.1

-5.1

5. GNP (monetary)
at market
prices
192.6

271.6

169.2

903

16.8

9.3

201.9

288.4

178.5

8. Current
government
expenditures

43,0

63.0

1.465

45.6

3.0

66.8

4.4

9. Capital
formation

35.0

60.0

1.714

35.0

19.3

60.0

33.0

123.9

165.4

1.335

97.9

38.6

130.7

60.0

4. Plus net
factor
incomes from
abroad

6. Plus ne t
imports of
goods and
services
7

Total
absorption

10. Residual:
Private
consumption

257.5

11. (Other
imports)

8.8

12.6

12. (Total
imports)

69.7

110.0
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Notes anl Sources
Columns 1 and 2: It is not clear whether the plan figures
are at factor cost or market price. We have treated
them as market price, although in the way we have used
the figures, it would not make much difference.
Row 6:

excludes transfers; assumes that half of
coverage adjustment is in current account,
rest in capital account and transfers.

Row 8:

Work for Progress, p. 22. Includes Central
Government only, but includes appropriationsin-aid.

Row 9:

Work for Progress, p. 24.

Column 4:
Row 1:

Background to the Budget, 1966/67, p. 3.

Row 2:

Average of 1965/66 and 1966/67, approved and
draft estimates, for import and excise taxes.

Row 8:

Green indicates that the differences between
the W.f.P and B. to the B. estimates in this
sector refer to wage increases between 1964
and 1966. We have adjusted the Plan figures
upwards by 6.15^o to express them in 1966 prices.

Row 9:

We have assumed that, whatever adjustments
have been made in the GDP estimates, the
capital formation figures are not affected
(they are a consistent series). The implication of this approach is that all the revisions
in GDP figures (apart from prices changes in
the government sector) refer to the level of
production of consumer goods.

Columns 5 and 7:
Row 8:

6.6c/b of expenditures

Row 9:

55>o of expenditures

Row 10:

M = -25.0 + 0„650

Row lis

4.9% of total au-orpLionr This is lower than
the figures in the recent past (see table I),
and is adjusted as a residual figure to give
1966 import estimates via this procedure equal
to those in the balance of payments estimates
of the plan.

Column 6:

column 3

x

column 4.

He
W.T. Hewlyn*
U.E.A, Social Science Conference,
December 1966,
EC 1-1•

MONEY MARKETS
There was a time when it was thought, in the best
places, that in order to justify the establishment of a
central bank it was absolutely necessary to have a securities market and a bill market in which the central bank
could perform the traditional text-book open-market
operations which are so central to the history of the Bank
of England's control of the British monetary system.
This view was particularly enshrined in two reports
on the advisability of setting up central banks in two
African countries which were at that time British colonies,
The first, in 1951> was the Trevor Report on the Gold
Coast,1 from which the following quotation is taken:"In order to operate the currency and credit system
of the country to its advantage, it is essential
that all flexible instruments necessary to an
advanced economy should bo available in the form of
a Government securities market, a bill market, a
stock exchange, banking and insurance systoms,"
In 1952 the Fisher Report 2 followed on Nigeria and
came to similar conclusions. It conceded, however, that
"Given further development of the indigenous banking
system and growth in the financial mechanism, the
establishment of a central bank would be a logical
and useful step in due course,"
At that time, the present writer and Professor D.C,
Rowan challenged this "received opinion" arguing for a
central bank because of "the capacity of such an institution to assist economic development by encouraging and
guj ding the development of the indigenous banking system
and growth in the financial m e c h a n i s m " W h e t h e r as a
result of a change in rccoived opinion or of the pressure
towards financial independence associated with political
independence^ all the African colonies acquired central
banks prior to attaining political independence, with the
exception of East Africa, This exception is not difficult to explain: the delay in establishing central banks
in East Africa was entirely due to the failure of the
colonial administrators and subsequently the independent
governments to decide between the two alternatives of an
East African central bank or three separate national
central baiJcs, All having now got central banks without
any money markets in which to operate the question arises
as to whether central banks should take special measures
to develop money markets and, if so, in what form?
S.N, Sen starts his book "Central Banking in Under—
Developed Money I-larkctswith the following sentence: —
"One of the most remarkable features in all discussions on central banking is that unanimity with
which all writers regard a developed money market
as essential for the effective functioning of the
central banks,"

Professor J.S„G» VjLlson favours "encouraging the growth
of new money markets and indeed, where the emergence of
appropriate institutions lias proceeded rather too slowly,
even their artificial creation"«5 Professor E, Ncvin
states that "because of the importance of liquidity to the
allocation of savings, the creation or encouragement of
rudimentary markets in long and short term loans within
underdeveloped territories is a task of the first
importance".^
The purpose of thii paper is to initiate a discussion
on the validity of these claims in the East African
situation« Although not wanting to be pedantic about a
definition it will be convenient to define a money market
in the following terns
a collection of specialised
institutions (other than banks) engaged in the employment
of short term funds, mainly in the discounting of bills.
In a sense there is always some sort of money market in a
money economy, but it is proposed to use the term hero in
this special sense which it lias come to possess in connection with the discussion from which the quotations have
been taken. Again, without wishing to claim that the
classification is ideal, it will be convenient to consider
the arguments for a specialised money market under five
headings:
1 ) the retention of funds in the domestic econoiuyj
2) the ability to offer short term assets to banksj
3) the ability to facilitaf e
central bankj
4) the ability to facilitate
of Governmentj

tiie

operations of the

tlie

short term borrowing

5) the ability to increase t h G efficiency of the
mobilisation of savings/
1•

Retention of Funds in the ponies tic Economy

The countries of East AfriP a a r e i n
case net
borrowers overseas so that the Argument applies only to
that element of their domestic savings which would be
transmitted abroad in the absenP e o f opportunity for
employment in domestic money markets. Under the colonial
system these countries derived considerable benefit from
the close association with the London market which was
characteristic of the rigid lin k represented by the
currency board system. The a b s e n c e of opportunity for
short term employment of funds b Y tllG banks was offset by
the low cost of transfer to the London market and this
enabled the banks eventually to employ a larger proportion
of their funds in advances than '^uld have been possible
in a closed banking system,, furthermore, under the
Colonial Stock Aet of 10?7 securities of colonial governments were treated as trustee securities in the United
Kingdom and as a result colonia 1 governments were able to
borrow at a cost virtually the same as that of the United
Kingdom government. Even though this latter facility no
longer obtains it might well be argued that there is still
some /«•««••

some advantage to be obtained in lending short in a higiily
efficient external money market ?Jid borrowing long in the
same market. However the arguments in favour of financial
independence are strong enough to produce considerable
prossure for short circuiting this process and an outstanding example of the lengths to which p. central bank in
Africa has gone in this direction is provided by the
experience of the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland,'
Shortly after the establishment of the Central Bank
in 1956 two acceptance houses (Merchant Bank of Central
Africa Ltd, and Rhodesian Acceptances Ltd,) opened for
business, Two years later two discount houses were established (The Discount Company of Rhodesia and The British
and Rhodesian Discount House Ltd,), The formation of the
Discount House of Rhodesia, which started operations in
March 1959 with the backing of Gillett Brothers, one ©f
London's foremost discount houses, was the first occasion
on which the Bank of England had given permission fox* a
London discount house to take a direct capital interest in
a similar institution overseas. The British and Rhodesian
Discount House Ltd, was established with capital participation by Smiths Aubyn of London but the majority of its
capital was subscribed by institutions closely associated
with the Anglo-American group of companies, who were also
the sponsors of Rhodesian Acceptances, Modelling thensolvos meticulously 011 tho pattern of the London money
market and with the blessing of the Bank of England and
imx^ortant London connections, these institutions nevertheless required a considerable amount of artificial intervention by the central bank in order to get established.
This intervention involved a) the regulation of their
sources of funds and b) considerable pressure 021 the
commercial banks to retain larger balances in Rhodesia,
The opportunity for profitable business was, in any case,
exceptionally good in Rhodesia at that time because ©f tho
large volume of short term funds owned by the copper
companies and the British South African Company and
because at this stage in their development, the bonks
still had considerable excess balances employed in London,
Treasury Bills held by the discount market rose from
zero to just under £12 m between 1961 and 19^3 absorbing
a similar increase in total Treasury Bills outstanding and
accounting for half of the total issue. The commercial
banks call money increased to the same extent but by 19^3
net London balances had been reduced to zero so that there
was no further scope for diverting bank funds into the
local money market 0
retention
Certainly the successful/of funds in the domestic
economy is a good point to be noted in coiuicction with this
experiment but it remains to question whether the establishment of specialist externally dependent institutions
based upon the London model was the only way of doing it.
Certainly everything should be don. to see that as great
as possible range of assets is available at an attractiverate to match any idle funds that may be available in the
economy but with this as an inducement should not the
coercion of an efficient exchange control be sufficient?

2,

Short Term Assets for Banks

This was an argument which was of considerable
importance at the time when the banks were failing to
employ the majority of their funds in the domestic economies in Africa but it clearly no longer applies to the
expatriate banks in East Africa*
may, however, have
3ome significance in connection with the development of
domestic banks. The basic question to be answered here,
however, is this — in those cases where it has proved
possible for an intermediary .institution such as a discount
house to set up in business and find employment for short
money from the banks why could the banks not find this
employment for their money themselves? The answer is that
by borrowing short and lending longer they are increasing
the overall liquidity of outstanding financial assets.
Where thero is a largo variety of idle funds this argument
can be important, but the need for such liquidity can be
met to a considerable extent by flexible borrowing by the
banks. Indeed the banks do already make ad hoc arrangements in respect of large lenders of short term funds such
as the para—statal bodies,
3•

Facilitating the Operations of the Jentral Bank
I have 110 difficulty in rejecting this argument for
setting up a money market since this is a particularly
flagrant example of generalisation for the special caso,
The United Kingdom, in particular, developed a- highly
specialised money market based first on the internal bill
of exchange, while the bill was the major credit instrument
before bank advances had emerged, and then on the international bill 011 London arising out of London's special
position as a centre of ca.pital~export, merchaiiting,
shipping and insurance} this lasted to the middle thirties,
after which the Treasury bill became the principal
instrument and since the war has dominated the London
market. The argument for the retention of the money
market in London is certainly not that it plays (in text—
book& at lea.st) an important role in the Bank of England's
control of the cominercia.1 banks, but rather that it1 s
there. It continues to be convenient to the other
financial institutions largely because of its significance
in acting not only as a reservoir in the domestic economy
but in connection with external balances. The develoximcnt
of specialist institutions forming a money market in
important international financial centres should not be
used as an argument for the establishment of similar
institutions in countries with entirely different requirements, In many parts of the world it has boon clearly
demonstrated that central banks can maintain effective
control over commercial banks by the use of direct controls
such as minimum ratios and special deposit requirements
and that, to a large extent the use of even these may be
unnecessary provided they exist as a last resort,
h,

Facilitating Short Borrowing by Government

That the existence of specialised institutions adds
anything in this respect is largely a fallacy. The most
extreme case in which it would appear that the arrangements
in the money—market are closely related to the government' s
short term borrowing requirements is provided by the
London /,,•,,,

London money market where the "syndicated-"v bid for
Treasury Bills together with the agreement by the discount
houses to cover the tender, ensure that the Government
-'ill always be able to soil as many Treasury Bills as it
puts on offer weekly. That this is due to something
inherent in the money market is an illusion? in fact the
market has no capacity to act as lenders of last resort
and it is only because the Bank of England stands ready to
adjust the supply of cash to the Treasury Bill demand
whenever there is a deficiency at the approved rate the
syston works " i n this convenient way. The reason why the
money nuiiucec is used is that it is a means of ensuring
that all available funds have been utilised before resort
is made to the Bank of England, combined with a strong
British prejudice against direct borrowing by the Government from the central bank,
5•

Efficiency of Mobilisation of Savings

One of tho most generally used arguments under this
head is that the existence of a money market makes it
possible for tho commercial banks to rcduco their cash
reserves] but this too would seem to be a fallacy. To the
extent that a money market matches calls and placements by
the commercial bonks this can bo done by the banks by
themselves by use of a clearing house. To the extent that
the money market acts as a reservoir (releasing and
absorbing funds) this can also be done by instituting a
market in bank funds (as in the United States), 0 Indeed
an embryonic market already exists in Nairobi where,
although there is a daily clearing, settlement is only
affected at "call". No interest is paid on balances due
the arrangement being baaed on mutual convenience,
Alternatively ? the oontral bank can set up a call money/by
offering interest bearing call deposit facilities, as has
been dene in Niger!a and Sierra. Leone „ 1 0 Finally, to the
extent that
n:-.eney market is able to give elasticity to
the money supply by drawing adc7.;* ti onal funds into the system,
it is the ceutrrai bank not the market institutions which
make this possible,,
Before applying these generalisations to the East
African situation in order to come to some tentative
coiic luaicm, it is pertinent to note a change which has
takyn place in the character of the banking system as a
reflection of the separation of the monetary systems. It
has always been a feature of the system that tho integrated
bank coverage made East Africa a single area as far a.s the
deployment of bank funds was concerned. The major interc our-, try lending has, in the past, been occasioned by
Uganda's peak requirement for the cotton crop which
rev,-Led itsc-lf in the December inter—bank indebtedness
figures showing a sharp increase in Uganda's net lia.bilities
to Kenya and Tanzania (recently mainly Kenya), This
pattern change^in 1965 - the Uganda banks switching their
source of funds from Kenya to London as is shown in the
table overleaf,^
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Changes in Bank Indebtedness (Net)
Dec 31 1965
relative to
Dec 31 1964

Decrease in claims or Increase
in Liabilities
+ Increase in claims or Decrease
in Liabilities
Other
East Africa

Foreign

Kenya

- 13,290

+ 15,126

+ 1836

Tanzania

+

1,312

-

3,852

- 2540

Uganda

+

8,037

-

7,173

-

E.A,

(-3,841)*

Net

864

+ 4,104
- 1578
Note* The discrepancy from a zero
total is due to the fact that the other E,A,
fig- es for both dates include balances due and
from banks in the same country and Currency
Board balances. The aggregate is broken down
for the first time in January 1965*
Source: Economic and Statistical Review,

This reflects a separation exercise which is almost
certain to be matched by financial and commercial organisations operating on an East African basics there \\rill tend
to be a decentralization of funds from Nairobi, The
effect of this will be to lessen the possibility of the
natural development of such specialised financial institutions because of the reduction in the scale of business
with separation of the financial systems. The question
remains whether they should be artificially created as
Wilson advocates.
The special arguments which have been examined above
for money market institutions as such do not seem to the
writer to be at all convincing* Even in London the case
for a discount market is marginal: the Radcliffe Report
concludea.1 ^
"It is no service to claim that the discount market
is indispensable to the functioning of the monetary
system;, but the fact remains that the discount
market j, by smoothing out irregularities in the ebb
and flew of funds among the commercial banks and
otherj ; does simplify the functioning of the banks
and enables them y free from the
irrassment of
temporary disturbances in their 1 :uidity, to
concentrate 11 their iiiajcr f.ask of providing credit
for the production of goods and services. It would
not be beyond human ingenuecy to replace the work
of the discount liousec? but they are there, they
are doing the work effectively, and they are doing
it at a trifling cost in terms of labour and other
real resources,"
But what about the general argument that any financial
intermediary will mobilize idle funds? This would be true
only /,,,,,,
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only to the extent that it attracted money from institutions
other than banks who would otherwise hold idle bank
deposits, the opportunity for increasing loanable funds by
increasing the banks local asset ratio has passed. This
being so it would seem that efforts should be concentrated
on other financial institutions - particularly the
encouragement of a stock market. The same reservation
applies about natui'al development being retarded by the c r e n
reduced scale due to separation but the case for artificial/
is here much stronger.
The following quotation from R.3, Sayers seems to be
a fitting conclusion to this p a p e r , ^
"This hothouse development of short—money markets is
only the latest phase of a not very happy tendency
for the less developed countries to follow too
closely the patterns of financial structure seen to
exist in the more highly doveloped centres. If
progress in the development of financial institutions
is really to contribute to economic growth, it must
bo based on a thorough imderstanding of the problems
rather than on a slavish imitation of what now
exists in the countries whose financial institutions
developed first,"

No. 417.
lirxson.

FACTORS IITFIUBIJCIUG THE LOCATION OF IlTOoTRY IN UGANDA.
Introduction.
This paper attempts to give
brief description of the factors
influencing the location of industry within Uganda- It should be kept •
in mind that it is not the intention of this paper to evaluate the role
of the common market on the distribution of industry bet-ween the three
member states. Although this is a problem of great interest and
significance, circumstances have prevented the present writer from
working on this topic, and thus the analysis must be confined to
locational factors within a single country, namely Uganda.
The difference between this paper and E.D.R.P. 108 (l) is essentially
one of approach. The latter presented the incomplete results of a
questionnaire survey carried out in Uganda and gave a brief description of
the locational characteristics of the different industrial sectors. The
present paper attempts to give a mere systematic analysis of location
factors per se and assesses their importance within Uganda. The analysis
used of such factors is essentially that adopted by C-reenhut. (2)
General Comments.
Although the location of a plant or industry depends on several
factors, in many cases we find that one factor is basic or governing
i . e . it is of over-riding importance in the locational decision. If the
governing factor leaves alternative sites, the other factors which
decide the ultimate choice of location, are secondary. Thus the governing
factor is the most influential 0110 in determining location, and limits
the range of choice to a certain area or certain type of site. The
secondary factors then determine the ultimate choice.
In many cases it is, of course, extremely difficult to isolate the
governing factor, and in the absence of quantitative data -vhich may
clearly illustrate the prime locational force, the governing factor has to
be determined by qualitative reasoning alone. This may lead to errors of
judgement, but these are inevitable in the absence of the relevant dataThe paper has four main sections
1.
2.
3.
4«

Transportation and Plant Location
Processing Costs end Plant Location
The Demand Factor and Plant Location
"Personal" Considerations.

Transportation and Plant Location.
Transportation determines location throught
a. the cost of transport, and,
b . the type of services offered.
(1) E.A.I.S.R.j EDRP Working Papers, H e . 10°. F . I1. Li:c~on, 'Sore Results
of a Survey of Industrial Location in Ur.--.-nda > 7*10.66.
(2) See; M . L . C-reenhut, 'Plant Location in Theory an<_. Practice', The
1
University of ITorth Carolina Press,
Part 2 , 'Location F a c t o r s ,
p p . 103 - 177•

In Uiose industries rhere differentials in transport costs outweigh
d i f f e r e n c e in processing costs, the tendency is towards thi? decentralisation
of industry, arid wji&re the market is scattered over a v/ide area and products
are non-howngenaus, decentralisation is the logical locational pattern.
Transport costs are in fact a form of protective tariff to local industries.
The higher is the cost of transfer, the greater is the degree of dispersion.
In the western, industrialised countries, transport costs have been of
decreasing importance for the past thirty years, due mainly to the
development of road transport. (3) In the case of Uganda, it is not possible
to give corprehensive road transport cost data - it was possible to collect
such data from only a few firms - but the data that was collected clearly
illustrates the importance of transport costs, and in many cases.; they are the
governing factor in the location decision.
A . Transport Cost of the Haw Material.
This factor has been given a prominance in the literature on the
location of industry which is no longer justified by present day conditions.
The power of raw material attraction depends primarily upon the i m p o r t a n c e
of transport costs in the total costs of production, and one cannot refer
to raw materials in general as attracting an industry - there must be one
dominant material for this factor to be important in determining location
e . g . limestone for the production of cement. Improvements in technology and
transport have lessened the influence that raw materials once exerted on
location, for example, the growth of assembly activity has reduced this
dependence, and in the case of Uganda, the most important raw material
oriented industries are cement, fertilizer and to a lessor extent, matches. (4)
In all three cases, nearness to raw material supply is the governing factor
in the location decision.
The cement factory at Tororo uses approximately 200,000 tons of
limestone p.a., and even though the plant is only 3|r niles away from the
quarries, monthly transport costs total shs. 60-70,000/-, Although the
limestone deposits at Kasese are of a higher quality than those at Tororo (it
i s , in fact, planned to construct a factory at Kasese), it was decided to
locato . the factory at Tororo because it was nearer to the major market
areas, Kampala and Jinja (where the Owen Falls Dam was the major customer).
Thus we see that although raw material availability was the governing factor
in the location decision, the ultimate location choice was based on the
secondary factor, nearness to markets,
v
The same considerations governed the location of the fertilizer plant.
The Sukulu Hills are estimated to contain a 200 million ton deposit of ore
containing phosphate and pyrochlore, and it is obviously essential to be as
near to the raw material supply as possible. Secondary considerations were
the availability of a suitable site with convenient rail facilities.
The match factory at Jinja is basically raw material oriented. The
availability of a constant supply of peeler logs for the matchboxes was
considered to be the governing lecational factor, such timber coining fro®
Busoga. In the absence of cost data, it is difficult to estimate how
important this cost factor is, relative to other factors. Cf possible equal
importance, is the fact that the headquarters and the majority of the Madhvani
Group of companies in Uganda arc located at Jinja. Senior staff are employed
directly by Madhvani, rather than an individual company, -nd there is a
considerable interchange of personnel between the different compa.ic*, often
on a day-to-day basis, Supervision and rapid consultation are aad>: easier if
the major companies are in the same vicinity, and com: on purch- sin-;.
d
1

1

(3) Sees SoR. Dennison, Location of Industry and the ."^.pressed Are - s ,
London, 1939? P»44»
(4) The survey of Ugandan industry did not include th- basic agricultural
processing industries, mining activities and grsin milling, "hich are all
raw material oriented.

- 3transport facilities are also p o s s i b l e . These considerations, if not the
governing f a c t o r , are an extremely important secondary f a c t o r , although it
is impossible to assess their quantitative importance.
N y a n z a Textile Industries is an example of an industry where it is
difficult to isolate the governing factor in the absence of cost d a t a . The
returned questionnaire stated that raw material availability was the most
important locational consideration, but the subsequent interview placed
v/ater (3vf million g a l l s , per day) and power availability as the most
important factors. Given the political manoeuvrings behind the establishment
of Nyanza Textileo and the desire to see Jinja become a major industrial
centre, it seens likely that these factors, plus water and power availability
were more important than nearness to raw material supply, and thus this
industry is not raw material oriented.
A common pattern is found in all industries oriented to raw materialss
1 . transportation costs vary more widely than do other costs at
alternative locations
2 . tho raw material loses weight in conversion to the final p r o d u c t , and,
3 . tho transport rate on the raw material is equal t o , or greater than,
the rate on tho final p r o d u c t , or even if it is l o w e r , it is not so
much less as to ovcrcompensate the weight discrepancy.
Conditions (l) and (2) are no longer as important as formerly,
especially the decreased loss in waste due to technological improvements.
Given the fact that such technological imprcvements are being "imported"
into tho developing countries, it would appear likely that raw material
oriented industries (insoffxas their locations are tied to raw material
deposits) will not assume The importance in tho industrialisation process
of tho developing countrios that they enjoyed in the industrial revolutions
of tho developed countries.
Bo Transport Cost of the Finished Product.
The market factor influences industrial location in three wayss1 . it exerts a governing force when a particular market offers the
greatest profits, either because of the absence of competition or
because there is no other market
2 . it is the governing factor when a market oriented location yields
large savings in transporting the finished product
3 . it is a governing consideration when a location near to tho consumer
is a pre-requisite to, or greatly enhances, sales.
Point (1) is not really relevant to industrial location within a
country such as Uganda^ It furnishes us with a reason why a company, requiring
the whole of the Uganda m a r k e t , should wish to begin production there, but it
does not determine the specific location chosen. It would be applicable to a
smaller company, requiring only a part of the national m a r k e t , which locates
i n a certain area to exclude rival products, but no examples of this type of
behaviour were found in the companies investigated.
Point (2) is of greater relevance and importance to U g a n d a . This form of
market orientation indicates maximum gains when 1
a . the finished product is more expensive to transport than the raw
material, and,
b . the finished good is perishable (although the perishability of the
final product demands a market orientation as a means of avoiding
more expensive methods of transport). (5)
(5) See Greenhut, o p . cit., p . 119-

- 4The importance of market oriented industries in Uganda's industrial
structure is very marked. Such industries include miscellaneous food
manufacture (with the exception of meat processing), beverages, cordage,
rope and twine, furniture manufacture, rubber and rubber products,
structural clay products and some firms in the metal industries and
engineering sector. Other market oriented industries not included in the
survey ares bakery products, the smaller footwear manufacturers (this
excludes Bata), made-up textile goods, printing and publishing and motor
vehicle repairs.
As a general rule, the heavier and more bulky is the finished product
(relative to the raw material used), the greater is the'likelihood of a
market orientation, and thus one must consider both the relative transport
rates and the relative weights of the final good and the raw material. One
of the best examples of a market oriented industry in Uganda is the soft
drinks industry. Transport costs on the final product are very heavy within a fifty mile radius of a Kampala plant, a uniform price is charged
and distribution costs average shs. 2/5° /- per crate (approximately 22$ of
tho retail price). Outside of this area, the price rises with the increase
in transport costs, and thus it is essential to be as near to tho consumer
as possible. This factor explains the existence of quite a large number of
small producers scattered throughout Uganda, although many of these have
gone out of business since the recent excise duty increases. As markets
expand, branch plants will be set up and the industry v/ill become more
decentralised.
Ono of the most familiar cases of a market oriented industry is the
process requiring a ubiquitous factor, for example, water. This means that
tho final product is heavier than the transported raw materials, indicating
a location near to the major market. The brewing industry is a case in
point, where nearness to markets is essential, but where the governing
factor in the location decision is an adequate water supply. These remarks
are of course applicable to the soft drinks industry to a large extent,
although tho minimum economic scale of production (6) is smaller, thus
allowing a greater degree of decentralisation than is the case with
brewing.
Three other major market oriented industries in Uganda are bicycle
tyres and tubes, agricultural hoes and industrial gases. All three consider
nearness to markets to be the major locational consideration.
The industrial gas producer is located in Kampala? this decision being
based on a survey of potential industrial development in Uganda, carried
out by the company in 1953/54* It has since become apparent that Jinja is
the main market for industrial gases, and if Jinja continues to expand at
the present rate over the next five years, the Kampala location will no
longer be economic and steps will have to be taken to move (in some form)
to Jinja. Cylinder handling is the company's major problem and to save both
time and money, it is essential to be close to the main consumers.
In the case of agricultural hoes and bicycle tyres and tubes, Uganda is
the major East African consumer, and thus these two industries fall under
Point (l) discussed above. Nearness to markets dictated a Uganda location,
but other factors were instrumental in determining the actual site chosen, (j)
The third case of market orientation is when nearness to markets
enhances sales, because consumer demand may be extremely volatile and it is
necessary to meet changed requirements as quickly as possible. The
manufacture of fish-nets in Kampala is probally the prime example of this
kind of situation.
(6) The break-even point is approximately 50,000 cases per month.
(7) In the case of agricultural hoes, there is some confusion as to
whether this is in fact a market oriented industry. Raw materials account
for 60% of the final price of the hoe, and given the heavy transport costs
involved, it is advantageous to be near the raw material supplier - in
this case, the Jinja steel works.

- 5Fish-nets had "been imported by the parent company for thirty years and
when it was decided to begin production in Uganda, Kampala was tho obvious
location. The market is concentrated mainly on the shores o~" Lake Victoria,
and the demands for different types of net varies with the season and tho
weather. The need to satisfy these varying dor ands as quickly and efficiently
as possible, plus the fact that Kampala is the main market for fish and the
fishermen usually buy their nets when they sell their fish, make a Kampala
location essential.
It is interesting to briefly compare tho above observations on market
oriented industries
with conditions prevailing in England. A survoy carried
1
out in the 1 9 3 0 s (8) records proximity to markets as being of major
importance, but oxcept in a few eases, the cost of transport to the market
was not an important itom. The desire to bo close to tho narkot involved
other eloments, namely?
a. tho need to maintain close contacts with consumers
b . tho development of "service" in tho supplying of various products
c . the noed to spoodily fulfill orders.
'As industry becomes diversified, as tho noede of consumers grow
thoir interests bocome more closely served, the markot exerts i?
stronger attraction...' (9)

md

Although this factor is not of significant importance in Uganda at the
present time, its influence will "bo increasingly felt in the future with
the development of a greater number of consumer goods industries.
Processing Costs and Plant Location.
If raw material and demand considerations have only a weak looational
pull, the selection of a site may be due to processing cost factors (or,
of course, personal factors). This would be particularly relevant in the
case of compact products with low transfer charges but involving a corplox
production process.
The most important processing cost factors &re;1.
2.
3.
4.

land - availability and cost
labour - wages, productivity, turnover, supply and labour l&ws
capital - availability and cost
managerial talent - availability and cost
taxation

Other processing cost factors such as utility charges, cjimato, health
and education and institutional factors will not be systematically dealt with
but only mentioned when considered to be relevant.
Land.
Land is completely immobile and this gives rise to largo differentials
in price (rent). All the industries investigated in Uganda wore urban based,
and thus rent differentials betwoon urban ai^d rural sites did not enter into
the picture. But the availability of land is an important locationul
consideration. (10)
1

(8) the survey was carried out by tho magazine 'Business in 1935* Quoted in
Dennison, o p . cit., p.61 - 7 2 .
(9) ibid. p . 72.
(10) 40$ of the firms returning the questionnaire considered the availability
of a suitable site to bo an important loc tion:.! ietor. .inant -rithin
Uganda.

- 6Land suitable for industrial development is now non-existent in
Kampala, and the growth of Jinja in the past few years is in large part
attributable to the fact that it has ample land, with good rail facilities,
suitablo for such development. The establishment of an industrial estate in
Kampala will allievate this problem to a certain extent, but Jinja will
continue to grow because of the availability of good sites and other facilities.
Few firms have received government assistance to develop the site and
improve on local transport facilities - either a feeder road or rail siding
to ihe factory, and most firms developed their own sites.
Labour.
Human rOBCuroee are relatively immobile in the short run, and this helps
to explain differentials in real wages between regions. Those are costs to tho
industry and must therefore be taken into account in the location decision.
Supplies of suitable labour have always been stressed in the past as being an
important factor, but.this is not a general feature, relevant to all
industries. Labour supply is created at those points where industry is
located for other reasons, and the existence of a supply of labour therefore,
has less attractive force than that exerted by other factors.
Although most firms in Uganda mentioned an adequate supply of unskilled
labour to be an important locational consideration, no labour supply
problems wore encountered in any of the urban and semi-urban centres. At all
locations there exists an excess supply of unsl ilicd labour and this factor
is therefore not a determinant in any location decision. Although some
employers did mention a preference for workers from certain tribes, the labour
force of all the factories investigated was of a very mixed tribal
composition, tho area in which the factory was located usually supplying
the largest proportion of workers. No significant differences were observed
in aptitude or ability between different tribal groups with respoct to
industrial w o r k .
It is surprising to note that the availability of skilled labour was
not considered to be a locational determinant of any importance, except in
the case of seven firms where it was thought to be an influential
consideration. Only one firm (in the engineering sector) considered it to
bo the governing locational factor, and in the other cases it was secondary
to more important factors. Most of the large companies train their own
labour on the job, and the majority of their labour force is considered to be
semi-skilled. Difficulties wore encountered in recruiting skilled mechanical
staff, but such difficulties are encountered throughout Uganda, and no one
centre was at an advantage in this respect.
Wage differentials in different parts of Uganda are not important with
respect to location. Other factors e . g . transport facilities, far outweigh
any influence wage differentials could exert on the location decision, and the
same is true of possible productivity differences at various locations.
This is not to deny that such considerations will not be important in the
future. Once adequate infrastructure facilities are extended to the present
semi-urban centres, and industrialists begin to consider those centres as
viable locations, the lack of a permanent, semi-skilled labour force in theso
centres could be an important drawback to their development. It remains to be
seen if lower wage costs in these centres v/ill offset the advantages that
Kampala, Jinja and Tororo will enjoy in terms of an cxperiencod industrial
labour force.
Labour turnover was no longer considered to bo a significant problem
among the firms investigated, and in most eases, labour turnover was only
about 1 - 2jo p . a . of total labour force. A permanent, urban industrial labour
force has been slowly developing in the past 6 - 7 years in tho main centres,
and, as mentioned above, this factor will assume greater importance
a
locational determinant in the future, than it at prcsont enjoys.
Labour laws are not important in a country such as Uganda (insofaras thoy
influence location), but if major differences ^ p e a r in the labour laws of
the throe East African countries in the future, this could have important
locational consequences. But within any one country, thoy are unlikely to be
important. These remarks also apply to the influence cf trade unions on
industrial location.

- 1 Capital*
In any general theory of location, the availability of capital in
different areas will probaily have some influence on location. Capital
in fact, has a three-fold significancesa. availability of funds
b . cost of funds
c . availability and cost of capital to consumers and suppliers of the
locating industry.
The availability of capital is rarely, if ever, a significant
determining factor in tho location decision of the larger companies,
but for small companies, the availability of loan capital is often a
limiting factor in location, more important than the interest rate
charged. The larger comoany may be indirectly influenced in its
location decision by the availability of capital to its customers and
suppliers, but no examples of this type of situation wore observed in
Uganda. Very few firms stressed the importance of capital availability as
a factor in their location decision, and those that did (seven in number)
wore small, private companies (the availability of capital to t£ie smaller
companies will be discussed in a later section). As a locational factor
in the decisions of the largo expatriate anl U . D . C . companies, capital
availability is of no significance.
Managerial Talent.
Managerial ability wil 1 only be found in the larger centres, and this
factor can bo important in the location decision via its influence on
processing costs. But it in of more relevance to a developed, than a
developing, country. A very large proportion of managerial staff is
expatriate, employed by tho parent company abroad or on secondment to
U . D . C . companios. They are made available to a firm, whatever its location,
but they do not influence that location (a.t least not within Uganda).
The availability of local managerial ability is so limited as to be
unimportant (as a locational factor) at the present time, but as a
nucleus of Africen managerial talent forms, this could be a quite
important consideration in the future.
Taxation.
Taxation has been found to be a minor factor in plant location
decisions (ll), and there is little evidence to assert either that high
taxation drives away capital or that low taxation attracts i t . It may be
the deciding factor in individual cases, when one location must be
se lected from several satisfactory locations? but in general, its effect
on industrial location is not significant, this being especially so in the
case of Uganda.
Processing Costs and Industrial Concentration and Dispersion.
There are a number of processing cost savings that take tho form of
concentration advantagess1 . if a large supply of labour is available at a particular centre, those
industries with seasonal labour demands or those enjoying economies
of large scale operation, will benefit from this factor in the form
of lower costs.

(ll) See Greenhut, o p . cit., p . 137.

- 8 2 . it is
possible to obtain cheaper and quicker replacements of
7
part" - for machines from subsidiary companies in the larger
urban centres
3. other factors are more favourable in the larger centres e.g.
insurance and commercial facilities, power and fuel availability,
availability of capital, etc.
But there are strong decentralising forces at works1 . higher wage rates in the larger centres plus the possibility of
more labour disturbances
2 . there may be higher transport costs to distant markets - this
leads to branch plant dispersion e.g. soft drinks industry
3 . higher rents (Kampala - non-availability of land)
4. higher water processing and waste disposal costs.
It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to isolate
quantitatively the external advantages of a location in a large urban
centre i.e. tho advantages of agglomeration (or external economies of
scale).(12) They do not appear to be significant within Uganda, and the
only factors of any significance refer to Kampala. They arosa . a greater range of insurance and commercial facilities are
available in Kampala, than at other locations in Uganda
b . it i3 often easier to obtain service and maintenance facilities
in Kampala than elsewhere, although many spare parts have to come
from Nairobi
c . nearness to an international airport (Entebbe) is considered to be
of importance in some eases investigated.
Ono of the most important deglomerative forces in operation has
already been mentioned, namely the non-availability of land for industrial
development in Kampala.
External economies only become significant on an East African basis Nairobi enjoys agglomerative advantages not found in Kampala - but within
a country at Uganda's stage of development, thoy do not appear to be
important. An assessment of their importance within Kenya is the basis for
future research.
The Demand Factor and Plant Location.
Cost considerations present only one side of the location problem^
the demand factor also helps to explain plant location and therefore it
must be briofly mentioned here.
When consumers are scattered over an area, each seller is a
monopolist with respect to consumers located near to his plant, and thus
sellers tend to disperse to monopolise as great a part of demand as
possible. The least-cost location becomes not merely the site at which the
firm sells greater at the given market price and achieves greater gains
per unit sale} it also enables the firm to undersell its rivals at several
consuming points and thus places a wider market area under its control.
Both cost and demand factors have to be taken into account. ( 1 3 )
The Ugandan market is too small for such considerations to influence

(12) See Nixson, o p . cit., p . 9.
(13) This paper is not the place for a detailed description of these
theories. See Greenhut, o p . cit., p p . 140 - 162, and references
given there. In E.D.R.P. N o . 84 (22.10.65) the present writer
attempted to apply current location theory to East African
conditions.

location within the country, but it is a possible explanation of -hy
some firms comes to Uganda- It remains to be seen how important this
factor is in East Africa as a whole. The enamellware industry is a ease
in point (with plants in Kampala, Bar es Salaam and Mombasa), but the
above considerations do not appear to be important in this particular*
example.

Personal Considerations and Plant Location.
iafXlMttMtt of personal considerations on plant location has often
been stressed* Bat this factor is a complex one, *nd & closer m a l y s i s
reveals many aspects which are similar to cost and demand factors.
Personal factors can influence location in three ways?
1 . indirectly affecting cost
. .
.,
- , .
.« i
m i
. .
,
,
- m dM l r o c t l y related to costs
02 . partially
determining demand
°
3. providing non-pecuniary rewards - these are "purely personal
considerations".
Groonhut (14) makes tho distinction between pure cost and revenue
factors and cost-reducing and revenue-increasing factors.
Cost-roducing factors refer to certain gains arising from agglomeration
or deglomoration (tho advantages of agglomeration referred to above are a
mixture of cost and cost-reducing factors), and the cost-reducing factor is
distinguishable from the cost factor in that it emphasises the relationship
between physical distance and costs other than in terms of transportation
costs and labour costs e.g. the price of a raw material is a cost factor, but
its availability, apart from it s price, is a cost-reducing force.
Revenue-increasing factors are those forces of an agglomerating ~
doglomorative type which affect salos e.g. need for quick delivery* It is
not intended to discuss these factors in greater detail - roferonce Aas
already been n.ade to their origino! formulation and an.- lysis - but of
particular importance to Uganda are Personal Cost-Reducing factors and
Personal Revenue-Increasing factors, and the remainder of this section
is devoted to a discussion of their importance within Uganda.
Personal Cost-Reducing and Hovenue-Increasing Factors.
Personal Cost-Reducing factors are coSt savings that arise from the
personal relationships between seller and buyer. An entrepreneur may seek
a location near to a particular raw material supplier or banker because ho
believes (or knows) that friendship will influence the availability of
materials or fluids. The emphasis is on personal contact. Prom the revenueincreasing point of view, many entrepreneurs beliove that already existing
contacts with customers (whether at the wholesale or retail level)
promote sales.
Purely Personal Considerations.
In many cases, entrepreneurs are limited in plant site selection by
preferences in home environment, and psychic incomc c o n s i d e r a t i o n r nr,y
dominate the plant location. These considerations aro indirectly r -la+-od
to cost and demand factors insofaras they affect tho salos of products
or purchases of factors through their influence on tho entrepreneur's own
service. The connection between purely personal considerations and pricc
thus lies primarily by way of imputed cost. Personal contentment at a certain
location may enhance the entrepreneurs sales ability, but this typo of
factor is basically non-pecuniary.

(14) op. cit., p.163 -

- 10 The Case of Uganda.
The influence of home environment was found to be very strong in the
case of Uganda. The Asian entrepreneur dominates all sections of Ugandan^
industry (especially medium and small scale industrial enterprises) and in
most cases it was found that the entrepreneur had established his business
in the area where he lived. Examples of this development can be seen in^
the following sectors: miscellaneous manufacture of food, wood and furniture,
oil milling, soap and other chemical products and engineering. The
question that must be answered is whether this situation was due to purely
personal considerations or whether cost-reducing and/or revenue-increasing
factors wore at work*
The majority of Asian industrialists (both large and small) have
probally boon in Uganda between 30 and 50 y e a r s . Most of them were
engaged in trade, commerce and to a lesser extent, agriculture (the most
notable oxamplo of the latter being Madhvani). Once capital had been
accumulated (or became obtainable) and the decision taken to go into
manufacturing, the entrepreneur would almost inevitably rem?.in in the
area where ho lived, and it would appear that cost-reducing and rcvenuoincreasing factors were of far greater importance than purely personal
considerations. A good example is found in tho soap industry. The (at present)
largost soap factory in Uganda was established in the 1930's, the founder
having good connections with local wholesalers rnd retailors. These contacts
wore useful in developing a salos organisation, and the established sales
notwork was later the most important reason for tho expansion of tho
businoss•
This example sooms to represent a fairly typical development. Founders
of onterprisos developed business arid social contacts, of value in both
tho establishment and expansion of tho business. Bocauso of personal
contacts, capital and credit were more easily available and raw material
supplies could be more freely obtained because of this personal factor.
The major decision to be taken was therefore not whore to produce, but
what to produce. It is estimated that tho location of a,bout 37/^
"the
firms investigated was strongly influenced by such cost-reducing and
revenue-increasing considerations. No example was found where purely
personal considerations dominated tho locational choice.
The above method of analysis helps us to obtain a clearer picture
of tho locaticnal pattern existing within Uganda. It is not enough rdmply
to state that nearness to home was tho major locational consideration this factor has to be investigated in greater detail, and it is to be
hoped that the above analysis has made the picture a little clearer.
Conclusion.
This paper has attempted to isolate and define those factors considorod
to be of importance in influencing industrial location within Ugand. .
It is essentially qualitative, and thus open to dispute, because of the
absence of quantitative data, and also because ':<f this, it is difficult to
say which are the most important factors. It would appoar thflt tra". sport
cost considerations (especially the transport cost on the final product)
are of predominant importance, closely followed by fie
st-r '.'duoirr -md
revenue-increasing factors discussed in the proceeding section. Proo. ssing
cost factors do not appear to be of significant importance within Jganda.
Finally it should be remembered that in many cases, n<_ singl factor can
indicate a location, and many influences are -t work. Scae r r g i n of error
is to be expected in the absence of quantitative date.
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I,Introduction.
With the break up of the Bast African Currency Board, a new policy
question has been raised requiring detailed economic analysis? is it in
the best interests of any of the three members of the Bast African
Common Market to maintain convertibility between their currencies and
those of the other two countries J While it is true that the governments
of Tanzania, Kenya o,nd Uganda have all, on various occasions, affirmed
their commitment to continued convertibility, it is not at all clear
whether this will continue to bo their policy, or whether full convertibility is possible or desirable in light of various economic phenomena
and policies in ea.ch country.
This paper is addressed to some of the aspects related to the
policy decision that will have to be made by the Tanzanian Government.
After some background material has been presented, the economic consequences of continued convertibility will be examined separately and the
likelihood of continued convertibility will then be discussed.
I I . Background.
Formerly, the question of interterritorial currency convertibility
did not arise with respect to the three Bast African countries. Apart
from the fact that it would have been impossible under the single currency
system, it was not a real policy issue. Each country maintained the
3ame exchange control against non-East African currencies, and it was
presumably no easier, therefore, to export capital by first sending it
to another East African country. And from the point of view of development and trade within East Africa, there is little indication that the
single currency system did more than facilitate exchange; the main
impact of a single currency, a central monetary authority, was missing
in East Africa. The development within the common market, and the
expansion of interterritorial trade apparently took place relatively
independent of the fact that there was a single currency, Even the
differentials in the rates of growth and the transfers of income from
buyers to sellers resulting from higher prices being paid for protected
imports from other East African countries, must be traced to real, rather
than monetary, factors.
However, there is one feature of the Currency Board system that
deserves fresh analysis — its impact on the availability of foreign
exchange for individual countries within East Africa, The system had a
somewhat peculiar dimension with respect of foreign exchange„ Because
of the requirement, that foreign exchange be held by the Currency Board
for all issue except the fiduciary- and crop finance, each Government had
to secure East African shillings before it could claim the foreign
exchange of the Board, The net reduction in the Currency Board's foreign
assets, thus, resulted from a corresponding net reduction in the currency
in circulation. This is an old story, YThat is worth repeating, however,
is that East Africa had to undergo a net reduction in the volume of
currency in circulation in order to use foreign exchange that had
formerly been earned through balance of payments surpluses. Ordinarily
suchafcqp^tasec are regarded
as postponed claims on imports, to be picked
T
up at o. later date. Jnder the Currency 'oard syste, however, these
claims could only be used at the expense of equal currency withdrawals.
For an individual country the system meant that earned foreign exchange
might be used by other members of t\e market, "his was au/aaented when
countries
- import surpluses with their neighbours; there wa3 a
i

*" " "
~~
Throughout this paper convertjbility will mean z/.e absence of exchange
controls on capital or current acc^iut payments between one country and
another.
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transfer of purchasing power from importer to exporter and these
transfers were claims on foreign exchange. Where interterritorial
import prices ?/ere higher than external import prices, the transfer
constituted a net loss of foreign exchange.
However, the loss of foreign exchange was an indirect loss.
That is, there was a loss of real income which brought about a monetaryshift (in the form of currency and/or demand deposits) from one country
to another, and this money represented a claim on foreign exchange*
There was no direct claim on the foreign exchange assets of any
particular government, however, as they were not involved in the
monetary transfers which took place.
In a single market, or currency area, the effects on the use of
foreign exchange of protesting domestic industries are the opportunity
costs of using foreign exchange to purchase the import content of
protected industries, It is entirely possible, ignoring secondary
effects, that the foreign exchange outlay on a particular product will
be less if it is produced locally than if it is imported. This will
occur if the value of the total import inputs is less than the value
of the import cost of the final product c In any case, such industries
are evaluated with respect to their net impact on the entire m a r k e t .
In the case of East Africa, however, the market and the currency
area have not been synonymous with the nation. And the nation,
although having littlo significance as a concept in economic theory,
has great significance within the context of economic policy. Each
nation, therefore, has the task of allocating its resources most efficiently and the use of foreign exchange is one of the allocation
problems facing East African governments. In one sense this is a
problem of spending foreign exchange on those .imports which contribute
most to development.
In another sense, however, it is a question of
maximizing the supply of foreign exchange available for such imports
and this involves maximizing exports and foreign aid (and perhaps
foreign loans, if a short-run view is taken)„ The scarcity of foreign
exchange also necessitates the husbanding of foreign exchange expenditure, and with respect to non-East African countries, Tanzania has
used commercial policy to accomplish this on the current account and
exchange control to affect it on the capital account. In the pact,
however, it has not been possible to pursue foreign exchange policies
in relation to Kenya and Uganda,
The situation has changed with the creation of central banks in
East Africa, First, while it is still true that the external exchange
controls prevent foreign leakages to any greater extent in one country
than another, interterritorial balance of payments deficits will now
result in direct claims on foreign exchange, Second, it is now possible
to use monetary policy as a conscious development instrument, although
there are still limiations. Third, there is no longer any need to
maintain external reserves equal to the volume of currency in circulation and, in fact, in an underdeveloped country every reason why these
reserves should be kept at a minimum and excesses used for development
imports. Fourth, the central banks will now be charged
with the
1
protection of the reserve position c the country; ^'bopatilly with the .
management of the balance of payments. And, fifth, separate b a l n c e
of payments accounts will be kept for each country; it will, therefore,
be possible to determine whether or not interterritorial capital movement- r;hich are detrimental to development efforts and/or balance of
paymei Ls stability of any particular country are taking place,
endless discussions in recent years concerning the gains and
loss;.- • ' '-ontinuation of membership in the East African Common Market
have cciic ..-rated on
? possibilities of using commercial policy to
bri\0
certain adjustments in the location of economic activity
and, ' -rclore, in in-:^territorial currert account balances*
The
que;.
w.? using exc 'ange control as a i.eans of conserving scarce
fore-zy.cluuige has on]7 arisen with the introduction of separate
curr- ir ••?£ i ; East A f r i c %
But it is a legitimate question and should
be
~ ^ticslly eva'v- ad, The evaluation may be undertaken on the
basi- -C
srorictl
. : j/, an analysis of the probable effect of the
recent changes in the monetary system ii: Last Africa.
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III. decent Experience.
While it may be argued that balance of payments accounts between
one country and specific other countries generally have little relevance
for economic analysis, through these accounts it may be possible to
gather some information which can be used as a basis for deciding
whether or not Tanzania should introduce an exchange control against
other East Africa currencies. Table 1 shows Tanzania's balance of
payments with Kenya and Uganda for 1963-1965. Several significant
things ore observable from this table. Tanzania experienced sizeable
current account deficits with Kenya and Uganda in all three years.
Tanzania's interterritorial imports have amounted to about £ 20 million
per year.3 Exports to Kenya and Uganda increased by a little more than
11 per cent in 19^5» while imports from those countries remained almost
constant after having increased 22 per cent in 1964.^"
Table 1
Tanzania's Balance of Payments with Kenya and Uganda 1963-1965
fin £ '000)
1963

1964
Current Account

• L

•

r

Credit
Goods and
services

3,719

Transfer
payments

Debit

Net

Credit

18,044 -14,325

5,684

Debit

1965
Net

22,028 - 16,344

Credit
6,337

Debit

Net

22,035-15,698

v

300 -

-

Total current
account
3,719

300

18,344 -14,625

-

5,684

600 -

600

22,628 - 16,944

-

-

6,337

22,035-15,698

Liab.

Assets

Capital Account
r
Private
Longterm

Liab.

Assets

1,449

654

Liab.

-537

1,986

1,594 • -591

2,185

750

300

164

490

719

180

539

325

15

310

-

-18

18

-7

7

Assets

Net

Ne{

Net

V

45tL^-

r

'Private
-short-term
*

Govt. Long
^term

1

Commercial
''banks

-

-

T o t a l capital
-account
2,103

-

-

-

2,362 - 2,362

3,944

-3,875

7,819

3,807

5,169-1,362

1,989

6,257

-4,304

10,561

4,882

5,477-

114

595

Source: East African Statistical Department; and East African Statistical
Department, Economic and Statistical Review, Uarch 19^5 and
December 1965, Table 1.1.
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The figures contained in the table are estimates. There are a variety of
flows, particularly of a capital nature, that do not appear in any recorded
form and are, therefore, omitted. These may be quite significant.

T h e se imports represent about 26 per cent of the country's total imports of
goods and services.
is relative decline in interterritorial imports was most likely due to
restrictive measures introduced by Tanzania during the period.
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The capital account presents almost the opposite picture, ITet
capital movements are shown to have taken place from Kenya and Uganda
to Tanzania, Not only have private long term flows moved in this
direction, but in 1963
1964 Tanzanians liquidated about £55.0 '
thousand per year of their long term assets krlr* in Kenya and U g a n d a ,
In 19^5 the inflow of private investment from Kenya and Uganda fell to
nearly half of what it had been in the previous two years, and
Tar.panians increased their holdings of other East African long term
assets by £300 thousand. Short-term capital also moved to Tanzania but
there was no significant change in 1965- It will be recalled that in
1965 it was announced that separate currencies would be introduced and
exchange controls on capital movements outside East African came into
effect. Both the press and private discussions named Tanzania as the
culprit and, although there is no evidence to substantiate these accusations, the uncertanity thus generated with respect to Tanzania's
policies undoubtedly had an effect on private interterritorial capital
movemats. N e t interterritorial private long term and short term
capital move*«ents to Tanzania thus decreased from £23 and £25 million
in 1963 and 1964 respectively, to about £750 thousand in 19^5. The
changes in the positions of a the
commercial banks show net outflows from
nc
Tanzania took place in 1963
^ 9165 and a sizeable inflow occurred in
1964.
In the recent past, therefore, the accounts show capital
movements from Kenya and Uganda to Tanzania which have had the effect
of reducing the large deficits incurred on current account. These
reductions have not been particularly larg<-; however, the pattern seems
to indicate that most of the capital moven .
were autonomous, rather
than equilibrating. Furthermore:,, the question arises as to what
- •
happened to the remainder of the current account deficits. Had they
been resolved through the banking system, the transactions would have
appeared in the balance of payments. At first it seems- iha.t the £14j
£6 and £16 million balance of payments deficits which occurred in 1963*
1964 and 1965 respectively, were financed through unrecorded cash payments. However, this is an untenable conclusion, Tanzania simply could
not withstand a £36 million cash outflow over a three year period, and
there is no indication that the country has ever had that much cash in
circulation.
It is difficult to analyze the implications of exchange control
introduction in East Africa unless the nature and magnitude of flows
becomes clear, and in order to evaluate interterritorial capital flows
it is necessary to have some explanation for the large errors and
omissions in the inter territorial balance of payments. There are
several possible sources of error and omission. First, unrecorded
trade takes place between Tanzania and the other two countries. However,
it seems urli-srly that this would result in export surpluses for Tanzania,
and certainly not to the extent of £6 - £16 million. Second, unrecorded
short term credits may have been advanced by firms in Kenya and Uganda,
to firms in Tanzania. This would occur if firms exported goods to
branches in Tanzania and only demanded payment after these had been sold,
but it would be expected that over a period of years as payments were
eventually made to exporters, the short term credits would be liquidated
and, if these were unrecorded, the errors and omissions vfould move from
a credib to a debit position. However, it may be that there has been a
grov\;.r.g voluns of this form of credit over the past several years as
new i'inso have been er~ablished in Tanzania and that, although old
credits have bee:? sej'.^d, new ones have more than offset the flows from
Tanzania -co Keir-a ar,c?
Ujanda, Third, Kenya and Uganda firms with head
r
off* ens overseas p. s e n exports tc Tarn i u i a branches who make payments
direct
to thri head oiii.ee rather than - • the Kenya or Uganda exporter,
Fon—nh f , eome TaiisarJa firms pay lor I n . territorial imports by drawing
on t h e a c c o u n t s e w e r — a s * It J 3 ::ot . .^-.cssary for the transaction t©
go thi^ur-h any of the Past African monetary institutions if payment is
mi ce b y rawi • g a check tv 7 a fsrsigi bank and paying to a foreign office
wni< h
it ir r_->:tne. . ;or.ign baiik. If the check is paid to the
Kr-ryi- or Ugaada- exporter, the deposit will show up in the balance of
payments as a n m o r e
:"n the foreign assets of commercial banks in
those countries, provided the check is deposited with them.
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and Uganda. Ordinarily, these distinctions would not be important, and
in fa^t, have no consequences for the balance of payments, However,
if analysis is being undertaken to determine whether or not an exchange
controlshould be introduced, it is of crucial importance to know
whether or not capital outflows are taking place c
It is not possible
to answer this question on the "basis of present balance of payments
statistics.
In Dome circles it was expected that large capital transfers
^ould take place from Tanzania and Uganda to Kenya when the conversion
of the East African shilling into 1c cal currencies began.
However,
there is no evidence that they have occured. The coversion of East
African shillings into Tanzania shillings has proceeded at approximately
the rate expected on the basis of estimates of th? pre-conversion
distribution of currency in circulation. That is, it appears as if
Tanzania will turn in to the Currency Board about £20 million in East
African Currency Board notes and coins,
However, another form of capitsl flight may have taken place
from Tanzania, which does not appear from the balaace of payments
accounts. Table 2 shows the net chaigc in the foreign assets and
liabilities and assets and liabiliti.es with other East African banks
of Tanzanian commercial barks, Alt} ough shown as changes from one year
to the next, these figures would apjear as balance of payments entries
in the second year. In each year fiom 1961 to 1965 the commercial
banks' position with respect to other? banks in East Africa moved in the
opposite direction tc changes in their position with respect to overseas banks. At first glance it seems .as if commercial bank overseas
capital exports were more or less offset by capital imports from Kenya
and Uganda c..id vice versa u However, as was indicated above, it is not
possible to determine from the statistics on changes in assets and
liabilities whether or not these constitute capital inflows or outflows,,
Thus it is not possible to tell whether net increases in balances due
from East African banks, such as occurred in 1961/62, 1962/63, and
1964/65 were offset by the decreases in assets held overseas, or
whether these liquidated overseas assets remained overseas through some
unrecorded transactions. The oppcs'.t? is true in the case of decreases
in balances due from East .African ba'iks; if drawn-down balances
remained in Kenya and Uganda in some form missed by balance of payments
records,they did not offset the increases in the holdings of overseas
assets by the commercial banks in those years. It is possible,
therefore, that net capital exports took place, either as a form of
capital flight or otherwise, in all years from 196O to 1965 and what
appears to be cushioning of capital exports to overseas may really have
augmented those flows. At this tine, however, the answer is simply not
known.
Table 2
Change in the Foreign Assets and Liabilities of the
Commercial Banks ".n Tanzan.a: 196 < - 1965
Year

(in £ - 000 )
Net change in assets and
liabilities with Eist
African Banks (oc.-Di.tal
outflow = ( - ) )

ilet change in assets and
liabilities with overseas banks**
(capital outflow = jj - ) )

1960/6*

1 ?073

-4,471

1961/62

-2,544

1,640

1962/63

-2,362

637

1963/64

7*819

- 3:318

1964/65

-1,362

3,597

Source: Computed from East African Statistical department, economic and
Statistical Review, March 1965 and December 1965, Table 1,1
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Prom all points of view, therefore, with the exception of the
possibility that net changes in Tanzania commercial bank^sets have
constituted hidden capital outflows, capital has been flowing to
Tanzania from its East African neighbours rather than the oi;her way
around. For Tanzania, therefore, there is little or no conclusive
historical evidence to support the introduction of an exchange control
with respect to the other two East African currencies; if anything,
the evidence suggest that Tanzania would stand to lose rather than
gain from such a policy.
V I , Consequences of the Separate Currencies.
With the introduction of separate to currencies in East Africa,
pressures for interterritorial exchange control may now be released.
These pressure may come from two ,5">urses: the level of reserves, and
capital outflows. If the level
of reserves is relatively high,
5
balance of payments problem , even these stemming from capital outflows,
can be sustained, at least in the short-run. In the case of Tanzania,
the question is not so much level of reserves but the level of "free"
reserves. The Central Bank Act specifics that the Bank maintain a
level of foreign reserves equal to four months..of the..average annual
imports for the previous three years. Table 3 shows an estimate of
Tanzania's foreign reserve position as of 19&5* Total imports from
1963 to 1965 averaged £62.9 million. Thus, the external reserve
requirement at the end of 1965 was about £21 million. However, these
reserves must be held by the Central Bank and are not generally
available to settle balance of payments deficits, although some
flexibility is implied in the Bank Act's provision that the required
reserves shall be maintained by the Bank's "bast endeavours."
Consequently, "free" reserves in 1965 were about £1,7 million. For
the moment, therefore, Tanzania does not appear to be experiencing
pressures on its foreign reserves - pressures which might suggest the
introduction of exchange control with respect ibo Kenya and Uganda
currencies,
Table 5
Tanzania's Foreign Reserve Position in 1965
(in £'000)
:
Item
1+ Central Government foreign as sets
2 , Assets of Currency Board represented by currency in circulation (30 June 1965)
3 , Fiduciary Issue (30 June 1965)
4* Share of Currency Board
assets (item 2.minus 3,)
5 . Gold Tranche of I.M.F.quota
6 . Total external reserves
(items 1. + 4 . + 5 . )
a

Total
a

6,04-7

19,960
6,197
13,783
2,857
22,687

This figure was calculated, by adding the change ina n (Government
i
a s
holdings of foreign securities for the years 19&4
19&5,
contained in EACSO's balance of payments estimates for Tanzania,
to the Government sterling assets reported in the 19^4 issue of the
Statistical Abstract,
The East African Currency Board estimated that in 1965 Tanzania had
33.3 per cent of the total currency in circulation in Kenya, Uganda,
Tanzania Mainland, and Zanzibar; that is, 33.3 per sent of £60 million,

Source: United Republic of Tanzania, Statistical Abstract I9c4» ^ar es Salaam
Government Printer, 1965, p*117» 'as~ African Statistical Department;
East African Currency 3oard, Report for the Year Zraed 30th June,1965,
Kenya: Government Printer, pp. 2$ and 39J International Monetary Fund,
International Financial Statistics, Washington: IK?, (month),19^5,P« »
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'The reserve requirement, however, will necessitate the
expansion of foreign reserve holdings as imports expand. The extent
of the expansion will depend upon the future level of imports. Paul
Clark' estimated that Tanzania's imports would expand to £102,$
'million by 1970, and the Tanganyika Five Year Development Plan
G
projected an import level of £100 million by the same y e a r .
Table 4
shows the external reserves implied by these two projections.
Since
and
they were both made with 1964 as a starting point, 19^5
- 1966
contain both projected and
actual values of imports in the three years
a
average, whereas 1964
three year average of actual import values
and the figures for 19^7 through 1970 are averages of projected values.
Assuming there are no balance of payments deficits throughout the
period, the reserves shown in Table 3* £ 22,7 million, will be
inadequate to meet the reserve requirement by the end cf 1966, By
1970 reserves will have to be expanded by £9.2 millior , if the
Clark projection is corrent, or £8,6 million, if the Plan projection
is accurate. Such increases can only be obtained i-f balance of
payments surpluses are experienced and these would have to be in the
range of £1,8 million per year. It is unlikely, particularly in
light of the estimated 50 per cent import content of the development
plan, that such surpluses will occur. Therefore-, whatever might be-said of the rationality of statutory foreign reserve requirements,
as long as this requirement remains in effect, Tanzania will
experience pressure of a not insignificant magnitude on its reserve
position in the very near future.
Table 4
Projected Tanzania Foreign Reserve Requirements Equal to Four Months
Imports
(in millions of pounds)
Year

Three Year Average of total
^
imports (including re-exports)
Clark

Plan
a

Implied external reserve
requirements
Clark

Plan

17.6

17.6

a

1964

58i2

1965
1966

63,4

63,2

21.1

21.1

70; 2

69*8

23-4

23.3

1967
1968

76,6

75;8

25,5

25.3

83.0

81.8

27.3

1969
1970

89.4

87.8

27.7
29.8

29.3

9SC8

93.8

31.9

31.3

a

58,2

actual
It was assumed that imports would expand linearly from 1964 - 1970 at
an annual rate of £ 6 e 4 million for the Clark projection and £6,0 million
"••'foil the Plan projection*

7
'P, Clark, Development Planning in ;iiast Africa, ITairobi: East Africa
Publishing House, 1965, p.l6 0
g
United Republic of Tanganyika and Zanzibar,
hangar 'ika live-Year Plan for
r
Economic and Social Development, 1st Jul:
30th June 19^9, Dar es
Salaams Government Printer, 19^4? Volume i, p , 9 8 .
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there will he a further increase in prices. Rising- prices will
increase the transactions demand for money; if this is not equal to
the full increase in the money supply, the remainder will find its
way into the banking system , and provide a basis for a multiple
expansion of credit.
There will be an increase in monetary consumption, equal to
the change in monetary income times the marginal propensity to
consume. If investment is partly a function of income, there will
tend to be an increase in monetary investment also, 10
Internal equilibrium will be reached when the increases in
Government spending, monetary consumption, and monetary investment are
equal to the increase in monetary income. The increase in monetary
income will be equal to the increase in the money supply times the
increase in the price level (assuming velocity constant). The relative
shares of domestic product going to Government, investment, and
oonsumption in the new equilibrium will depend upon the relative
strength of their marginal propensities to spend higher money incomes
and the extent to which relative prices of goods bought by these three
sectors change.
An important question is whether or not borrowing rates rise
during this process, On the one hand, there is an increase in the
money supply arising from the initial government deficit and the
multiple expansion of credit within the banking system. On the other
hand, there is an increase in the demand for liquidity on the part
of The non-bank public for transactions purposes, and an increase in
the demand for loanable funds on the part of investors in order to
carry out higher monetary investment. If the increase in the supply
is greater than the rise in demand, equilibrium will be found at lower
interest rates. If supply expands less than demand, rates will rise;
and if they increase by the same amount, rates will be the same in the
new equilibrium as the old. If xre assume that one of the characteristics of this open economy is that loanable funds are perfectly mobile
r^epeot to other monetary centers, a fall in interest rates will
induce a capital outflow, and a rise in rates will result in a capital
inflow, A capital outflow will produce an income equilibrium lower
than it would have been had the flow not occurred, an a capital
inflow will result in a further inflation of income to a higher
equilibrium.
Within the East African context, divergent fiscal policies
among the three countries (assuming little or no unemployment of
complimentory factors) may result in either capital outflows from or
inflows to the country expanding more rapidly than the other two.
Prom a foreign exchange point of view, the expanding country would
lose from the capital outflows, but would gain from the point of view
of controlling domestic inflation. The country expanding relatively
less rapidly (with respect to the money supply) would gain foreign
exchange from capital inflows but experience domestic inflationary
pressures and from capital outflows it wculd lose 1 1foreign exchange
and experience deflationary pressures. Therefore,
it is possible
that future differences in economic policy among the three East
African countries will create foreign exchange problems. It is not
possible to determine from what quarter these pressures will come,
but the possibility stems from the close monetary links among the
three countries.

Some of the increase in monetary income will spill into imports,
because of the decrease in their relative prices. The external
balance will be disturbed, but this can be ignored for our purposes.
11

The analysis is not complete, of course, and in order to determine
the full consequences of these policy differences, the relative
effects on the balance of payments of changes in imports and exports,
as well as capital flows in all three countries would have to be
examined.
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In the event that economic or political instability occurs in
one East African country relative to the other two,some form of
capital flight may be expected to occur. However, policies directed
against the Asian community, or which are intepreted to be directed
against it, will also generate capital flight to "safer" havens
elsewhere in East Africa, However, there is no evidence of economic
instability now or in the near future in Tanzania and the political
progenestications are not within my abilities.
Another unknown factor in the converibility question is the
effect of the new arrangements which appear to be on the horizon
for the East African Common Market, It is almost certain that there
will be some provision for the location of new industries in Tanzania,
What form this will take is yet to be seen. If it involves encouragement for location of branches of Kenya firms ir Tanzania, a capital
flow to Tanzania ma/ be expected, if new Tanzanian firms are to be
protected against competition from Kenya and Uganda firms, local
capital will have an incentive to remain in Tanza-iia and Kenya and
Uganda capital wil'^. have a motive for moving to Tanzania, In either
case, exchange controls introduced on Tanzania's part would hinder,
rather than aid these flows*
V , Conclusions,
In conclusion several things may be said., First a strong case
may be made for the introduction of exchange control with respect to
Kenya and Uganda currencies on the part of Tanzania, if capital
movements to those countries take place because of divergences in
monetary and fiscal policies, economic and/or political uncertainties,
or in response to better investment opportunities. Second, it is too
soon to tell whether monetary and fiscal policies will differ significantly among the three countries, economic and political uncertainties
do not appear to be Tanzania's agenda in the near future, and investment opportunities are likely to shift in Tanzania's favour. Third,
the present statistics do not provide important information regarding
interterritorial capital movements and it is net possible, therefore,
to base a decision regarding convertibility on available historical
evidence. Fourth, Tanzania's balance of payments and reserve positior
do not seem to be in difficulties but the reserve requirements of the
Central Bank Act may create pressures on reserves in the immediate
future.
Finally, since the overall conclusion is that continued
concertibility between the Tanzanian shilling and the Kenya and
Uganda shillings is presently in Tanzania's best interest?,no mention
has been made of the consequences of inter-East Afrian exchange
control. These might be widespread indeed and must be fully examined
before there is a change in the current policy, should the case
arise. On a prior grounds, the implications of such a change for
East African economic cooperation seem to be so grave that every
attempt should be mado
find alternatives to inconvertibility.
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DISCUSSION PAPER:
BALANCE OF PAYMENT PROJECTIONS - TANZANIA

Part 1: REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK.
Tanzania has no permanent institution or organization for
making projections of the balance of payments, nor is the routine
compilation of balance of payments statistics undertaken in Tanzania at present.

The compilation for the whole of East Africa

is undertaken by the East African Statistical Department in
Nairobi, with the help of data-elements received from institutions in the three countries, among which is the Central
Statistical Bureau in Dar es Salaam.

This is a bureau which is

attached to the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Development
Planning, and one of its statistical officers spends a part of
his time on balance of payments work.

There is one economist

in the same Ministry and one economist in the Treasury, who
count "balance-of-payments" among their fields of work.^^
Small as this number is, it is quite creditable for a
country at Tanzania's stage of development; there are many
countries of comparable poverty which do not go beyond compiling
import/export statistics,

Nevertheless, more manpower is, I

believe, going to be put into balance of payments compilation
and analysis, for two reasons:
(i)

The development effort is increasing Tanzania's
imports very rapidly, and the availability of
external finance is recognised as an important
planning constraint.

(ii) The introduction in July 1965 of new exchange
controls makes it possible to collect certain
balance of payments data in a new way which is
not only more accurate and speedy but lends itcelf

(2)

to short-term forecasting procedures.

It is

my personal hope that the staff, equipments and
techniques needed to exploit this opportunity will
be functioning in East Africa before the end of
1967, (3) and in this paper I will mention some of

(1)
(2)

Information obtainable from "Tanzania Directory".
For the application of these forecasts to policy-making,
see '-'Balance of Payments Management", ERB paper I966/I.

(3)

Identical conditions presumably exist in Kenya and Uganda,
and I would expect that technical consultations would be
very fruitful. I have no idea which of the three countries
is most advancedin this field.

-2the techniques which might be used, though I
must stress that they cannot be considered as
valid until they have been vindicated in practice
under local conditions.
So far as long-range forecasting is concerned, several
attempts have bee 1 made to project the balance of payments
for Tanzania (mainland) up to 1970, or 1971, mostly on the
basis of an econometric model.
There is tie projection in the Five Year Plan, Vol. 1,
page 101, which ;ives "Exports of Goods and Services" as
£95«0 million in 1970, a figure which is incompatible with
the projection cn page 98 which shors visible exports alone
at £95 '0 i.illions in ;he same year.

There is a second in-

consistency: imports o .' goods and sc-rvices are shown at
£108.5 millions (pa;;e .01), coriprisi lg goods, £100.0 million
(page 98) and service0 (presumably £3.5 millions).
balance on current account (page 98)

The
is shown

as minus £25.3 /millions, which implies that exports of goods
and services come tc only '83.2 mill:.011s.
curious.

This is very

Possibly this second inconsistency is to be ex-

plained by the irantfer account.

This is not mentioned at

all in the Plan, so possibly it is included in the item
"Balance on current account".

The balance of goods and

services is £(95«0 - 108„5 = -13.5) million, so if "balance
on current account: £ - 2 5 O d." includes the transfer balance
the net transfers must be minus £13..8 million, a peculiar
figure as the balance of transfers is regularly positive.
We cannot, in short, make much use of the Five-Year Plan as
a balance of payments projection, as it stands.
Next we have three models of the economy: that of
Professor Clark,

the revised version of Messrs. nowe and
(5)
Karani written in Nairobi,
and the further modified
version of A. van <^e Laa1" produced in Dar es Salaam very
recently.^^

It is gratifying to find a fairly close

agreement between the figures projected by these three
(4)
(5)
(6)

Paul G. Clark, "Development Plannin; in East Africa".
C.W. Howe and H. Karani, 'A Projection Model for the
Kenya Economy".
A,J.M, van df• Laar, "A Possible Framework for Tanzania's
Second Five-Year Plan" (ERB Paper 1966/4).

-3model3 and those of forecasts based primarily on commercial
considerations rather than macro-models.

Nevertheless, I

would venture two criticisms of those models:
(a)

When one wishes to up-date them it is very
difficult to reconstruct the data-processing
techniques used

as sufficient details are

not given.
(b)

The models cannot give a satisfactory analysis of
invisibles nor of transfer payments,

The Report of the British Economic Mission "("Ross
Report") last year contained some balance of payments estimates.

This document is still confidential and I will only

say that although I have no reason to doubt the soundness
of its judgement, I find it disappointingly brief, only
aggregated figures being given, and the interesting question
of whether the balanco-of-payments constraint or the domestic
savings constraint will be dominant was left unresolved.
Some forecasting v/as undertaken by the Central Statistical
Bureau with the help of the E.A.S.D. on a medium-term basis,
in connexion with the Sterling Area technical conferences, and
no doubt similar exercises were performed for Kenya and Uganda.
These were not required for policy-making and were not the
subject of detailed analysis.

The outcome was a table of

figures without comment or explanation and 110 doubt simple
extrapolation v/as the principal technique.
(7)
The most recent attempt was one which I wrote

for the

Treasury and the Bank of Tanzania quite recently, which is a
forecast up to 1971*

Having criticised everybody else's work

I ought also to criticise my own.

Some criticisms v/ill doubt-

less emerge from the following exposition of methodology; but
at this point I will say that some of the commercial forecasts
were compiled with reckless haste; that the ICOR is not a
sufficient means of projecting GDP; that I failed to ferret
out certain important information which would have been helpful and v/as extant, and one of the Annexes is terribly confused. (8)
(7)

ERB Restricted Paper 1966/2.

(8)

I wish to acknowledge the help of Mr. Anons^n and iss
Thornhill, of E.A.S.D., C-.K. Helleiner, Don Mead and
Hans Dahl of the University of East Africa, and P.jg
Green of the Tanzania Treasury, with method problems.

Part 2:

METHODS AND PROBLEIiS OF LONG-RANGE .'PRECASTING.
In principle we should analyse exports and imports by

commodity with reference to cost trends (supply conditions) and
market or income trends (demand conditions) which requires
some study not only of the country in question but also of
the economic trends of its trading- partners

There are

certain difficulties in doing this, as follows:
Th~re is not a state of perfect knowledge regarding
the future behaviour of the economics of the trading partners.
The Vietnam situation, the rainfall in India, the severity of
unemployment in the U.K., the choice of Chancellor in West
Germany - these arc unpredictable factors which will
materially affect the GDP of Tanzania's main trading partners
outside East Africa.

As to -trade within East- A f r i c a m u c h ...... -

depends on the outcome of the Philip Commissionf5 work - what
the Commission has proposed, whether it will be ratified, and
what results are to be expected from its proposals - which
is still secret, and I have no information on it at all.
This only means that one cannot preten; to have any
exact forecast of the demand for exports or the cost of
imports.

Nevertheless in projecting exports one must have

a price estimate as well as a quantity estimate (in most
cases) and this means some judgement as to the state of the
primary product markets.

(For import costs one can be for-

given for making the assumption of constant import prices when
one is expecting a period of marked world recession).

But in

most cases the behaviour of the economy of the foreign importer
is not the main consideration.

One cannot say that the main

influence upon demand for sisal is the growth r?te of GDP in
Western Europe because whether it grows at

or 8y'o the chief

factors will be a) the competition from synthetics, b) the development of new uses, c) the policy decisions of Chinese and
Eastern European importers, d) the^ indeterminat3 behaviour of
oligopsonists conf onted with oligopolists, and e) the outcome
of the East African negotiations with the EEC.

v/itJi the other

major crops the same unpredictable elements - or most of th^-rn hold sway, with the additional uncertainty in some cases of
the rate of releases from U.S. stockpiles.

We do net know

whether the price of cotton in the next five years will fall
by

or 25%, and I would quote almost as vide a ran.;; for

sisal, which could b^ between zero and say, 1 b e l o w its
present price; for coffec, which is sold in separate markets

at separate prices, the prospect is similar to that of sisal.
Nov;, the falls could be quite modest (reckoning from present
price levels, which are already depressed); or they could be
severe.

That is the range of our ignorance for these three

commodities, which are, of course, Tanzania's three most
valuable exports.
What I suggest one should do in such a situation is to
start with quantity and price estimates taken from businessmen
active in the markets; collecting these in Tanzania in 1966
one gets a composite picture of expectations of a recession
which I can best describe by saying a) that it is moderately
severe by contrast with a good year, b) that it is only
slightly worse than 1965/66, c ) that- it is expected to be at
its worst in 19&9

anci t o

hold stjady thereafter until 1971,

d) that one or two exceptional commodities will not be affected,
e) that businessmen (I do not include producers) contemplate
the-prospects with stoicism rather than desperation.

Then,

in order to take into account the possibility of this composite estimate being wrong, one can cnalculate the effects of
export prices falling more or less severely than this.

Ignor-

ing the thorny question of overall supply elasticity, it is
an easy.matter to work out 5% and 10% of the estimated exports
in -each .future year, and to say that if the export price
(index) is 5% or 10% lower than the businessmen anticipate, than
exports will .be so much lower.

1% gradations should in fact be

used because even 1% makes an enormous difference to a net
balance of payments which is as fine as that of Tanzania.

Then

it is necessary to estimate the effect on imports of these
hypothetical falls or rises in exports.

Strictly speaking

they are not falls or rises over time but different possibilities
exjsting.at the same time; so no downward multiplier effect
should be taken into account.

Even with the most pessimistic

price assumptions the valueof exports will probably continue to
rise; there is no Question of creating unemployment in the export
(9)
sector.

It is therefore correct to say that a ~iven "fall"

(negative difference) in exports causes an equal "fall" in
projected GDP and not a multiplied fall.

The "fall" in GDP

then causes a "fall" in those cate ories of imports which are
correlated with GDP; taking the correlation from historical
data and assuming it to remain constant, one can calculate the
effect on imports.

(There is a complication here connected

with import substitution, which I will discuss later).
(9)

Taken as a whole. For individual commodities (sisal, gold)
there could well be a local downward multiplier effect.

Into what categories should exports and imports be broken
down?

For exports one would clearly take the leading commodities,

or where data are impassible to get in that form, the export
sales of the large enterprises; leaving a residue of miscellaneous exports.

Since these miscellaneous exports inevitably in-

clude a large number of small manufactured items it is probably
better to assume that they will grow as fast as GDP rather than
take the (slower) growth rate of the other export items.
For imports I think it is a good idea ±,0 .break out- those,
commodities for which a definite import substitution programme
is planned, the extent of which is kno\n or can be estimated
with reasonable accuracy; these can readily be identified,
for East Africa, from the Plans.

The rest can bo divided into,

at least, consumer, intermediate, capital and miscellaneous
goods and correlated with whatever projectible element of the
social accounts they can be conveniently be correlated with.
The correlation must, of course, be causally plausible, and if
possible it should be a close correlation as revealed by the
historical data.

In deciding which items to include in each

c itegory it is, I think, helpful and legitimate to delineate
categories in such a way as to ^et close fits in the correlation
(that is for difficult borderline cases).
It is not, I think, helpful to break down capital formation into government and private capital formation.

Some

economists, I know, have done this, notably Dr. Van Arkadie,
taking as a rule of thumb the belief that the import content
of government investment is 50/6 except for construction (>->).
I doubt whether the studies on which these figures are based
are sufficiently accurate; one must take into account government
purchases ex stock from commerically-imported stores, government
purchases from East Africa (not distinguished in the Trade
Returns), and ideally the indirect (multiplier) effects of
government spending.

Figures shown to me by Dr. Idrian Resnick

indicate that historically there has been no significant relationship between government investment and government imports.
One must, therefore take capital formation as a v.iiole as
an explanatory vaiiable and this for Tanzania shows a very close
correlation with iri"orts of capital goods - as one would expect,
since local pr oo"-.c . . ?
expect a very cZ.c"

1

' capital goods is very small.

One would

•• -- - nation also for Ujanda and a less close

correlation for Xe./a
For intermediate goods a plausible correlation is ;/ith
GDP, and in fact even if the fit were a poor one on the historical

-7data, if would be difficult, I think, to link it with anything
else.

(The historical data ar- in any case not very reliable

and limited to very few observations).
For consumer goods it is tempting to put in a relationship with consumption rather than :ith GDP, but there are
difficulties with this.

First, the historical data are some-

.:h't weak, since consumption has been calculated as a residual
in the national accounts.

Second, how is on^ to project it?

If .7c assume consumption is a ccm tant fraction of GDP, the
relationship is with GDP (and this the simplest way out).

If

we assume it is a constant fraction of total resources, or of
total resources Linus exports, the incorporation of these other
trade items is a further source of possible error (and a large
one).

A solution of this difficulty which may be more attractive

is to examine historically consum tion as a fraction of GDP
and in the light of the fraction aimed at in the Plan estimate
by how much further it can reasonably be expected to be further
depressed.

One can then project consumption from projected GDP;

then, imports ox' consumer

oods as a percentage of total con-

sumption show a trend (reflecting "the import substitution programme) which can be extrapolated to project imports of consumer
goods.
Another category which I have found it convenient to deal
with separately is imports of transport equipment.

This includes

capital, consumer and intermediate goods in indistinguishable
proportions; in Tanzania, historically it shows a close correlation
with GDP, as one would expect, and can be projected accordingly.
In this I differ from Professor Clark who includes, for example,
the import of lorry chassis (Tanzania imports many lorries in
this form, before adding a simple wooden superstructure) as
intermediate goods; but clearly this is a debatable point.
Miscellaneous imports (SI'TC c:tcjor; j) include
postal packets, small-arms and livo animals.

old,

Conventionally

one assumes that the growth rate of tsis c to c.-y is equal to
that of all other imports.

I believe, iio'/ever, that in soi e

cases it may be better to regard it as a v riable fluctuating
randomly around a certain moan and accc dir:t ly, on«~ should project it as a constant.
So far I have made no mention of imported -ocds which are
subsequently re-exioorted.

In certain categories these are sub-

stantial; fortunately, not in many.

IT t:._ ^ood. :re essentially

-8goods in t r a n s i t t h e y should clearly be excluded from
both imports and exports.

If the goods are processed in some

way they will be more valuable when they leave, and to deduct
the full reported value of re-exports from the imports would
be to understate the imports.

In certain cases one can test

this by observing that if the full value is so deducted the
resultant series for imports behaves in a way which is inversely correlated to the plausible explanatory variable.
In such cases one must either use the gross figures as they
stand or deduct an arbitrary percentage (possibly G0/o or 70/o
of the re-exports as reported) from both sides, reflecting
the presumed value of the goods other than value added locally.
Fortunately the problem of re-exports from Tanzania to
Kenya and Uganda does not arise, since such goods are reported
as the Net Imports of the country in question and are not reported at all in the statistics of Tanzania.

The figures would

be available if required but it seems safe to assume that the
value added by Tanzania on goods destined for Kenya and Uganda
can be ncglected.
However, goods entering Kenya, destined ultimately for
Tanzania or Uganda have a substantial value added as they pass
through Kenya.

Even when no processing is undertaken, the

transportation charges are considerable.

A survey conducted

by the EASD has established that the value added averages 15%
on top of the original import value.

This is accordingly

entered into the Tanzanian and Ugandan balance of payments
statistics as a debit entry in the import valuation adjustments.

(Actually I should suppose that the figure should be

above 15% for Uganda and below 15% for Tanzania).

How is this

to be taken into consideration in the projection of imports?
Ideally one should have these costs broken down according to
the categories of imports, and mark up the historical data
accordingly, beforerunning the regressions against the
historical data of explanatory variables.

However, this

breakdown is not available, and for the Customs or EASD
statisticians to produce it would be a substantial exercise
even to get one year's results.

The only alternative is to

regard these costs as a general charge on imports.

Then they

can be projected to grow at the same rate as imports in
general.

The only modification which might be necessary is

if we suppose that owing to the development of new harbour

(10)

Goods which at the time of importation are known to be
in transit are supposed to be excluded from the Trade
Returns.

-9facilities or other external input points, the proportion of
imports coming via Kenya is likely to fall.

This is indeed a

reasonable supposition in Tanzania's case,-but it is difficult
to make the appropriate correction without being somewhat
arbitrary.
The orders of magnitude may be seen from the following
rough calculation which arbitrarily supposes that in some future
year imports via Kenya will have grown by a half while direct
(retained) imports have grown by three-quarters.
1965
£ million

1965 + x
£ million

Total

Imports of Tanzania

67

111.25

Less:

Imports originating in
Kenya and Uganda

17_

29.75

Imports from outside East
Africa ("Net Imports")

50

81.50

Less: Imports not entering
via Kenya ("Direct
Imports")

26

Imports via Kenya ("Indirect Imports")

2k

36.00

15% value added

3.6

5.4

Value added as % of total
import bill

5.38%

if. 8 5%

One other point in connexion with the valuation basis of
imports and exports is that the present method of valuable is
not entirely satisfactory. On trade outside East Africa it is
generally believed that a systematic over-valuation of imports
and under-valuation of exports is practised. This presumably
does not happen in trade within East Africa, but the Customs
practi£|vof allowing some merchants to
their exports
c.i.f
while others report them f.o.b
must generate some
error in the balance of payments and without further surveys it
is clearly impossible to enter an adjusting item in the accounts.
I want now to discuss import substitution.

The methods

described above of projecting imports are based on historically
observed relationships with GDP etc., and what they in fact
predict is "potential imports".

If new import substitution

programmes come into operation in the next few years the
actual imports will differ from potential imports (consumer
(11)

Insurance is generally not used in this trade which is
predominantly overland, but the freight costs may be
considerable.

(12)

Information given me by the Principal Collector of
Customs, Dar es Salaam.

-10goods below, capital goods above) because there will be a
departure from historical relationships owing to a structural
change in the economy.

At least we hope so.

The problem is simplified by the fact that substitution
of imported capital goods can be neglected, and that of intermediate goods is very small, that of "miscellanceous imports"
can also be neglected.

This leaves those categories of

imports which were broken out precisely because the import
substitution programme for them is known, and the large
category of general consumer goods.
Given the forecast of "potential imports" of consumer
goods we have to deduct the estimated forecast of that local
production which will be on sale othfer than what was on sale
in the historical pjriod used for forecasting potential imports.
But this period covered several years

In the case of Tan-

zania we can say that no serious import substitution programme
was undertaken (or at least, brought through its gestation
period) until late 1965

or

1966; the development of the con-

sumer goods industry (other than the production of raw foodstuffs, v/hich can be excluded as it is non-competitive against
imports) cannot be said to have begun until 1966, and the
year 1965 (or 196^/65. average) can be used as a base year from
which to measure new import substitution.
Given the GDP projections, if one breaks out the projections for the government services and export sectors, one
is left with production of goods for the domestic market and
broadly speaking this can be regarded as a projection of import
substitution, but some of it (e.g. monetary pombe brewing) is
essentially non-competitive against imports.

Assuming, however,

that this type of production will be stagnant, the absolute increase in the remainder will be genuine import substitution.
The possible error in this assumption does not seem likely to
be large.
As regards the import content of import substitution
in principle we should take into consideration additional
imports of capital goods (initial investment and replacements),
intermediate goods (recurrent inputs), and consumer goods (the
indirect effect via the income multiplier).
The additional import of capital goods presents no problem
since the projection of "potential" imports of capital goods
is based on a projection of capital formation which already
reflects planned import substitution."'1"''7
(13)

This has to be based on the National Plan, modified in
the light of latest expectations.

-11The additional import of intermediate goods likewise is
zero since these imports are based on GDF projections which also
embody the import substitution programme already.
For capital and intermediate goods there is no reason
to suppose that the changes in the composition of capital
formation and of GDP will affect the import content pro rata.
But for consumer goods - although the projections of
"potential imports" are already inflated by the expanded GDP it is lil.ely that the new import substitution will generate
a) urbanization, and b) the spread of wage employment, thus
giving rise to i) a change in the value of the expenditure
multiplier, probably with an increase in the velocity of money
circulation, and ii) a shift in consumption patterns in the
direction of more sophisticated goods, which despite the
import substitution programme still means more imported goods.
There are a number of unknowns here, including for example:
1)

social attitudes to public versus private transport;

2)

the locations of the new investments;

3)

consumers' preference for local products;

k)

the extent of the demand for cash balances;

5)

the growth in the volume of consumer credit;

and I see no way of making an appropriate correction for this
structural factor, though I admit that if none is made, imports
are likely to be understated.
In the case of a country like Kenya where no abrupt
take-off at the end of 19&5 can be postulated but rather a
gradual expansion in the manufacturing sector during the
period from which historical data are taken, the above method
cannot be applied; but since a longer time-series is available it might be possible to break the period into two and
examine the structural changes that already occurred, and somem )
how project the process of structural change
. This is
evidently a trickier task.
The method I have been describing clearly relies a
great deal on the capital formation and GDP projections of
the official Plan.

It is hardl" necessary to add that if the

financial requirements
(15) as revealed at the end of the balance
of payments study
seem excessive, these targets need to be
revised downwards.

In particular there is a strong possibility

for all three countries in East Africa that the export performance
may cause GDP to fall short of plan targets.'
(1^) I am alluding here to the work of Mr. E.E. Dahl, in Nairobi.
(15) A test must also be made of the savings constraint and
possibly of the manpower constraint.
(16) Exports account for about k2% of Tanzania's monetary GDP.

-12Before leaving the trade section of the balance of payments I would like to mention that, if data were available,
the incomes of different sections of the population should
throw moie light on imports of consumer goods and transport
equipment.

It would be helpful especially to know the im-

port content of spending by expatriates, while a forward
estimate of the numbers of expatriates could be deduced from
the manpower Plan,

It would be interesting to know if this

has been attenpted elsewhere.
There is little to say about invisibles and transfers.
Genuine services can be estimated on a growth-rate basis with
reference to the Plan, as modified.

Pensions, gratuities

and severance pay to expatriates can' be calculated fairly
accurately with the help of official sources.

The growth

of tourism may be provided for in oificial plans but if there
are in an unfinished state only a rough guess can be made.
Emigrants' transfers depend partly on official policy regarding expatriate

employment and partly on political un-

certainty: in East African conditions no firm estimate can
be made.

Then we have investment income.

Investment income

on Government account can be estimated to some extent.
interest burden on existing debt can be calculated.

The

An

estimate of the burden of future delt can be roughly made but
must be reconciled with the amount of official investment
which seems likely to be borrowed in the light of the final
result of the study.

On the credit side there are sinking

funds bringing in an income and the official foreign exchange
reserves which also provide a revenue; both can be very roughly
estimated.

For private investment income there is a sad lack

of data, both historical and current, and some assumption
probably has to be madeto the effect that it grows at the same
rate as GDP or as private capital formation with a lag.
the proportion of investment which will be private

But

(a fortiori

the proportion which is foreign private), however it may be
declared in the Plan, must, I think, be regarded as unknowable.
A coward's way out is to take historical data for the outflow
(17)
of public and private investmeit inco e together
and
assume a future growth rate ecual to that of GDP.

The

growth rate of the credit item will be small if there is no
outward capital movement from the country and no change in
foreign exchange reserves, the only increase being in
revenue from Government sinking funds.
(17)

If these assumptions

Over the period I96O-65 the outflow shows a jump when
there was a capital outflow; high profits are a form
of capital outflow. This can be roughly measured and
corrected for.

are made, and additions to the sinking funds are being made in
a regular fashion, and if the sinking funds are earning a yield
which can be regarded as stable, then the creait item is
calculable.

It is fairly clear that the credit item will grow

more slowly, and start at a lower initial level, than the debit
item.
The capital account also sufiers from a lack of data.
There can be no quastion of estimating the marginal efficiency
of capital, the mobility of capital, the supply schedule of
loanable funds or other such sophisticated concepts with the
data now available; I am unrepentantly dogmatic on this. Instead
I find it convenient to calculate the net inflow of foreign
long-term capit 1 and donations as a proportion of gross
domestic capital formation.
factor very clearly.

This brings out the political

Up to 1962 it was 35%-40%; with

political disturbances it fell sharply, to virtually zero in
196^; in 1965 it rose a. ain. but not to its former level.

We

can perhaps talk of the period of dependence on the U.K; the
period of loss of confidence; and the period of independence
with confidence for the most part restored and money coming
in from new sources.

Barring any new political shift we may

therefore expect the percentage to be, say, 25%-3Oy'o in the
/ -1 O N

next five years.

J

This should tally with the requirements

arising from the other sections of the balance of payments;
if it is too low, the whole growth perspective is too ambitious.
If it is too high, some rise in reserves can be expected. (19)

Part 3:

SOME THOUGHTS ON SHOgT-T• jRM FORECASTING
At present the E.A.S.D. prepares balance of payments

statistics on an annual basis; a major component of the data
is the Investment Survey return, which companies fill in once
a year with reference to whatever date suits them best for
accounting or other purposes.

Certain other elements are

of an annual nature such as diplomatic spending estimates,
but apart from minor items, the whole of the current and transfer account could with little difficulty be put onto a quarterly
basis and even a monthly basis with some interpolation.

The

(18)

The Plan originally anticipated considerably more than this.

(19)

The question of optimum reserves need not be looked into
here though it is one which is f r from being overlooked
in Tanzania.

-OAsane is true of official capital" movements, so that if we are
content to leave private capital (net) as a residual we can
if we wish obtain a very much more up-to-date balance of payments than wo now have.

By extracting seasonal trends and

by utilising certain forward indicators, a short-term projection could then be made, on a rolling basis. ^ ^
The reason why this is now possible (and was not
possible before July, 1965) is that we have exchange control
governing payments to non-East African account.

The forms

used are of course indicators of approvals rather than transactions carried out, but it should be an easy matter to have
a detachable slip or e:.tra page on which the banks can record
the transaction, stating merely the amount in shillings and
the value-date (the serial number of the form together with
its colour indie ting the motive of the payment).

Each form

would have to correspond with a category of visible or invisible trade or transfers, demarcated in a way considered
(21)
most suitable for the balance of payments.
The different
types of transaction within each category could be listed and
the applicant asked to indicate the appropriate one(s); this
would assist the exchange JSflf1'serve as a population from which
a sample could occasionally be drawn to obtain a more exact
description of what is going on.
The attached slips should be collated according to
category (using a colour code) and grouped month by month
according to the date of the transaction.
Governmental payments should be recorded in separate
categories, the transactions being noted by the central bank,
and the authorising officers being asked to identify the nature
of transactions.
Where at present the banks are authorised to sanction
certain payments without reference to Exchange Control, simple
additional forms would need to be used to record the trans-

(22)

actions.
This would .provide all necessary data on payments outside East Africa in a steady stream and in convenient form.
Receipts from outside East Africa are more difficult,
but not impossible.
(20)
(21)

(22)

See footnote (2).
For a useful list of invisible transactions see "Code of
Liberalisation of Current Invisible Operations", OECD. Dec.
1964. This needs to be reconciled with the items of the IMF
manual and the particular characteristics of E.Africa, and
it should preferable be uniform through E.Africa. I am
now attempting this reconciliation.
Some forms should also be used for operations across intercompany accounts which at present get Exchange Control
approval without the use of special forms.

-15Exports are recorded steadily by Customs.

Gold move-

ments are recorded equally promptly by customs, if the gold
crosses a frontier, ana should be recorded by official
licensing, where a change of sector within the country is
concerned.

Insurance data couldbe obtained by asking

additional questions in the quarterly questionnaires now in
service.

Transportation data could be obtained from major

carriers and harbours at reasonable intervals; minor enterprises could probably be ignored for transactions outside
East Africa.

Receipts from foreign-travel (at present esti-

mated from immigration records) could be estimated from
immigration records on a monthly basis.'
(23)
accrues mostly

Investment income

to official accounts or monetary in-

stitutions and could be notified by them in a steady stream.
The seasonal pattern of the private receipts would have to
be estimated from bankers' knowledge, and fitted to an extrapolation of the year-to-year trend.

In this connexion

it might be useful to have a question included in income
tax questionnaires on the amount of these receipts even though
, ,
(24)
they are not taxable.
Apart from official transactions, and payments to
missions and churches, which are easily notifiable, the remaining current and transfer receipts are so minor that one
could divide the annual figures by 12 to get monthly figures
with negligible error.
This gives us a balance of payments for transactions
outside East Africa with net private capital movements (and
errors and omissions) as the residual.

(On the annual basis

only errors and omissions are the residual item).
Transactions within East Africa are more difficult;
only trade is officially notifiable at present; invisibles,
transfers and capital movements are not.

Ply approach would

be to attempt to get estimates of invisible transactions,
treating transfers and capital movements together as the residual.

Since a transfer is frequently a capital movement in its

essential character this would not be a serious weakness,
probably.
It would be inexpedient to attempt to secure data on
both rec,ipts and payments for invisibles in East Africa.
(23) In Tanzania, 1964, 3?%;

Re-

19^5, 62%

(24) This method of estimation and this suggestion might also
be relevant to the treatment of undistributed profits
on the debit side.

-16ceipts alone could, however, be obtained fairly easily from
insurance companies, carriers, harbours, banks, film rental
agencies, publishing houses and possibly other enterprises;
and by exchanging these data either directly or through the
E.A S.D. the three countries would have a fairly complete
set of accounts.

Investment income receipts could be dealt

with through income tax returns and exchanged in the same
way.
This is.. essentially_v/hat is done at present through
the E.A.S.D. but I see no reason why it should not be done
on a quarterly basis.
Having established such a system the preparation of
short-term forecasts based on the use of seasonal trends and
the registers of exchange control approvals should be feasible.
I should perhaps emphasize that this type of projection
will only give a two or three month forward forecast, but this
would be quite an advance compared with the situation where
you get the figures of each year in the middle of the next.

M.J.R. Yaffey
Economic Research Bureau,
University College,
DAR es SALAAM.
1st -December, 1966.
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A. hascarenhas

Slank spaces were left on the oap when there was no statement made
about the food status of the district.

In all probability, such areas

had adequate food but this provincial or district adequacy is not plotted
on the map unless information was expressly available.
lor obvious technical reasons, the author regrets that in the
papers handed out only a schematic diagram (Fig. l) showing food shortages
and famines could be included.
A re-appraisal oi the climatic factor.
In the Great Plains of the United States, great variations in the
yield and even absolute failures of

R
rain crop have occurred frequently .

Yet this zone is not referred to as "famine belt".
hov/ever, there is an all

In dealing with Africa,

ready acceptance of explaining human problems

by environmental factors especially climate.

What is therefore being

cautioncd in this paper is the direct correlation of a generalised
climatic type to a human problem, in this case food shortages and hunger.
A glance at the schematic diagram or maps reveals that even for a svaall
part of Africa such as Tanganyika climate presents a great deal of
variation.

It is precisely for this reason that in no one year has famine

ever taken place in the whole of Tanganyika - famines have occured only
in parts of Tanganyika.
The foregoing does not deny that crop failures have taken placc
because of climatic factors.
the correlation is complex.

TThat it is intended to emphasise is that
The acure famines and rainfall figures (fig.2)

for Dodoma illustrate this point.
1924 and 1925.

There were poor harvests in 1923,

Widespread famine relief was undertaken in 1934 and in

the following year, despite the lower rainfall there was a good harvest.
Another spate of famines hit extensive sections of the area from 1941
and were quelled only after the first few months of 1945.
It is noteworthy that in 1928, despite the great dip in the rainfall
figures, no

mention is made of any famine and the unfavourable weather

only brought a reduction of groundnuts.

In 1929 famine was prevented

because ^he sale of grain was prohibited and grain was imported from
Kondoa.
Generalizations about climate made in the early years of colonial
administration especially on the question of 'seasonality', and typology
of climatic regions must be looked at with great sceptism.

Instead of

stressing macro-climatological aspects there is a real need for mioroclimatological generalizations. Some of the pointers in this direction
have begun to appear in the post-war period,

'.hus, Griffith working as

a bioclimatologist and producing his rainfall regions ,

Thompson

stressing the
7 importance of the time of the day in which rain falls to
agriculture and Brazell, working on rainfall reliabi_ity and showing
that great disparity can arise even by an altitudinal variation of
Q
100-200 feet , are a few examples of the new trend.

The Dilem;^ of Change.
The imposition of elements of colonial policy vis-a-vis traditional
agricultural systems croated a situation which inevitably had great impact
on food supplies.

The end of the colonial status has not resolved

tensions and the problems of the p-..st are still present today.

Briefly

the factors affecting food supplies will be considered under the
following headings:1.

Provincial self sufficiency

2.

Repercussion due to the introduction of cash crops

2.

Prices and marketing

4•

C ommuni cation

5.

Other causes.

Provincial Self-sufficiency.
One of the fundamental misconceptions of the early administrators
was to regard the whole environment of the country as suitable for the
production of food crops.

The administrative response to this concept

was crystallized in the theory of provincial self-sufficiency in food
and was especially stressed aurin_

orld v-ar II.

At times there .vas

merit in this scheme, but often this principle had to be compromised
though it was never abandoned.

In pursuing this policy there was a

complete disregard of basic ecological safety valves especially among
groups whose predominant concern was pastoralism.
i

Thus, <:,nong the G-ogos

the keeping of large herds, misguided as the system was, acted as si
safety mechanism.

Despite the literature stressing the great love that

pastoral groups had for their cattle, there are examples when ti/. 3 same
groups were prepared to sacrifice their cattle during periods c p "tress.
Cattle were in fact, exchanged for grain in times of hardship, and in the
famines which lasted up to the 1920 ! s, cattle were sold at a rida.culoously
low price of a rupee a head',,
World ,7ar I.

Hardship, in this case^ was a result of

During the thirties and the forties the attempt to p:.rsuade

the Gogog to grow cassava which was the usual panaee^f or combat irty famines
was reluctantly adopted by the C-ogos.

They logically argued that root

crops tied them to the land and their precious cattle could not be fed
on this root.

In a recent study by Rigby1'" there is evidence that the

G-ogos who had suffered

severely from

famines

seemed in t^eir

social sphere to have tried to adjust to the harsh ecological conditions.
Thus residential mobility was high because of pastoralism ana hoe cultivation of sorghum and bulrush millet in uncon rolled and uninheritt I land.
Every Gogo, too, belongs to one of the eighty-five patri-lineal
the majority of whom were dispersed.

clar.3,

.-..sea

The preoccupation with provincial self-sufxiciency hud many elements
of contradiction.

It ignored among otaer things the fact that the

optimum, use of a particular area might not be a food crop but a cash
crop.

£ven worse it relegated food crops to a constant low price and

thi3 h.s been a basic f ctor why fooccrops have not been commercialised.
Durin^ the worst famines of the 1940's in G-ogolcmd grain eventually
had to be imported from the neignbouring areas to fill the silos.

The

construction of silos '/.'as a ne? conception of relief me s .ie, h dci .rtmcnt
of grain storage was formed but it was found expensive to mr.int .in and .
in the late fifties the department was abolished.
Repercussion due to Introduction pf Cash ?ro"s.
Agriculture for the purpose of cultivating products other
food crops was insignificant in traditional societies.

an

The introduction

of cash c r o c especially non-consumable ones such as cotton, sisal,
tea and pyrethrum therefore, in many caoes brought disruption ir. b-.e
cultivation of food crops.

It was inherent in colonial policies to

stress and have a positi\e approach to the whole question oi cash crops.
Certainly, the research unuertaken, money expended, and tl e iroressiing
export tonnaue all reveal the f „cD tiiat there wus an emphasis on cash
crops.

Yet, the indigenous cultivators were expected to grow their own

food and be self-sufficient.

In pursuing this policy, colonial governments,

(present national go ernments have not escaped tnis either), perpetuated
the transition stage in which cultivators are neither commer:.oal nor
subsistence farmers.

If one accepts the idea that in traditional

societies calculations of food requirements v/ero based on enprical notions
rather than scientific measurements, one can see tha:" miscalculations
could easily be made and adjustment because of the introduction of cash
would take time.

For obvious reasons examples of food shortages being

caused by the growing of cash cro; s would not be good •olitics on the
part of colonial administrators.

However, one does get examples.

In

1931 the Provincial Commissioner for the Eastern Province indirectly
hits at the pre-occupation of the administration with cash crops when
he states:
n
"It is not out of place to metion here that an increased
production campaign is about to be launched, but, one
hastens to atjl£, increased production is : .ot synonymous
with cotton5'
As recently as 1945 the Provincial Commissioner rcr bhe sj.me Province
remarked:
"Essentially the people of the coast tend to rely upon sale
of copra to support their wants and most are reluct ait ' o
produce sufficient food even for their need.'. If the price
of copra shall fall, they will find themselves with
insufficient food and no money to purchase it from neighbours".

A. liascarerri^s
If the traditional practice of growing food has to be integrated
with production of cash crops one has to assume that the cultivators
had to:1.

work harder than before

2«
3.

sacrifice a great deal of leisure
down
cut/on the acreages given to food crops

4.

look for alternatives for obtaining cash

The last assumption best manifests itself on the whole question
of labour which will presently be dealt with.
One has to admit that in certain areas it was feasible to have a
reliable ca3h/food crop association especially where the lacter demanded
little labour.

The Chagga and the Haya with the banana/coffee complex

are a good example.
work.

In many cases, however, the duality could not

In fact, to the local inhabitants in these areas advice and

instruction during the late 20's and 30's must have seemed very
contradictory.

They were asked to increase the acreage under crops and

yet prices paid for crops sold were decreased.

They had to grow food

stock and yet grow for export; they had to increase acreages and yet
keep maintaining the fielda to new standards.

Some of the cash crops

were not food crops and in many ways useless if not sold.
Labours
An alternative source of obtaining money, apart from cash crops
was to enter the labour market and this response had great social effects
among groups like the

kinga and Ha.

Obviously, it is

easy to see one

of the consequences mentioned earlier, namely, since the family was the
unit of subsistence economy, disruptions would take if this unit was
interfered

with.

Agrarian systems would immediately be affected

especially among groups where menfolk performed the difficult tables such
as clearing the forests or breaking for the first time.

In the Wiliwana

chiefdom of Singida, after a series of food shortages, it was realised
that the customary practice of the men leaving their homes in the planting
season

work for food in the Iramba part of the district meant there
was insufficient cultivation in their own area.13
The repercussion of the lavish use oi labour h^ s yet to be studied
in detail and in fact, has been an under-played factor,

lipuciiac

references can be found both at the source and the receiving end-,

Best

examples of the latter are to be found in the Tanga Region where in 1936
the number of alien Africans was clearly in excess of 50,000 men for whom
food had to be procured.

It is therefore not surpris^nv that the

administrator for Tanga in 1942 categorically stated.
"Any further transfers from native agricultural production to work^
on estates would have dangerous repercussions on the fooc. supply''^-^

.ascarennas
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In the Southern Highlands where much of the labour originated
from the Provincial Commissioner, in 1943, warned that further calls
for labour within or without the Province would probably endanger the
foodstuff position and locally grain would be insufficient to feed the
employed labourers.

The administrator had calculated that out of 125>250
!

tax-payers, 28,050 were employed within the district and 12,626 had

'volunteered' for the army and 10,700 labourers were outside the district

15
»

Another aspect of the same problem which Hajor Orde Browne brings
out strikingly
* in his report is the colossal use of labour for unproductive purposes and the very great distances
which they had to travel.
He also states that along routes frequented by labourers, produce sellers
and government employees there were, at times, results approaching
famine.
"Owing to the short-sighted sale of too much food or the anxiety
of the local authorities fo furnish supplies to travellin0
government servants"!^.
These are just a few aspects of the impact of labour on food surv lies.
Prices and Haiketing
The dilemma of growing both a cash crop and a subsistence crop not
only strained the organisation of traditional agriculture but in addition
there were a number of economic piffalls related to marketing and prices.
Uncertainty of prices made adjustment difficult.

If a farmer emphasised

a cash crop and the prices fell he would run the risk of not having
enough money to buy food.

It is noteworthy that the depression of

the 1930's determined for many farmers the course they should follow
and despite the great locust invasion the supply of food in most parts
of the country was not unduly bad.

Conversely, the best years i , the

country v/ere seon after the recovery of the cash cro;- prices in the
middle 30's.

This brief statement only paints the gross picture.

The

true relation between prices cash crops/subsistence agriculture is a
field in itself too large to enter in the existing paper.
Generally marketing was not well developed over most oi th.-j country
in the 1920 ! s and in many parts of the Southern Province even in 1944
there was no marketing system*
^ ^

When markets v/ere opened in the i , 11 owing

"they wore regrardod with suspician by the Africans and with
antagonism by the merchants and missions"!?.

* At Kilosa Railway Station in 1924 the government needed 4 -0,0'""
working days of porterage to supply a small detachment oi soldiers
in Songea.

A. Mascarenhas

In fact, he did not attach much importance to the appeal.

In

defence, it mu3t be admitted that when in 1928 a complaint of starvation
was received the District Ofiicer found out that only mtama had been
exhausted.

In the 1929 famine the distress was real; 500 persons perished.

Because of administrative rigidity, there was a delay of 25 days betweer.
the first reports of death and the first issue of food.
There is still one level of communication that needs examining.
At the head of the social stratification of the Bugufi people were the
Batusi who claimed that the shortage was normal.

The suffering of the

lowly peasants -upon whom they contemptously looked down did not directly
concern the aristocratic Tusis.

In fact, with their great reliance on

cattle they were not too incovenienced by the shortage of grain.
As an epilogue to the Bu^ufi famine, roughly 2,000 people wej»
affected, and 500 deaths took place,

rive tons of rice were needed

to tide tnem over, and, the expenditure was approximately £250.

In fact by

the time relief did come they were beginning to harvest their own crops.
Other Causes of Famines.
There are other causes of famines and food shortages which cannot be
dealt with fully in this brief paper.

Innumerable examples of very

localised food shortages caused by the depredations of wild animals and
insect pests is one.

Superstition and social disharmony between groups

prov-des yet aaother category.

For example the precursor of the

Bugufi famine is to be found in the prophecy of a witch-doctor who
claimed that the ruling dynasty would die if cultivation in the swamps
was not stopped.

The sudden domarAc or food from areas adjacent to

famine areas can cause food shortages in areas asked to provide relief.
^he 1929 Bugufi famine was thus part of a large famine in Urundio
-xInflated prices
of food.

in the famine area easily leads to un-inhibited disposal

Finally, the absence of certain foods among groups who have

strict food preferences can cause an induced type of famine.
Conclusion^
This study of famines in Tanganyika demonstrates the danger of
applying a climatic generalization to a human problem.

The typology

"Tropical cliriate" which is often associated with famines is such a gross
generalization with so many variables that even in a relatively small area
like Tanganyika it has serere limitations in its application.

This is

demonstrated by the localised nature of famines in the country.

* In 1942 the Warangi and Wanyaturu readily disposed tl.eir sur lus
>ecause the prices of grain had risen from 1/50 to 8/- a dece.

A. Mascarenlias

Y/hile there is no doubt that the immediate cause of famines has
often been nicro-cliniatological factors, one cannot even ths>n always
conclude that hunger is directly related to the environment,
is a human problem.

famine

It therefore must have some human causes and solutions.

Some of the human factors of famines have their origin in economic,
technological, social and even trancportational factors.

The

equation of man's production of food is environment plus culture.
Famines and food shortages cannot therefore be rigidly tied to the
(T
' »
environment.
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